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ABSTRACT 

High accuracy measurements of variations in the radial velocity of the 

K 1 giant star Arcturus have been obtained. The observations span 5 years and 

have a point-to-point repeatability of 5 m s-1 and night-to-night stability of better 

than 20 m s-l. Velocity oscillations of Arcturus were discovered during the course 

of this work in 1986. Extensive additional data, presented here, indicate that Arc

turus is exhibiting global nonradial acoustic oscillations with characteristics similar 

to those occurring in the Sun. 

A Fabry-Perot interferometer, used in transmission, is employed to accu

rately tag the stellar wavelengths. The light is dispersed by a cross-dispersed echelle. 

About 750 points in the spectrum are monitored over 4250-4750 A. All observations 

were done using the 0.9 m telescope of the University of Arizona on Kitt Peak, which 

is dedicated half-time for use with this instrument. A dedicated facility was crucial 

to this work - because of the changing nature of the oscillations, many observing 

runs, over several years, were required to understand the star's behavior. Continu

ous data sets as long as 30 days were acquired. 

The velocity power spectra are complicated and variable. There is sub

stantial evidence that the variations are solar-like p-mode oscillations. At least 

10 frequencies have been identified, over the range 8.3 to 1.7 days. A tell-tale spec

trum of evenly spaced modes is apparent, yielding a value for ~vo ~ 1.2 pHz. The 

average power spectrum peaks near 3 days, approximately as expected from the 

acoustic cut-off frequency. There is a broad envelope of power with a distribution 

reminiscent of that seen in the Sun. The oscillations do not maintain phase coher

ence and they show abrupt discontinuities, indicating that something is disrupting 
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them, as in the Sun. Coherence of the modes is estimated to be a few weeks to a few 

months. Driving is likely to be due to stochastic excitation by turbulent convection. 

Arcturus may be one of the first analogues of solar-like oscillations and/or 

the first member of a new class of variable stars. Because Arcturus is an evolved star 

of approximately solar mass, these oscillations will provide a test for stellar evolution 

theory, as well as for asteroseismology and the study of driving mechanisms for 

stellar oscillations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. OVERVIEW 

This dissertation describes the observation and analysis of small amplitude 

variations in the radial velocity of the K 1 giant star Arcturus. The variations 

were discovered from these observations, which were made using a spectrometer 

capable of precisely measuring differential velocities. I helped construct and test 

this instrument during the course of my work toward this dissertation. In addition 

to the observational work, I have also done numerical modeling of the expected 

pulsation periods for this star and the associated pulsational stabilities. 

This is an unparalleled data set that spans 5 years and is comprised of nearly 

5000 observations. Because of the long time base, the large number of observations, 

the high density of observations, the number of groups of consecutive nights of data, 

and the exceptional stability of the instrument, a window has been opened to new 

and exciting variations in a class of star previously thought to be stable. Arcturus 

may be, in fact, the first member of a new class of variable stars. The variations 

observed may also turn out to be an analogue of the solar "5-minute" oscillations. 

Only a few such stars have been suspected thus far, but most of these detections have 

been ambiguous and have not been definitively confirmed. Such detections would 

be an important step in expanding asteroseismology, the technique of studying 

the interior properties of stars from observed surface oscillations. Furthermore, to 

observe oscillations in stars slightly different in composition or evolutionary age 

from the Sun would allow tests of stellar evolution theory. 
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This chapter gives an overview of the scientific problem addressed, a review 

of the previous observational work done on Arcturus, and outlines the present work 

and the path to detecting these extraordinary velocity variations. 

1.2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The K giant stars live in a region of the He~zsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram 

that is surrounded on nearly all sides by many different classes of variable stars (see 

Figure 1.1). Directly blueward (hotter or to the "left") are the RR Lyrae variables, 

while blueward and more luminous, we have the familiar Cepheid variables. These 

classes of variable stars are in the He-core burning stage of evolution. Redward 

and generally more luminous than the K giants are the long period variables, the 

red semiregular and irregular variables, which are considered to contain H-burning 

shells but also unstable He-burning shells, which may be responsible for the irregular 

pulsations. Although each class has its own characteristics, all of these variables 

exhibit substantial changes in brightness (a few tenths to a few magnitudes) and 

radial velocity (generally tens of km s-I). Thus, it is not surprising that such stars 

can be easily detected and have been studied for many years. 

Even on the main sequence, where stars are considered well-behaved and 

stable, we find evidence of variability. The Delta Scuti variables are A-F dwarf 

to giant stars showing low-amplitude oscillations. The Sun exhibits thousands of 

nonradial oscillations modes, most of which would be impossible to detect without 

precise techniques for velocity measurement and high spatial resolution. Traub, 

Mariska, and Carleton (1978) first attempted to detect solar-like oscillations in 

other stars, but were unable to show definitive evidence of variability. Tentative 

detections of such oscillations have been reported in f Eri (K2 V) (Noyes et aZ. 1984), 

and a Cen A (G2 V) and a CMi (F5 IV) (Gelly, Grec, and Fossat 1986; Brown 
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Figure 1.1. Location of K Giants in the H-R Diagram. This figure shows 
the position of Arcturus with respect to the regions of the known intrinsic 
variable stars. Adapted from Coz 1980. 
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et al. 1991). Kjeldsen et al. (1995) have reported p-mode oscillations in the GO IV 

star" Boo which they term "the first clear evidence of solarlike oscillations in star 

other than the Sun," although their observations are yet to be confirmed. Hatzes 

and Cochran (1994b) claim to have detected low amplitude pulsation in a second 

(the first being our detection of oscillations on Arcturus) K giant, f3 Oph. These 

efforts continue (see Harvey 1988) and it is expected that once the instrumentation 

becomes suitable, other stars will also show evidence for these types of oscillations. 

If and when this occurs, the data should prove, as they have for the Sun, to be 

useful diagnostics of the conditions in the stars' interiors. 

One must wonder, then, what makes the K giants special, in that they 

had not been observed to be variable as had many of their neighbors. Perhaps if 

observations of photometric or velocity variations could be made more sensitive, 

these stars would also exhibit variability. Suspicions that certain of these stars vary 

with time motivated our search for small amplitude variations in the radial velocity 

of the brightest of these stars, Arcturus. 

Until recently, little had been known about the intrinsic velocity stability of 

any star other than the Sun at differential velocity accuracies better than 1 km s-l. 

In addition, K giants have received almost no attention in theoretical investigations 

of stellar pulsation, according to A. N. Cox (1986, private communication). This 

was undoubtedly due to the lack of evidence for velocity variations at the 1 km s-1 

level and lack of convincing evidence for photometric variations. 

The majority of known pulsating stars derive their pulsational driving from 

the damming of radiation at the part of the cycle when the star is at minimum 

radius. This (envelope-ionization mechanism) occurs primarily at regions of partial 

ionization of abundant species (H and He) in the stellar envelope, provided they 

occur at the proper depth in the star. The Cepheid variables lie in a strip in the 
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H-R diagram which has a more or less well-defined red (low temperature) edge. 

The K giants lie to the red side of this edge. For stars in the instability strip, 

the envelope ionization mechanism of He+ is thought to be responsible for their 

pulsations. The H ionization region, which occurs very near the surface, has little 

effect on the pulsation for these stars (see Cox and Giuli 1968 or Cox 1980). As 

one moves to the right in the H-R diagram (at constant luminosity), however, 

the importance of the H ionization layer increases. Therefore, for stars with purely 

radiative envelopes, pulsational instability should continue well beyond the red edge 

of the instability strip (Baker and Kippenhahn 1965). They also suggest that the 

onset of efficient convection in these stars is likely to be the cause of their (apparent) 

observed stability. Cox and Giuli (1968) point out " ... the main problem now seems 

to be one of finding a stabilizing mechanism for stars lying in the general region on 

the H-R diagram between, say, the region of the Cepheids and the region of the red 

variables. » 

For the red variables, the H ionization mechanism is thought to be respon

sible for the pulsational instability, despite the deep convection expected in these 

stars. 

We see then that the K giants are trapped between these two regions of 

variables, each having a different driving mechanism and each showing relatively 

large amplitudes. As will be shown here, it is now evident that K giants can show 

variability, even periodic variability, although it does not appear to be as regular as 

the Cepheid variability. Because of the deep convective envelope expected for Arc

turus, most of the driving for radial oscillations would come from the H ionization 

region. This is confirmed by the models described in this dissertation. In this sense, 

Arcturus could be considered more like the red variables than like the Cepheids. 
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In addition to studying how stars in the K giant "gap" fit among the other 

variable stars, characterizing the periods and amplitudes of any oscillations may 

aid in understanding other phenomena. For example, stars to the right of the 

"Linsky-Haisch" dividing line (Linsky and Haisch 1979), including Arcturus, show 

chromospheric structure, variability, and evidence for mass loss (see O'Brien and 

Lambert 1986; Chiu et al. 1977); however, they lack the signature of magnetic 

activity present in those stars blueward of this line. It has been suggested that 

variable mechanical heating may be responsible for the chromospheric variability 

and episodic mass loss (see Walker et al. 1989 and Cuntz 1987). This mechanical 

heating may result from the observed pulsations. Recent work suggest that, al

though the oscillations may be capable of heating the chromosphere, they probably 

cannot drive mass loss (Judge and Cuntz 1993; Sutmann and Cuntz 1995). Another 

K giant we have observed, f3 Gem, shows variability, but not of the same nature as 

Arcturus (Smith, McMillan, and Merline 1988; Walker et al. 1989). This star is on 

the other side of the dividing line. 

1.3. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK ON ARCTURUS 

The K giants have been observed to be generally stable stars with few cases 

known of variability in either their brightness or their radial velocity. 

Arcturus is one K giant for which there had been some suspicion of velocity 

variability. It was listed by Kukarkin et al. (1951) as a suspected variable. It was also 

tabulated by HoHleit and Jascheck (1982) in The Bright Star Oatalog with a "v?" 

under the comments section, meaning that it was a possible velocity variable. When 

contacted, D. HoHleit (1985, private communication) told us that this designation 

resulted from the apparently large variation in the published values for the absolute 

radial velocity of the star over time. Inspection of these data shows that the range 
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covers some 600 m s-1 over a span of 50 years and with several instruments, the 

typical point-to-point errors for which were usually not less than 500 m s-l. Adams 

(1941), Beavers et aZ. (1979), Bopp and Edmonds (1970), Griffin and Griffin (1973), 

and Petrie and Fletcher (1967) all had obtained radial velocity data having smaller

than-conventional errors (i.e., better than 50Q-1000ms-1), but the data are either 

too noisy or have such a short time base that they are of little use for detecting the 

type of variability exhibited by Arcturus. No definitive observations of brightness 

variations have been detected in this star. Apparently for this reason and because 

of the tentative nature of the velocity variability, Arcturus remained on the list of 

photometric and radial velocity standard stars. 

In 1982, M. A. Smith (1982,1983), in a test of a new radial velocity technique 

and in an attempt to search for solar-like oscillations in other stars, turned his atten

tion toward Arcturus and Aldebaran. His technique used telluric absorption lines 

superimposed on the stellar light as wavelength references. He reported marginal 

detections of oscillations in Arcturus (semi-amplitude 4ms-1i period 97min) and 

Aldebaran (8 ms-1). His night-to-night velocity variations were claimed to be no 

more than 15ms-1 on Arcturus and only 2ms-1 on Aldebaran. His results on 

Arcturus showed a change of as much as 30ms-1 from one night to another, 

although he attributed this to instrumental uncertainties. Campbell, Irwin, and 

Walker (1982) reported orally that they had evidence that Arcturus had changed 

by about 100 m s-1 over a span of two days. Since these were data taken with a 

new instrument, the result was somewhat tentative. Kemp et aZ. (1986), during 

a survey of bright nearby stars for dark companions, found evidence for periodic 

variability in polarization and Ca H + K measurements. The prominent period they 

claimed was 45 days, but the data showed evidence for variability on a time scale 

of 1-5 days as well. 
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1.4. RESULTS OF PRESENT WORK 

Meanwhile, our group at the University of Arizona had been developing a 

new instrument (see Chapter 3 and Frecker et al. 1984, McMillan et al. 1985, and 

McMillan et al. 1986) which we hoped would be capable of detecting variations in 

radial velocity of a few m s-1 between observations, to be stable night-to-night at 

the level of 10-20 m s-l, and to be capable of tracking velocity changes over many 

years on a single baseline. The principal objective of this project is to search for 

planets around other stars by observing the periodic Doppler shift induced in the 

primary star by an orbiting, unseen companion. 

With a laboratory version of this instrument, we took a number of poorly

calibrated, but nonetheless stable, observations of Arcturus in 1984 as a test of 

the instrument. These observations were taken on three nights - two consecutive 

nights and one night 6 days later. These observations showed a change of about 

127 m s-1 between the first and second nights, while no difference was observed in 

the velocity between the first and third nights (McMillan et al. 1985). We could 

find no reason for the change other than a true change in the velocity of the star or 

an as-yet-undetected drift in the instrument. 

Late in 1985, this instrument was first commissioned, installed in a dedi

cated site on Kitt Peak, and obtained first stellar light. At the first opportunity, 

we began observations of Arcturus to see whether such changes were indeed taking 

place on the star, or whether the previous suspicions were unfounded. 

To this end, much of the telescope time was dedicated to K giant stars 

in the first year of operation. Not only did these stars have a hint of variability, 

but they were bright, allowing many photons to be collected and hence good ve

locity precision, in a short time. They also offer a high density of spectral lines in 
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blue portion of their spectra, which improves the accuracy of differential velocity 

measurements (see Appendix C). 

Our observations during this first year of operation did indeed reveal an 

exciting result: that the radial velocity of Arcturus varied in what appeared to be 

a periodic fashion, having a period of about 2 days and an amplitude of roughly 

160 m S-l (Smith, McMillan, and Merline 1987). The variation seemed to persist 

for at least 3 months. 

Considerable effort was put into testing for any anomalous instrumental, 

environmental, or human factors which could account for our result. These efforts 

are described in Chapter 7. Our observations were surprising to some because 

K giants had been considered stable and because a variation this large could have 

been detected earlier, at least using M. A. Smith's technique. 

Some of the objectives set for the remainder of that first year were to 

continue the observations in an attempt to extend the time base in a search for co

herency of the oscillation, and to begin simple numerical modeling work to ascertain 

whether indeed oscillations of such periods on this type of star were to be expected. 

As stated earlier, this type of star had attracted little attention from theorists, who 

already had plenty of pulsating-star problems to work on. 

The follow-up observations for the first year (1986) were especially designed 

to collect high-quality data on this oscillation. That is, the frequency of calibrations 

was increased and the longest practical time base was obtained during observing 

runs. To our surprise, the 2 day period which had persisted for 3 months earlier in 

the year, now was either weakened or missing altogether. However, we were able 

to catch the star varying rapidly within at least one of these nights, which we saw 

before, but not with certainty. The star had changed by roughly 100ms-1 over 
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our observation span, at an acceleration of about 20 m s-1 hr-1. I presented these 

results in a poster in 1986 (Merline, Smith, and McMillan 1986). 

Because of this apparent ambiguity, I felt that still further observations 

would be needed to characterize the variation. Although velocity variations were 

always present at the level of about 200 m s-l, the nature of the variations seemed 

to look different with each new observing run. Finally, similar periods could be 

seen in more than one observing run, implying the variations were not random. 

Furthermore, the period-finding code was predicting high confidence in the periods 

detected. 

During this time, other workers had been accumulating their own precise 

radial velocity observations on this star. Cochran (1988) confirmed the velocity 

variability we had reported in 1987. He also observed rapid velocity changes during 

a night, as well as suspect large (400ms-1) total variations on a time scale of 

months. This variation on longer time scales was suspected from the data taken 

during our first year. Since Cochran's data were obtained in the red portion of the 

spectrum (compared to the blue for our data), the case for global pulsation was 

strengthened, i. e., different spectral lines were showing roughly the same velocity 

variation. 

Heyer, Hall, and Hinkle (1987) reported long term variability of 200ms-1 

on Arcturus, but no variations larger than about ± 50 m s-1 on a short time scale 

(months). Their data, however, are from spectra taken near 2.5/-,m. Irwin et al. 

(1989) claimed to have observed changes as large as 500ms-1 on time scales of years 

and report a 640 day period. They also see short period (days) variability. Belmonte 

et al. (1990) report that, based on a single observing run, they have detected a likely 

2.7 day period and possibly multiple frequencies. Hatzes and Cochran (1993) also 

observed long period (233 days and possibly 46 days) variations in the velocity. 
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From an observing run of 8 consecutive nights, they also (Hatzes and Cochran 

1994a) claim to have evidence for periods of 2.46 and 3.8 days. 

Walker et al. (1989) had studied four K giants, including Arcturus, and 

found that they all show some velocity variability on time scale of years, but only 

two of the four show variability on a scale of days. 

The advantages of the observations presented here are that they cover a 

long time base (5 years), they have fairly low instrumental night-to-night and year

to-year errors (10-30ms- I ), they are often clumped in strings of several days each, 

sometimes as many as 28 consecutive days, and within each night the observation 

density is usually high, giving good estimates of errors. Furthermore, for many of 

the nights other external sources, such as the moon or more stable stars, were also 

observed. 

In addition to the observations, I did numerical modeling work in collab

oration with Dr. Arthur Cox at Los" Alamos National Lab. Linear, nonadiabatic 

pulsation codes were used to derive the expected periods for radial pulsation given 

a stellar structure model. The structure model was calculated for us by Dr. Steve 

Becker and was derived by evolving a star with best-guess stellar parameters from 

the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) to the observed location of Arcturus in the 

H-R diagram. This work yielded periods and stability information for the first sev

eral modes of radial oscillation for our model. Indeed, the expected periods for 

modes calculated were in the range of the observed periods (1-7 days). Further

more, we determined that the first 6 of these modes ought to be driven in this star. 

That is, given a perturbation, these modes should grow with time. The growth 

rates for each mode were also obtained from these models as well as convective 

velocities and length scales. Models for nonradial modes were also attempted. We 

did find that there are a number of nonradial-mode frequencies in the frequency 
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range being investigated here. We were not able to evaluate growth rates for the 

nonradial modes, however. 

The major results of the dissertation are 1) the velocity power spectra are 

complicated and variable with time; 2) periodic variations are definitely seen in the 

range predicted by the theory; 3) the peak in the average power distribution occurs 

near 3 days; 4) relative strengths of the modes change with some nearly disappearing 

at times; 5) the same or similar periods can be seen in different data sets; 6) multiple 

modes can be present at a single time; and 7) predominant periods can undergo 

shifts to other periods rather rapidly, i.e., their lifetimes may not always be very 

long. 

As expected, the periods observed do not match the model exactly since 

the stellar parameters (input to the code) are poorly known. At least the longest 

periods observed are likely to be radial modes, since nonradial modes should show 

shorter periods. 

If the radial oscillation hypothesis is true, it gives an example of a star 

to the right of the red edge of the instability strip that can pulsate, albeit at low 

amplitudes, even with the interfering effects of deep convection. It should be noted, 

however, that Arcturus has a low metal abundance (borderline Population II) which 

yields a much lower convective velocity than is expected for a star of solar abun

dance. This may lead to less dissipation of the pulsationally stored energy during 

the pulsation. This may also explain why these short-period variations are not 

more common. Whether Arcturus can be categorized as one of the present classes 

of variable stars or deserves its own, new, class will probably be resolved only after 

more observational and theoretical work. Certainly, on the basis of of amplitude 

of photometric and velocity variations it appears to be unlike other variable stars. 
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But more examples may have to be found which exhibit similar behavior before it 

can be placed in a new "class". 

If several of the modes are radial, the higher overtones seem to be more 

predominant than the radial and first overtone. This is perhaps because their radial

displacement eigenfunctions are more heavily weighted near the surface, where the 

overlap with the H ionization zone would be more pronounced and where the convec

tion is becoming less efficient. The fundamental and first overtone also have much 

longer e-folding times for growth than do the higher overtones. Therefore, what

e~er is disrupting the oscillations may interrupt the fundamental and first overtone 

before they can reach an appreciable amplitude. This disruption may also limit the 

amplitudes of the other modes. 

1.5. OUTLINE OF OTHER CHAPTERS 

Chapter 2 gives some background information on the instruments used and 

their history. Chapter 3 deals with the radial velocity measurement technique and 

the instrument which was constructed, tested, and calibrated as part of this thesis 

work. Calibration of the instrument has been a time consuming and difficult task; 

the procedures are discussed in Chapter 5. The observational technique, the data 

reduction procedures, and the methods for data analysis are contained in Chap

ters 4, 6, and 7, respectively. Photometric errors associated with CCD detectors 

in general are discussed in Appendix D. In Chapter 6, this is applied to the spec

trophotometric uncertainties in our instrument and ultimately to the radial velocity 

measurement. The pulsation modeling is described in Appendix B. The conclusions 

and future directions are given in Chapter 8. Finally, Appendix A details the cor

rections applied to the data for motion of the telescope with respect to the solar 

system barycenter, while Appendix C addresses how one extracts maximum radial 

velocity information from a spectrum. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

2.1. IDEA AND INCEPTION 

The general technique of radial velocity determination and basic instru

ment design upon which this dissertation is based were conceived by Dr. Krzysztof 

Serkowski {1930-1981} in the early 1970's {Serkowski 1972; Serkowski 1976; 

Serkowski 1978}. The original design was based on polarimetric calibration. His 

motivation for the development of a new instrument was the desire to search for 

planets around other solar-like stars {Serkowski 1977}. This was to be done by 

observing the small, periodic variation in the radial velocity of the star as the star 

and its companion planet orbit around their common center of mass. 

Accomplishing this objective would require a number of substantial im

provements over instruments available at the time. If one were to observe a Jupiter

size planet orbiting a solar-like star, the semi-amplitude of the variation, even if the 

orbit were seen edge-on, would be only 13 m s-l and would have a period of 12 years. 

Conventional radial velocity measurements were good only to about 500-1000 m s-l; 

with special effort, higher precision velocities ·could be obtained, but only for short 

lengths of time {see, e.g., Griffin and Griffin 1973}. The combination of velocity 

sensitivity and stability on a time scale of many years or decades presented an 

exceptional challenge. 

It is important to understand that the detection of planets would not re

quire an instrument which could determine absolutely the radial velocity of a star, 
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but only accurately measure changes in the star's radial velocity with respect to 

its velocity at some arbitrarily chosen reference time (this is not the same as mea

suring acceleration). Nevertheless, this would be a tremendous improvement in 

the measurement of one of the basic observable quantities in astrophysics, so there 

were expected to be a number of applications other than planet detection. One of 

these is the search for small amplitude variations in the intrinsic radial velocity of 

stars. That is, variations which are not a consequence of external forces. Many 

stars exhibit such behavior, usually as the result of pulsation, although often it is 

at relatively large amplitude. 

Dr. Serkowski moved forward with his idea and constructed the first ver

sion of this instrument, which was attached directly to the telescope, used a linear 

detector array, and was calibrated polarimetrically. Because of new ideas and the 

availability of superior components, the instrument was rebuilt in 1979, and now 

employed a Fabry-Perot for wavelength calibration. This instrument, which I call 

the "First Generation", was used with only limited success to measure the winds in 

the atmosphere of Venus (Serkowski et aZ. 1979). 

2.1.1. First Generation Fabry-Perot Spectrometer 

The new version of the instrument used a Fabry-Perot interferometer to 

precisely calibrate the wavelengths of stellar light. The Fabry-Perot is used in 

transmission and so the stellar light is tagged with the wavelengths of constructive 

interference of the interferometer. The purpose and operation of this component 

is discussed further in Chapter 3. The new instrument also changed from a linear 

array to a two-dimensional (CID) detector, allowing a larger portion of the spectrum 

to be used. Because the efficiency of the instrument was rather low, the target stars 

were faint, and the exposure times had to be reasonable, an image intensifier was 
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used to shorten the exposure times, albeit at the expense of higher noise. Another 

important feature of this spectrometer was the addition of an optical fiber to feed 

the starlight from the telescope focal plane to the spectrometer. This allowed the 

spectrometer to be decoupled from the telescope and could stand on the floor, away 

from the movement and vibration of the telescope. The fiber is also important to 

provide immunity of the velocity measurements to the effects of seeing and guiding, 

which is also discussed in Chapter 3. 

Several stellar observations were obtained, many by me, with this version 

of the instrument, but they were extremely noisy. Upon investigation we found 

that the aperture being imaged was too large and that the image intensifier was 

significantly degrading the image quality, so that the contrast required to separate 

distinct portions of the spectrum was not being achieved and the spectral purity was 

being degraded. Furthermore, the sensitivity and data quality were not sufficient 

to reach the intended planetary-detection objective of 5th or 6th magnitude stars. 

Unfortunately, many of the design features of the original telescope

mounted spectrometer remained and proved to be a hindrance to testing of the 

instrument and its use for observations. The spectrometer was in a compact format 

with some folding mirrors which would not have been required in a bench instru

ment. A box enclosed the entire system, requiring partial disassembly to make 

small adjustments. In some cases, the components were not adjustable. Lab tests 

for alignment of this instrument were difficult, time consuming, and frustrating. 

Alignment of the instrument often required several adjustments, many of them 

non-orthogonal and some of them inaccessible during normal operation. 
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2.1.2. Second Generation Fabry-Perot Spectrometer 

After Dr. Serkowski's untimely death in 1981, we began a program, now 

headed by Dr. Robert McMillan, to rebuild the spectrometer by laying the compo

nents on a table such that they could be easily accessible. The Fabry-Perot assembly 

and the echelle grating were salvaged, but most of the other components were re

placed. A new detector (an RCA 312x520 CCD) was used which had lower noise, a 

larger format, and did not require the use of an image intensifier. This instrument 

could now be kept in a room separate from the telescope observing floor and could 

be better insulated from vibrations and temperature fluctuations. During this pe

riod, the software for reduction of the stellar and calibration observations had to be 

rewritten. I participated in every phase of the hardware and software development. 

We obtained the first stellar observations with this version of the instrument 

in 1984. These were made from the parking lot behind the Space Sciences building 

on the University of Arizona campus, using a portable 14in Celestron telescope. 

The spectrometer was located in one of the offices in the building and, although 

not well calibrated, appeared to be stable. Some of the observations obtained were 

of Arcturus. These data showed apparent large ('" 100 m s-l) changes in the star's 

radial velocity (McMillan et al. 1985). 

In late 1985, this instrument was moved to its permanent site at Kitt Peak 

and we began observations in earnest. We continued to operate this version of the 

instrument for the first observing season (1985 September to 1986 July). Arcturus 

was one of the prime target stars during this first year, both as a test of the in

strument and to pursue the nature of any variability. It was during this first year 

that we detected and reported the variability in this star's radial velocity (Smith, 

McMillan, and Merline 1987). 
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Despite our success with this instrument on a bright star like Arcturus, the 

system was still not capable of achieving adequate signal-to-noise in a reasonable 

time on stars as faint as 6th magnitude. Much of this was because the CCD detector 

was cooled with dry ice rather than liquid nitrogen and therefore was accompanied 

by a relatively high dark signal. This limited exposures to about 20 minutes. In 

addition, the dry ice filling required that the detector be removed from the table, 

meaning imperfect registration of the spectrum on the detector after each fill. 

The room in which the spectrometer was located was not temperature con

trolled and was located on the second floor of the observatory building, subjecting 

it to vibration. Furthermore, inspection of the steel support/tilt bearings for the 

Fabry-Perot showed signs of corrosion and wear. This led to yet a third generation 

instrument. 

2.1.9. Third Generation Fabry-Perot Spectrometer 

This version of the instrument was commissioned in January 1987 and is the 

one currently in use. New features included a larger, rigid, and vibration-isolated 

spectrometer table. I participated in the preparation of a new, dedicated room that 

was clean, well insulated, and located on the ground floor of the building, which 

helped isolate the spectrometer from vibrations such as dome rotation. Air was 

circulated continuously, even between observing runs, in the room to filter and heat 

the air as well as to prevent thermal stratification of the air. The air temperature 

was controlled to within about 0.2°C. 

New interferometer bearings were fitted which were made of materials se

lected for exceptional resistance to wear and corrosion. The detector was replaced 

with a new CCD chip (but a model similar to that used previously) housed in a 

dewar cooled by liquid nitrogen. This provided negligible dark signal, even after an 
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hour exposure. One of the effects of all the above improvements was to make the 

physical registration of the spectrum on the detector exceptionally stable, which 

made the task of data reduction easier. 

I continued making observations of Arcturus with this new instrument, but 

because of changes in the spectral region covered and changes in the "tilt references" 

(see Chapter 4), the data from this version of the instrument could not easily be 

compared with that from the previous version. Thus, there was a discontinuity in 

the data string after the first year of operation. The next chapter describes the 

current version of the instrument in detail. Where differences exist between the two 

versions of the instrument used for the Arcturus observations, they are indicated. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INSTRUMENT 

3.1. THEORY OF MEASUREMENT 

9.1.1. Components of Stellar Wavelength Shifts 

The fundamental principle underlying the measurement of stellar velocities 

is the Doppler shift of stellar spectral features. Wavelength shifts arise from several 

sources and we distinguish here between those shifts that are absolute and those that 

are relative (changes in absolute values between two times). Some of the quantities 

are not well known in an absolute sense but changes can nonetheless be accurately 

determined. 

In the notation below, ~ has been used to denote changes in the wave

length from its rest and vacuum value (absolute changes), while 0 refers to relative 

changes, i.e., a difference between values of ~ at two different times. The wave

length discussed corresponds to a point in the stellar spectrum, which may fall at 

any point within a line profile, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Suppose initially (at the reference time to) the instrument is observing a 

point in the line profile Aoba(to). The observed wavelength (in the stellar spectrum) 

corresponds to a rest and vacuum wavelength that has been shifted by the various 

effects, as follows: 
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where AAlab is the wavelength of that point in the rest frame of the star, AAg is the 

gravitational redshift for the star, AAtel is the kinematic shift due to the motion of 

the telescope with respect to the solar system barycenter, AAatar is the kinematic 

shift due to the star's radial velocity with respect to the solar system barycenter, 

and AAlJur/ is the Doppler shift intrinsic to the star, i.e., motion of the observable 

stellar surface with respect to its center of mass. 

At some later time, we again observe the star to determine whether AoblJ 

has changed. Because we are interested only in changes in this quantity, we need 

only be concerned with those terms in Equation 3.1 that change with time. 

The lab wavelength of the spectral point, although approximately deter

minable, does not matter. That is, we never really need to know exactly what 

wavelength in the spectrum is being observed. For example, if the wavelength of 

the center of a particular spectral line were known only to 0.1 A, it would not af

fect our ability to accurately monitor changes in its position. What does matter, 

however, is that we have the capability to return the instrument to set on the same 

wavelength in the rest frame of the telescope; this is discussed in the next section. 

The gravitational redshift will only be approximately known, but it does 

not vary with time, so its value is unimportant. The absolute values of the shifts 

AAatar (conventionally, this would give the absolute radial velocity of the star) and 

AAlJur/ are also unimportant, although roughly determinable. Changes in AAtel are 

determined through accurate knowledge of its value at the time of any observation. 
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Figure 3.1. Doppler Shift of a Spectral Line. The line profile at time 2 
has been shifted from the reference (taken at time 1) due to a change in 
radial velocity of the star ~v. If the slope of the spectrum is known (by 
prior measurement), then by measuring the change in intensity ~I at a: fixed 
wavelength, we can determine the wavelength shift ~>., and hence ~v. 
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At some later time, we again observe the star to determine whether When 

we observe the star at the later time t, we look for the change in the observed 

wavelength and we have 

or 

Aoba(t) - Aob,,(tO) = [Alab(t) - Alab(tO)] 

+ [~Atel(t) - ~Atel(to)] 

+ [~A"tar(t) - ~A8tar(tO)] 

+ [~A"urj(t) - ~A"urj(to)] 

(3.2) 

where now instrumental setting uncertainties have been clumped into the term fAlab. 

The point of this is, first, to show that only relative wavelength changes are 

important and, second, to separate the components of the problem. The observable 

will be aAob"j the quantity ultimately of interest in this dissertation is aA"urj. In 

general, aA"tar cannot be decoupled from aA"urj, so these will be treated together 

as the quantity of interest. The error in instrumental setting f~'Gb is treated in 

Chapter 5 on calibration, while the reduction to solar system barycenter, aAtel, is 

discussed in Appendix A. 

9.1.2. Requirements for Accumte Radial Velocity Determinations 

A number of authors have discussed the requirements for accurate determi

nation of differential radial velocities of stars. Griffin and Griffin (1973), Serkowski 

(1976), and Serkowski (1978) point out that it is important for the optical path of 
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the starlight to be identical to that of the light from any source used to calibrate 

the instrument. In this way the spectrum is immune to the small mechanical shifts 

of the spectrometer that inevitably occur. If this is not done, say in the traditional 

method of recording lamp emission lines on either side of a stellar spectrum, errors 

of hundreds of m s-1 are experienced. 

The above requirement is accomplished most easily by impressing the wave

length calibration directly on the starlight itself before it travels through the spec

trograph. This can be done in a number of ways, which generally involve passing the 

light through some medium or device which removes some of the starlight at spe

cific, well-known or determinable wavelengths. For example, passing the starlight 

through a Fabry-Perot etalon and observing the light either in reflection or in trans

mission, placing an absorption cell in the beam, or using telluric absorption lines 

that happen to lie in the wavelength region of interest. 

Our instrument uses a Fabry-Perot in transmission to tag observed wave

lengths. Although the light between the interference orders is reflected and there

fore unused, the wavelengths of the transmitted light are accurately labeled. This 

relaxes the conventional requirements for exceptional mechanical and thermal sta

bility of the spectrometer and detector. The burden of stability now rests solely 

on the Fabry-Perot interferometer, which is more compact. Only one component 

must remain stable and the system can be calibrated quickly and frequently, with 

many emission lines. The process of converting stellar signal to measured radial 

velocity is reduced to one of doing photometry of spatially resolved images on the 

detector. There is no need to fit line profiles and find centroids of spectrallinesj 

the radial velocity is not obtained by registration of spectral lines on the detector 

pixels. There are many CCD pixels in each spectral sample and these samples are 

widely separated on the detector. 
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Griffin and Gunn (1974), Campbell and Walker (1979) and Brown and 

Gilliland (1990) discussed errors, including signal-to-noise ratio, associated with 

radial velocity determinations. Merline (1985) discussed the importance of the 

choice of spectral region for optimum velocity determination, including the number 

and sharpness of spectral lines. Part of this work is included in Appendix C. To 

determine velocity changes at one part in 108 (3 m s-l) using a single line would 

require that the Doppler shift of that line be measured also to one part in 108 or 

about 0.5 mAo This would, of course, be very difficult and therefore averaging is 

done over many lines in the spectrum to yield (in the absence of systematic errors) 

improved accuracy. Thus, many sharp lines are required. For our instrument, this 

means that we must sample the stellar spectrum at many points. 

Uniform illumination of the spectrograph collimator is also important if one 

wants to reduce systematic errors. If, for example, the illumination pattern changes 

from one time to another, one portion of the beam, and hence one portion of the 

spectrograph optics, will be weighted more than another portion. This will lead to 

systematic errors similar to those that would be encountered by using a different 

portion of the optics for calibration light than for stellar light. To eliminate this, we 

use an optical fiber to scramble the stellar light before it enters the spectrograph. 

3.2. THEORY OF OPERATION 

9.2.1. Method of Radial Velocity Determination 

To measure changes in a star's radial velocity, we first pick a point on the 

steep slope of a spectral line, as shown in Figure 3.1. We then determine, for 

that instant in time, the wavelength of the point in the spectrum. The wavelength 

will be that seen by our instrument at that "reference" time and will be the true 
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(lab) vacuum wavelength of that spectral point, shifted by some amount due to the 

relative motion of the star's surface and the telescope as well as any gravitational 

redshift. 

Although we do know the actual numerical value of the wavelength, called 

AOb6 in Section 3.1.1, we are concerned instead with changes in this value. Therefore, 

instead oflogging the wavelength itself, we record accurately the time so that known 

changes in relative velocity can be determined (say from the earth's rotation) and 

record the conditions of the instrument at that time, as a recipe on how to return 

the instrument to set on that wavelength at any future time. We also record the 

intensity of the spectrum at this point, by simply performing photometry on that 

bright spot on the detector associated with that Fabry-Perot order. 

Suppose now we return to this wavelength at some future time, having 

adjusted the instrument for all known changes in relative motion and instrument 

calibration between the reference time and the new observation time. Then if we 

measure the intensity of light at that wavelength again, we should find the same 

value that we observed at the reference time unless the radial velocity of the star has 

changed. If it has changed, then the intensity of light observed by our instrument, 

now set to the "reference" wavelength, will be higher or lower depending on whether 

the stellar spectrum has been blue-shifted or red-shifted and on whether we are on 

a positive or a negative slope. The time and instrumental conditions are carefully 

recorded again. The velocity shift between the reference time and the current 

observation, as determined from this point i in the spectrum is 

c d1i 
dVi = :f [dI]. 

I d'>' I 

(3.4) 
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If the slope ~r at this point in the spectrum is known from previous measurement 

(or "slope" calibration), then dv can be determined from the measured intensity 

change dI. 

The slope is measured by scanning the instrument through a limited range 

of wavelength centered on this point in the spectrum. These observations are done 

in rapid sequence to avoid problems associated with potentially real changes in 

the star's velocity. The steps used for the Arcturus observations were generally 

± 300 m s-1 from the reference point. Thus, observations at instrumental shifts of 

-300, 0, +300 m S-1 would constitute a typical slope set. 

Thus, the instrument must have the capability to tune to the desired wave

length to obtain these slope sets and to continually tune the instrument to remove 

the effects of known changes in the instrument calibration and true radial velocity 

of the star. This is done by tilting the etalon with respect to the input stellar 

beam. The range available is about 1 degree which translates into a shift of about 

65,000ms-1. To return to the desired wavelength (within the ±300ms-1 window 

of the slope calibration) requires that our predictions for earth motion and instru

ment calibration be accurate. This has not been a problem except in the early 

version of the instrument where temperatures were not so well regulated and the 

instrument calibration drifted more than we would have liked. More detail on the 

observations can be found in Chapter 4. 

9.2.2. Principle of Instrv.ment Operation 

The instrument is an interferometrically-calibrated spectrometer, main

tained in a temperature-controlled room. Starlight is delivered to the spectrometer 

by means of an optical fiber from the telescope focal plane. The interferometer is 

a tilt-tunable Fabry-Perot. Primary spectral dispersion is accomplished with an 
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echelle grating and we use a 512x320 CCD array as the detector. Using 19 echelle 

diffraction orders, we sample about 750 points in the stellar spectrum over the 

wavelength range 425D-4750A. The Fabry-Perot transmission function modulates 

the spectrum. With a free spectral range of about 0.6 A, the Fabry-Perot samples 

the spectrum in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 3.2. There, intensity 

points are shown on a spectrum of Arcturus (drawn from Griffin 1968), at intervals 

corresponding to our free spectral range. The Fabry-Perot may be tilted to shift 

the pattern along the spectrum, either to sample different wavelengths or to track 

the same wavelengths as the Earth moves. 

An optical schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.3. Starlight 

is fed from the telescope focal plane to the spectrometer entrance aperture by a 

single optical fiber. A hollow cathode emission lamp is positioned in the same box 

as the input (telescope) end of the fiber. By inserting a mirror into the beam, light 

from the calibration lamp may be directed into the fiber. In this way, we have 

attempted to illuminate the fiber with calibration light the same as it is illuminated 

with starlight. A lO%-reflecting pellicle remains in the beam all the time and is 

used for guiding on the image of the star. A television camera is used to transmit 

this image to the observer. 

The optical fiber is fed down the telescope tube and the polar axis to a 

temperature-controlled room two stories below the observing floor. The output 

end of the fiber is securely attached to a large box that contains the Fabry-Perot 

assembly. This box, as well as the remaining components of the spectrometer sit 

on a massive "optical" table. 
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Figure 3.2. Spectrum of Arcturus. This is a representative sample of the spectrum, showing the Fabry
Perot sampling interval of about 0.63 A (near 4300 A). By tilting the etalon, the sample points all shift 
simultaneously left or right. This allows tuning to any desired wavelength; this is necessary, for example, to 
compensate for the Earth's motion. Adapted from Griffin 1968. 
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A rectangular slit covers the output end of the fiber, making the size of the 

entrance aperture about 60 x 125 pm. The orientation of this slit is such that the long 

axis will be imaged perpendicular to the echelle dispersion on the CCD, reducing 

contamination between adjacent Fabry-Perot interference orders. The beam is then 

collimated by a telephoto lens assembly just before entering the Fabry-Perot (see 

Figure 3.4). 

The Fabry-Perot is tilt-tunable in the collimated beam. This is the element 

that impresses wavelength calibration directly on the starlight as it passes through 

and therefore is the critical element in the system. The Fabry-Perot must in turn 

be calibrated with some absolute reference, namely the hollow cathode lamp. The 

fiber is affixed to the spectrometer from above (i.e., it is mounted vertically). The 

plane of the etalon plates is approximately horizontal and therefore parallel with 

the plane of the spectrometer table. A 45°folding mirror, below the etalon, redirects 

the beam horizontally and through the remainder of the spectrometer components. 

The beam next encounters the echelle grating which is the main dispersing 

element in the system. Because echelles are used in such a high order ('" 130), the 

spectra in each order are spatially overlapped. To separate them, a conventional 

plane diffraction grating is used which disperses the light perpendicular to the echelle 

dispersion, shearing the orders so they can be viewed separately. The zeroth order 

of diffraction from this plane grating is fed to a separate, single-element detector 

that is used to monitor the amount of light traversing the spectrograph. This acts 

as an "exposure meter" that aids the observer with guiding on the star. 

The spectrum is then imaged on the CCD detector using a camera lens. 

The two-dimensional format of the CCD allows many echelle orders to be imaged 

simultaneously. The velocity is found by determining the changes in the intensity 

level at many points in the spectrum from those recorded at the reference time. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic of Fabry-Perot and Fiber Output End. This 
drawing shows the output beam from the fiber as it is collimated by the tele
photo lens and passes into the Fabry-Perot chamber. To tune in wavelength, 
the chamber can be tilted with respect to the incident beam. The 45°flat 
mirror directs the beam out across an optical table and into the dispersing 
elements. The size of the fiber is greatly exaggerated here to show detail. 
From McMillan et al. 1985. 
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9.2.9. Description of Data Format 

To assist in understanding the purpose of the instrument components, a 

brief discussion of the data format is given here. The basic format is shown in 

Figure 4.6. This figure shows a stellar spectrum imaged through the spectrometer. 

The use of a CCD allows this two-dimensional format. Each of the vertical strips of 

bright spots is an individual echelle order. These orders have been sheared and thus 

separated using the cross-dispersing grating, which has a much lower dispersion than 

the echelle grating. The individual spots in each of the echelle orders are the separate 

orders of constructive interference of the Fabry-Perot. An intensity scan along one 

of the echelle orders would reveal the Fabry-Perot transmission profile, the Airy 

function, convolved with the profile of the spectrometer entrance aperture. Such a 

scan is shown in Figure 4.9. Of course, the "picket fence" pattern is modulated here 

by the stellar spectrum and by the blaze profile of the echelle. The echelle orders 

are sufficiently separated that there is little contamination of one echelle order by 

another (see Figure 4.8). As the Fabry-Perot is tilted, the spots move along the 

echelle order, moving each Fabry-Perot order to adjacent wavelengths, and thus to 

different pixels. At a particular tilt of the etalon, each of these spots is integrated 

to determine the relative signal levels in each; a box is drawn around each spot for 

this purpose. The background is determined by pixels that are between the echelle 

orders and adjacent to the particular spot. 
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3.3. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE OF COMPONENTS 

This section describes the major components of the instrument and dis

cusses the role of each of these in overall process of velocity measurement. Ad

ditional detail can be found in Frecker et al. (1984), McMillan et al. (1985), and 

McMillan et al. (1986). 

9.9.1. Telescope and Site 

The telescope used for this work is the Steward Observatory I Space

watch Telescope, located on the University of Arizona's site on Kitt Peak. It is 

a Newtonian-focus telescope, having a primary mirror diameter 0.9m and focal 

ratio f/5. 

The flat secondary can be rotated by 180 degrees about the optical axis to 

accommodate instrument ports on either side of the telescope. One of these ports 

is used by the input unit (described below) to the radial velocity spectrometer, 

while the other is used by the CeD camera of the Spacewatch Project (a survey for 

objects that have orbits that bring them close to Earth). These are the only two 

instruments that use this telescope. Therefore, the input unit for the spectrometer 

does not need to be routinely removed from the telescope. Because of this, the 

image plane and the orientation of the sky with respect to the input unit remain 

very stable. No complicated setup or alignments are required at the start of an 

observing run, other than to rotate the secondary mirror of the telescope. 

The site (Kitt Peak) for the telescope is excellent, allowing usable radial 

velocity data to be obtained on about 75% of the nights on which observing is 

scheduled. The seeing is typically less than 3 arcsec, which allows the majority of 

the light in the star image to be transmitted to the spectrometer. 
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The telescope is dedicated to the radial velocity project 50% of the time. 

During the dark half of the lunar cycle, the telescope is used by the Spacewatch 

Project. Use of a dedicated telescope has been crucial to these Arcturus observa

tions, allowing data to be collected on many successive nights. Occasionally, such as 

during the summer rainy season, the Spacewatch Project has allowed us to extend 

our 2-week observation window into their portion of the month, and so observation 

strings as long as 30 days have been achieved for this work. No other radial velocity 

program has been able to collect data for as many consecutive days or have such 

frequent observing runs. 

9.9.2. Input Unit 

The "input unit" is the interface between the telescope and the optical fiber 

that delivers the light to the spectrometer. It consists of a box, attached to the 

telescope at the Newtonian focus, containing a negative lens to slow the telescope 

beam, the input-end of the optical fiber, two calibration light-sources, plus a guide 

camera and associated optics. It is the only portion of the instrument that moves 

with the telescope or is exposed to the environment. Figure 3.5 shows an optical 

schematic of this arrangement. 

A negative lens is placed in the telescope beam to change the telescope focal 

ratio from f/5 to approximately f/9. This is done to better match the spectrometer 

f-ratio, allowing less light to be lost at the collimator after passage through the 

optical fiber. The collimator is intentionally slightly overfilled to prevent small 

changes in focus being mapped into different illumination of the collimator. 

Remotely-movable diagonal mirrors can be moved into the telescope beam 

to send light from either of two calibration lamps into the fiber. The box optics are 
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such that the lamps illuminate the fiber approximately the same as it is illuminated 

by star light. 

An eyepiece mounted on the input unit views a lO%-reflecting pellicle, 

placed at 45 degrees to the beam axis. This pellicle redirects a portion of the 

reflected starlight from the fiber-end and fiber mounting block to the eyepiece, 

allowing the operator to determine the focus and location of the star image. There 

is also a back-reflection flat mirror opposite the pellicle from the eyepiece. This 

mirror reflects to the eyepiece the light that is reflected toward it on first reflection 

from the pellicle. The purpose is to enhance the brightness of the stellar image for 

improved guiding. The mirror must be aligned so that the image reflected from it 

and that reflected from the fiber block are coincident in the eyepiece. 

Because the Newtonian focus is at the top end of a long telescope tube, 

which can be pointed anywhere in the sky, the eyepiece is difficult to use. Therefore, 

a vidicon TV camera is permanently mounted on the eyepiece. 

9.9.9. Calibration Unit 

One of the lamps in the input unit is a hollow-cathode emission source, 

used for absolute calibration of the Fabry-Perot. It is a Westinghouse WL 22611 

lamp having an iron cathode with argon as the filling gas. Many (over 50) emission 

lines can be used (that is, they are not weak or blended) over our spectral region 

from species Fe I, Ar I, and Ar II. The gas pressure inside the sealed unit is 7mTorr. 

We operate the lamp, as recommended, at 500 volts with a constant current source 

at 15 milliamps. 

This lamp provides the many lines, widely separated in wavelength, that 

allows us to characterize the etalon and the associated tilting mechanism. The lamp 
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is available any time, including before and after an observing night, even if the Sun 

happens to be up. It is also available between observing runs for testing. Because 

the source is bright, we can accomplish calibration tasks with minimal overhead 

during observations. The telescope does not have to be moved off the stellar target; 

we simply insert a folding mirror to direct light from the lamp into the spectrometer. 

In addition, we know the velocity of the lamp with respect to the instrument is zero. 

The other lamp is a white-light (color temperature 3150 K) source which 

may be used in the future for fiat-fielding the detector as functions of position and 

wavelength. When observed through a blue filter, this lamp can approximate the 

distribution of light in a stellar spectrum over our wavelength range. Although 

white-light spectra were taken for some of the Arcturus observations, the data have 

not been used in any attempt at fiat-fielding. 

It is important that the calibration lamps illuminate the fiber input end in 

the same way as the light from the telescope. To accomplish this, each lamp has its 

own optics, including an iris diaphragm, which allows the focus and f-ratio of the 

lamp beam to be closely matched to that of the telescope. 

9.9.4. Optical Fiber 

The primary purpose of transferring the light through an optical fiber is to 

scramble the starlight before it enters the spectrometer. We want to avoid changes 

in the pattern of illumination of the spectrometer optics. This is important because, 

for example, the Fabry-Perot plates are not fiat and parallel. Therefore, a change 

in weighting of one part of the beam relative to another would inevitably produce a 

change in the measured stellar velocity. Without the fiber, such changes in weighting 

could occur in a number of ways. Changes in focus or in position of the star on 

the entrance slit map into changes in the illumination pattern of the optics in a 
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conventional spectrograph. By scrambling the light with a fiber, any such changes 

at the fiber input end are mapped primarily into uniform changes in brightness. 

Brightness changes, of course, are not a matter of concern for systematic velocity 

errors. 

The majority of the scrambling in the optical fiber is azimuthal, i.e. around 

the fiber axis. This occurs because of the large number of internal reflections that the 

beam undergoes as it traverses the length of the fiber. Theoretically, if a pencil beam 

is input into one end of the fiber at a given angle with respect to the axis, a conical 

output beam will result, having the output angle equal to the input angle (Heacox 

1987). In practice, the output cone is wider than the input beam. This radial 

scrambling of the light also helps to reduce unwanted changes in the illumination 

pattern. 

An unwanted consequence of the radial scrambling, however, is that the 

f-ratio of the beam will be somewhat faster than the input. In an extreme case, this 

would result in so much light being lost by mismatched f-ratios that the fiber would 

be unsuitable. We were extremely fortunate in our selection of an optical fiber. The 

fiber that is being used does broaden the beam somewhat, but it is still small enough 

that only a small fraction of the stellar light is lost. Many other fibers, especially 

the newer ones, show more severe problems with focal ratio degradation (Barden, 

Ramsey, and Truax 1981). The primary culprit in this degradation appears to be 

the type of jacket that is used to house the fiber. Tightly jacketed fibers generally 

perform worse than the loosely jacketed ones. Therefore, the fiber chosen for this 

type of work should be one that provides some radial scrambling to reduce sensitivity 

to conditions at the input end of the fiber, but one that does not broaden the beam 

by so much that excessive light is lost. 
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The fiber we use is a Galite 4000, having a fused silica core of 125 p.m 

diameter. This fiber is a step-index device, the glass core being covered with a low

index polymer, with overall diameter of 200 p.m. The coated core is housed (loosely) 

in a plastic sheath, and as such is free to move about within the sheath with no 

stresses applied to the fiber. We have placed the fiber in flexible, galvanized-steel 

electrical conduit. This protects the fiber from sharp bends, being struck with any 

object, and allows tension to be taken by the conduit, not the fragile fiber. 

A second, but important, advantage of the optical fiber, is that it allows 

the spectrometer to be remote from the telescope. Instead of being mounted on 

the telescope, it can be housed in a clean, temperature-controlled room and can 

be placed on an optical table where it is free from the movement and vibration 

that would be associated with a telescope mounting. This makes setup, alignment, 

calibration, and use of the instrument much easier; but more importantly, it allows 

the instrument to remain stable and undisturbed for months or years. The optical 

fiber is about 30 m long and is fed from the Newtonian focus, down the center of 

the polar axis of the telescope, to the instrument room, two floors below. 

To mount the fiber ends, the fiber (including cladding) is cemented into 

steel ferrules about 25 mm long and 4 mm in diameter. These ferrules are, in turn, 

then mounted in a steel block about 15 mm on a side. The entire surface if then 

polished with successively finer grit until the assembly is flat and mirror-like. This 

block is then secured in a larger end "handle" that protects the end-block and has 

provisions for strain relief of the fiber itself. This unit also secures the flexible 

electrical conduit. Some of the details of the preparation of the fiber ends can be 

found in McMillan et al. (1988) and Perry and McMillan (1983). 
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9.9.5. Instrv.ment Room 

The spectrometer is housed in a specially prepared room. It is located on 

the ground floor of the observatory building to reduce vibrations associated with 

the dome rotation and human traffic. It was constructed to be a pseudo-clean room 

- the walls, floor, and ceiling were coated with an extremely hard epoxy paint to 

prevent the chalking and flaking that accompany most paints. An air circulation and 

filtration system was installed that operates continuously, even between observing 

runs. This keeps any dust from accumulating on the optical table. 

The walls were insulated and a special proportional controller was used to 

operate a room heater, which also stays on continuously. We were able to control 

the temperature of the room to better than 1°C, making it substantially easier 

(than in previous versions of the instrument) to control the temperature of the 

etalon chamber. We were also able to provide an effective seal against stray light 

from outside the room. 

Access to the room was allowed only to the few people who were directly 

involved in observations and engineering specific to that instrument. Thus, the 

spectrometer and even the room, were never disturbed by day-crew, other scientists 

seeking spare parts, or curious visitors. Furthermore, this instrument was not a fa

cility instrument, but a dedicated one. No other observers ever used the instrument 

or were allowed to tamper with the instrument configuration or settings. These re

strictions were also crucial to the success of these observations. Instrument changes 

and instrument sharing have plagued other projects in their attempts at long-term 

stability of radial velocity measurements. 
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9.9.6. Optical Table 

The spectrometer rests on a massive "optical" table. The table itself is 

constructed of solid i-inch-thick aluminum plates. It is approximately 4 X 10 feet in 

size and about 8 inches thick. The interior of the table is a honeycomb construction. 

The cells are filled with sand to dampen vibrations. 

The legs of the table are aluminum cylinders about 8 inches in diameter. 

They are also filled with sand. The bottom of the table has "feet" that rest in the 

sand of each of these four legs, without touching the legs themselves. This tends to 

damp vibrations that otherwise may be transmitted from the legs to the table. The 

legs rest on some level-adjusting pads, which in turn sit directly on the concrete 

foundation of the building. The legs are fastened together by I-beams and U-bolts. 

A false wooden floor was installed, so that people walking in the room would not 

shake the floor adjacent to the table. 

Being made of aluminum, the table has a huge thermal mass, so that it 

helps regulate the room temperature and keep the spectrometer stable. It is rigid 

and massive, and thus is immune to small bumps or, e.g., setting of tools on the 

surface. Such a table has allowed the permanent placement of components on the 

surface so that they will not be moved by accident. 

9.9.7. Fabry-Perot Etalon 

The etalon is the critical component in the system because it provides the 

wavelength calibration for the transmitted light that is analyzed for Doppler shifts. 

The wavelength of the transmitted light depends only on the optical path length 

encountered by the beam as it passes through the etalon. This depends, in turn, 

only on the plate spacing, the angle of the reflective surfaces with respect to the 
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beam, and the index of refraction of the medium in the gap between the plates. 

These three quantities must be monitored continuously, and must be stable enough 

to drift only slightly between calibrations. 

The index of refraction is known because we evacuate the chamber to a low 

pressure (see below). The angle with respect to the incoming beam is calibrated 

through the tilt mechanism and in fact is the means by which we scan in wavelength 

(see below). The plate spacing must be maintained or at least measurable to one 

part in lOB. 

In our instrument, we accomplish this by using a fixed-gap etalon and hav

ing both the plates and the spacers made of the same material. We use Corning 7971 

ultra-low expansion (ULE) titanium silicate. This material has a very low coeffi

cient of thermal expansion. In fact, the coefficient is expected to cross zero near 

30°C. In practice, we found that this zero crossing is likely to be at a slightly lower 

temperature, so we operate the etalon at about 28°C. The spacers are optically 

contacted to the plates; we chose the spacers to be of the same material to reduce 

fears of stresses building up if the etalon were to be used at a different temperature 

than the one at which the contacting was done. 

The coatings are a proprietary formula of Continental Optical. They are di

electric coatings and designed for peak reflectivity near 4300 A. The effective finesse 

of the coatings is about 10. This would normally mean a reflectivity is near 78% 

and the absorptivity about 10%. The actual reflectivity was originally specified to 

be higher than this, but the effective finesse is degraded by the non-parallelism of 

the plates (see below). The reflectivity quickly degrades, as is true for most normal 

dielectric coatings, once one gets away from the design wavelength. These coatings 

probably could not be used beyond about 5500 A. In addition, dielectric coatings 

have the property that their phase shift on reflection is a function of wavelength 
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and can be greater than 7r. This has ca.used some extra work to understand the 

calibrations (see Chapter 5). 

These plates are neither flat nor parallel to the degree that we would like. 

They have more of a "potato chip" shape with a significant wedge. We have made an 

effort, by using springs over the spacers, to compress the plates differentially around 

the circumference to reduce this wedge and nonflatness. We have not eliminated 

the problem entirely, but have reduced the full amplitude of the effect from A/13 

to A/60. Figure 3.6 shows this improvement. 

9.9.8. Fabry-Perot Housing 

The Fabry-Perot is housed in a vacuum chamber, which is shown in the 

schematic diagram of Figure 3.3. It is a cylindrical-shaped, aluminum housing 

of size roughly 7 inches in diameter and 3 inches high. The base of the unit is 

bored out of cylindrical aluminum stock to minimize the number of vacuum seals 

required. An aluminum cover (disk-shaped) fits over the open end of the base and 

has an O-ring seal. 

Windows in the top and bottom of the unit are also sealed with O-rings. 

The windows are anti-reflection coated to minimize scattered light from the multiple 

beams reflecting about in the vicinity of the etalon plates. 
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Surrounding the etalon plates in the chamber, and taking most of the vol

ume of the chamber, is a solid aluminum block that acts as a thermally-stabilizing 

mass. The intention of this mass was to provide a relatively long thermal time 

constant for the system so that small, rapid fluctuations of the temperature of the 

outside of the etalon housing (for example, when the heater goes on and off) would 

not be propagated to the etalon plates themselves. The thermal mass is held in place 

by slight, but sufficient pressure as the cover plate is bolted to the base. Rubber 

cushions, which are compressed somewhat as the cover is secured, are used above 

and below the mass. In fact, the thermal time constant of the system is rather 

short, but it was long enough so that the heater cycles could not be seen by the 

etalon. 

The etalon is held in place by yet another set of thin rubber feet below 

and by spring-loaded lever-arms from above. The hold-down springs also serve as 

a means of adjusting the wedge and non-flatness of the Fabry-Perot plates. The 

springs can be adjusted (usually only once) while observing the Fabry-Perot ring 

pattern, with the etalon removed from the instrument. Results of this procedure 

were described in the previous section. 

A rectangular 120-volt AC heating tape is placed around the circumference 

of the cylinder and is used to keep the unit at constant temperature. The controller 

is a Yellow Springs Instrument unit and is an on/off type; however, the cycle time 

is shorter than the thermal time constant of the system. Therefore, the variations 

are not propagated to the Fabry-Perot. The unit uses a thermistor temperature 

sensor that is placed under the heating tape outside the chamber. The controller 

has settability to 0.01°C. Temperature stability is typically good to better than 

0.02 °C. A separate thermistor is installed permanently inside the vacuum chamber, 
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cemented into a small hole in the thermal mass. Wires for this device come out of 

the system through a vacuum feedthrough in a vacuum manifold. 

9.9.9. Fabry-Perot Tilt Mechanism 

The etalon chamber rests on a kinematical mount, that is, a mount designed 

to restrict the degrees of freedom only to those intended. In our case, we need to 

tilt the etalon chamber, but we do not want it translated or rotated about the 

optical axis. A body needs to have (6 - n) points of contact if we desire n degrees 

of freedom with respect to the mounting surface (Strong 1939). When setting the 

etalon, we require that it come back to exactly the same position. We therefore have 

mounted the etalon on a 6-point kinematical mount with respect to the mechanism 

that drives the tilting. One point is a ball on a fiat plate (one point), one is a ball in 

a V-groove (two points), and the last is a ball in a conical V-groove or V-jewel (this 

is equivalent to a ball in a trihedral or 3-sided cavity, and so this is three points). 

We must tilt the etalon so, with respect to the optical table, two of these 

bearing surfaces must move vertically. One is what we call the large micrometer, 

which is the primary mechanism for scanning in wavelength. The other is called the 

small micrometer and is used for setting the angle with respect to the collimated 

stellar beam when the large micrometer is at minimum angle. That is, the small 

micrometer is used to set the etalon truly perpendicular to the beam at some setting 

of the large micrometer. 

The three mounting points are uniformly spaced around the chamber. The 

motion of etalon bearing that is associated with the large micrometer is controlled 

through a lever-arm that extends some 8 inches out to the location of the microme

ter. The 33:1 reduction increases the sensitivity of the tilt steps, so that over a tilt 

range of ± 1.2°, with a least count of 0.002 mm and a range of 50 mm, we can have 
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about 29,000 steps. This micrometer is driven by a computer-controlled stepper 

motor. The small micrometer is used only for initially setting the zero-tilt position 

and for tests. 

Although thus far we have referred to tilt scanning in "wavelength", a 

tremendous advantage of this technique is that the tilt tuning actually provides 

tuning in velocity space. That is, a given change in the tilt angle yields the same 

velocity shifts at all wavelengths. This tilt mechanism allows a velocity span of ° 
to -66,000 m s-l. Equivalently, if one selects an intermediate point as a reference, 

one can scan over ± 33,000 m S-I. In practice, this entire range is not used because 

near zero tilt there are problems with reflections; at high tilt angle, say above 0.7°, 

the precision becomes worse. The free spectral range of the etalon is covered by 

scanning from ° to 1°. The tilt precision at the largest tilt angle (1.2°) is lOms- I • 

Tilt precision at any range is 0.33 arcsec. 

The bearings used were selected to have minimum surface roughness and 

maximum hardness. For best wear properties, it is best to use two very hard, 

but dissimilar materials as mating surfaces. We found the best candidates to be 

tungsten carbide and sapphire. We could find high quality sapphire surfaces in 

all shapes, but could find acceptable surface roughness for tungsten carbide only 

in spheres. Thus, our bearings are tungsten carbide spheres mating with sapphire 

surfaces. 

The etalon is positioned (by rotation about the optical axis) in the chamber 

such that the dispersive power of the wedge-shaped plates is directed perpendicular 

to the etalon tilt axis. In this way, the dispersion can be accounted for primarily 

in calibration of the tilt scale itself. Otherwise, an additional term is required in 

the calibration equations. We have not, however, been able to eliminate this effect 

entirely, so the term remains, albeit small (see Chapter 5). 
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9.9.10. Fabry-Perot Vacuum Assembly 

The Fabry-Perot chamber is kept under vacuum during observations. The 

index of refraction of air or any gas is not known to the required accuracy of one 

part in 108 • Therefore, we must evacuate the chamber until the pressure is low 

enough that the index of refraction of the remaining gas is within that of vacuum 

to one part in 108 • This is achieved once the pressure has been reduced to about 

10 mT absolute. 

We use a Varian adsorption pump, which contains an adsorption material 

that efficiently takes up gases when it is cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

The pump uses no oils and is therefore clean to use; it also produces no vibration. 

The pump itself is located outside of the instrument room and is connected to the 

etalon chamber via one-inch ID Tygon (flexible vinyl) vacuum tubing. The hose 

is rather cumbersome, and a strain relief mechanism must be used to support the 

weight of the hose near the etalon chamber, allowing the chamber to move freely 

without any external torques. 

Between the pump and the strain relief we use a vacuum manifold, which is 

where the pressure is monitored and the vacuum feedthroughs for the temperature 

sensor is located. The manifold is outfitted with both a thermocouple vacuum gauge 

for use in the regime of a few tens of milliTorr and a Datametrics Barocel absolute 

pressure transducer (a capacitance manometer). The Barocel can cover the range 

of about 1-1200 Torr and is the gauge used to adjust the etalon spring pressures. 

Changes of a few milliTorr can be monitored using these gauges. The 

instrument normally runs at about 5mT and varies by no more than a few mT 

during an observing run. A change of 10 mT at an absolute pressure of 10 mT 

corresponds to a velocity shift of about 1 m S-I. 
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9.9.11. Echelle Grating 

The main dispersing element in the system is the echelle grating. The grat

ing has a width of about 150mm, with 31.6linesmm-1 and a blaze angle of 65°. We 

use about 10 echelle orders centered near order 128. Because an echelle is essentially 

blazed for all wavelengths, the efficiency in each of the orders is roughly the same. 

The free spectral range is about 30 A and the dispersion is about 0.06A/pixel. The 

resolution is far better than that set by the projected size of the entrance slit; the 

resolution of our instrument is not set by the grating, but by the Fabry-Perot. 

9.9.12. Cross Dispersion Grating 

The cross disperser is a conventional plane diffraction grating of size about 

60mm. It has 600lines/mm, a blaze angle of 6.9°, and a blaze wavelength of 

4000Ain first order. The resulting dispersion in the CeD focal plane (350mm 

camera) is 1.5 A/pixel. 

9.9.19. Optical Components 

A negative lens located in the input unit converts the f/5 beam from the 

telescope to f/9. The projected size of the fiber input end is 3.1 arcsec on the sky, 

large enough to capture most of the starlight under normal seeing conditions. 

A telephoto collimator lens is used before the Fabry-Perot, which has a 

clear aperture of 48 mm and focal length of 465 mm. The camera lens used prior 

to June 1987 had focal length 711 mm. It was replaced with a faster lens, having 

focal length 435 mm, to reduce the size of images and include more of the usable 

spectrum on the CCD. 
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9.9.14. OOD Detector 

Use of a CCD detector provides the advantages of high quantum efficiency, 

comparatively low noise, and a two-dimensional format, well suited to the cross

dispersed echelle spectra. 

Prior to June 1987, we used an RCA SID 53612. This had an array of 

512x320 pixels on 30/-lm centers. There was no inter-pixel gap, so the physical 

size of the chip was about 15.4 x 9.6mm. It used a 12-bit AID converter, so the 

maximum AID was 4095. Having a linearity limit of about 400,000 electrons, the 

gain used for normal operation was 100e-/ADU. 

The device had a relatively high read noise of 100e-Ipixel/read. It was 

passively cooled using dry ice (resulting temperature was about -60°C). At this 

temperature there was significant production of thermal background signal, limiting 

the length of exposures to about 20 minutes for all but the faintest stars. Because 

of the use of dry ice and because it was shared with the Spacewatch Project, the 

unit had to be removed frequently from the optical table. This slightly affected 

the registration of the spectrum on the detector. Although this did not affect the 

quality of our data, it was an annoyance. 

We replaced this CCD with an RCA SID 501EX, having the same physical 

dimensions, but with a somewhat lower read noise (60 e-Ipixel/read). We now used 

a 14-bit AID converter, giving a maximum count of 16383ADU, and consequently 

a gain of 20 e-I ADU was used for routine observations. The new CCD was housed 

in a vacuum dewar and was cooled by liquid nitrogen. This method requires active 

heating of the CCD to raise the temperature of the chip to about -110C. At this 

temperature, thermal background is negligible. At lower temperatures, the charge 
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transfer efficiency suffers unacceptably. The CCD system was purchased in 1986 

from Photometrics, Ltd. (Tucson, AZ). 

Both CCDs had areas of defects such as dead or hot pixels, which could 

easily be mapped and avoided in reductions. We used an on-chip compression of 

3:1 in the direction of the cross dispersion. This was done to reduce the read noise 

by a factor of 3 and to reduce the size of the data files. Fringing, a problem involv

ing interference patterns on the CCD when illuminated with quasi-monochromatic 

light, was probably present. We made no attempt to correct for this or to perform 

other types of flat-field corrections. Focus was performed using the spectrograph 

collimator lens; alignment of the spectra with the CCD axes was done by rotating 

the entire dewar about the optical axis. 

The separation of the echelle orders (for the newer CCD) was about 45 pix

els (15 of the "compressed" pixels), while the spacing of the Fabry-Perot orders was 

about 10 pixels. The projected size of the entrance aperture (fiber output end plus 

slit) was 1.9 x 3.9 (uncompressed) pixels for the new unit. 

9.9.15. Guiding System 

The equipment used for guiding the stellar image onto the input end of 

the fiber and hence into the spectrograph, is a closed-circuit television camera (a 

vidicon) that is mounted to peer into the eyepiece on the input unit. The eyepiece 

picks up light reflected from a 10% reflecting pellicle that is always in the light 

beam. The signal is transmitted to a standard video monitor in the control room, 

where the observer guides the telescope. 

This particular camera (Panasonic vidicon) was selected for its sensitivity 

to faint signals, for its rapid response to image motion, and for its lack of latent 
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images. This model was superior to all those tested; none of the other models would 

have been suitable. It has two gain states. One is low sensitivity but low noise and 

is used for bright stars, while the other is higher noise but higher sensitivity for 

the faint stars (fainter than about 4th magnitude). The limiting magnitude for the 

system is about 6th blue magnitude under good conditions. The system worked 

well for Arcturus; there was no saturation or blooming. 

This system avoids the discomfort and inconvenience of having the observer 

guide exposures by using the eyepiece directly at the telescope. Because the tele

scope has a Newtonian focus, the eyepiece is not accessible to the observer at all 

orientations of the telescope. Therefore, the guiding camera was almost a necessity. 

It also allows the observer to operate and monitor the instrument and telescope in 

a controlled environment. 

The starlight is seen reflected off the polished steel block that holds the 

fiber end. When the seeing is superior and the star is positioned correctly over the 

fiber, the reflected light nearly disappears. The star can still be "seen", however, 

because of a back-reflection mirror that is opposite the pellicle from the eyepiece. 

This mirror shows light from reflection off the sky-facing surface of the pellicle; it is 

aligned so that the image off the mirror is coincident with that seen reflected off the 

fiber block. The illumination of the block is weak enough (except for Moon and day 

sky) that no details can be seen, i. e., one could not see the location of the fiber end 

on the monitor. To find the position of the fiber, the block was illuminated with 

a bright source (say the hollow cathode lamp of by directly light from a flashlight 

backwards through the collimator and fiber) and then the position of the fiber was 

marked on the screen. This was sufficient to get the image of the star on or near 

the fiber. 
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Guiding in this way was only marginally successful. The end of the fiber 

was not perfectly fiat and probably was not normal to the input beam. Thus, 

the reflected light may have been a bit misleading for guiding because the "best" 

position would not necessarily be exactly over the apparent center of the image of 

the fiber end. Furthermore, we were interested in maximizing the signal for blue 

light. Our camera was picking up all light (using blue only for the camera would 

have made faint stars impossible to see). Differential refraction, especially at high 

airmass, meant that we would be guiding the wrong part of the spectrum down the 

fiber. To remedy this, we used an exposure meter described below. 

Remote guide buttons with fast and slow speeds of 15 and 1 arcsec s-1 

accompany the monitor. For lunar observations, tracking rates are calculated ahead 

of time and can be entered into the telescope control computer. Slight adjustments 

are made to these rates periodically (because the rates change with time and to 

account for changes in refraction, etc.). 

Tracking performance was generally good, with adjustments via the guide 

control buttons being required perhaps only every half minute or so. Guiding in 

the east-west direction was excellent with very fine control over motions and quick 

response. In the north-south direction, however, the situation was much worse. 

Backlash was eliminated by a weightless pneumatic piston connected to a cable to 

apply torque about the declination axis. However, static friction in the declination 

bearings meant that correction commands were delayed significantly and, when they 

did take effect, the telescope would overshoot the star, thus requiring even more 

effort. Fortunately, north-south corrections were rare (perhaps only every 3 minutes 

or so), so this was not as large a problem as it could have been. 
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9.9.16. Ezposure Meter 

A fiat mirror picks up the light from the zeroth order of the cross-dispersion 

grating and redirects it to a bialkali photomultiplier tube. This device is sensitive 

primarily to blue light, so there is no need to filter the light to achieve our objective 

of guiding on blue light. It also requires no cooling. 

The pulses from the photomultiplier were sent to a pulse counter, which 

integrated for approximately one second before displaying the count on a digital 

readout. After the next second, a new value would be displayed. Therefore, we 

would have a continuous update of how well we were guiding on the star. The unit 

could not integrate for longer periods, so we could not find the cumulative count 

over the time of the stellar exposure, so this had to be estimated mentally. 

Using this method, we could accurately position the star image to maximize 

the blue signal. After a bit of experience, we would learn which way to push the 

image from the nominal position to get the best signal, and how that position 

changed through the night's observing. 

9.9.17. Data Acquisition and Instrument Control 

We used a Data General NOVA 1200 minicomputer for data acquisition and 

instrument control. The real time operating system was programmed in assembly 

language by Jack Frecker. The CCD had a separate controller to which commands 

could be sent from the NOVA to begin integrations, terminate exposures, etc. The 

telescope was under control of another computer also programmed by Frecker. 

An oscilloscope-display could be used during readout to monitor the quality 

of an exposure. One could see the signal vs. pixel number along each echelle order 

as it would read out. Thus, one could tell if the observation was underexposed or 
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saturated, which helped the observed judge the next exposure. The monitor also 

could be used to view the CCD image as a gray-scale display. 

Data were recorded immediately upon readout to 9-track magnetic tape. 

These data were later duplicated for redundancy and archival purposes. 

9.9.18. Environmental Monitoring 

A network of sophisticated thermistors was set up at various criticalloca

tions in the instrument and in the observatory building. These thermistors were 

specially selected to be interchangable and, when coupled with the appropriate 

power source and readout electronics, were accurate to better than O.l°C and 

precise to O.Ol°C. The temperatures were recorded frequently during stellar ob

servations and always during calibration procedures. Many other environmental 

parameters were monitored with the same regularity: the ambient pressure, the 

pressure in the Fabry-Perot vacuum chamber, the heater cycle times for the etalon 

heater, humidity, CCD temperature, and cloud conditions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OBSERVATIONS 

4.1. PREPARATIONS FOR OBSERVATIONS 

4.1.1. Selection of Etalon Tilt Reference 

From the discussion in Section 3.2.1, we recall that the instrument must 

continue to observe the star at the same wavelengths that were determined at some 

"reference time". To remove the effects of changes in the radial velocity of the 

telescope with respect to the star and return the Fabry-Perot to set on a wavelength 

previously selected as a reference, we must tilt the Fabry-Perot with respect to the 

input beam. In this section, I discuss the rationale behind the selection of the 

reference settings. 

During the course of a year, the apparent absolute radial velocity of Arc

turus will change by ± 26,000 m s-1 because of the orbital motion of the Earth with 

respect to the solar system barycenter. Superposed on this variation are the effects 

of the Earth's spin and the drift in calibration of the instrument. These last two 

effects are small compared to the magnitude of the orbital velocity and enter into 

the selection of the tilt references only as secondary adjustments. But they are not 

small compared to the level at which the instrument must be set prior to observing. 

Figure 4.1 is a plot of the variation of the radial velocity of Arcturus during the 

course of a year due to the Earth's orbital motion only. At minimum on this curve 

the star has its maximum negative velocity, i. e., the Earth is moving fastest toward 

the star. At the maximum, the Earth is moving fastest away from the star. The 
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velocity crosses zero at approximately the time when the ecliptic longitude of the 

sun is opposite that of the star. During an observing season, the star's radial veloc

ity moves up the positive slope shown in Figure 4.1 . During the missing (negative 

slope) portion of this curve, the star is unobservable because of its proximity to the 

sun. 

Thus, we see that the radial velocity of the star will vary by about 

52,000 m s-1 during the year; we must accurately estimate this change as a function 

of time before the observations are taken so that the Fabry-Perot angle may be set 

properly. To determine the tilt excursion needed to cover this large velocity range, 

we start with the equation for interference in the Fabry-Perot: 

Am = 2sncos9 (4.1) 

where m is the integral order of constructive interference, 2s is twice the plate 

spacing of the etalon, A the wavelength, n the index of refraction of the medium 

between the plates (here vacuum), and 9 is the angle that the input collimated 

beam makes with the normal vector to the plates (see also Section 5.2.1). 

From this we look at how Doppler shift can be simulated by tilting the 

Fabry-Perot: 
AV AA A(cos9) 
-;- = T = cos9 (4.2) 

Now since Acos9 ~ ~(9i - 9i), and if 91 = 0, then 

92 ~ J2~V = 0.0197rad = 1.120 
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The full range of the Fabry-Perot tilt mechanism is about ± 1.2°, corre

sponding to 66,OOOms-1 (or equivalently ± 33,OOOms-1). 

To compensate for the Earth's orbital velocity, the Fabry-Perot tilt is con

tinually decreased with time during the observing season. As the star moves up the 

curve of Figure 4.1, the tilt angle must be moved closer to zero. Thus, the reference 

must be chosen such that we will not "run off the scale" late in the season. 

At this point a distinction must be made between the "tilt reference" and 

the stellar "velocity reference." The tilt reference itself need not be taken to cor

respond to an actual observation, but should correspond to some time when the 

Fabry-Perot calibration parameters are known. It is merely a convenient mark in 

time and angle to which the tilts for observations are referenced. For example, sup

pose a certain date is chosen. Then given the difference between the stellar velocity 

on that date, Vrej, and the velocity at the top of the curve of Figure 4.1, Vmo.2:, we 

can determine the angle to be used for the reference. Because we do not want to 

observe too close to zero tilt and because we must leave some room for the changes 

in Earth rotation, instrument drift, and changes in the star itself, we must set some 

minimum angle from zero tilt that we would set to correspond to Vmo.2:' In other 

words, on the date corresponding to the top of the curve of Figure 4.1, we want to 

be at 8m in. Then the reference angle Bre! is just given by 

cosBre! - COSBmin V re! - Vmo.2: 

cosB - c 
(4.3) 

Now the "velocity reference" is an actual observation to which the other observations 

are compared to test for velocity shifts. This observation may be taken at any time 

during the star's passage through the velocity range allowed by the tilt reference. 
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the wavelength shift per step-size of the mi

crometer (used to tilt the Fabry-Perot) increases with angle away from zero-tilt. 

Therefore, we would also like to avoid large angles away from zero tilt, because the 

uncertainty in velocity will be higher there - any errors in angle are translated 

into larger velocity errors. This effectively limits the dynamic range of the etalon 

tilt-tuning mechanism, although it has the capability to compensate for the entire 

range of velocity changes that could be presented. To deal with this situation, two 

references have been selected for Arcturus, each one covering half the observing 

season, and each covering the range of angles of about 0.7-0.2° from zero tilt. This 

allows all of the observations to be taken nearer to zero tilt than would be the 

case if one reference were selected to cover the range 1.0-0.2°. The disadvantage of 

this system is that one reference samples completely different wavelengths than the 

other, so that there is a discontinuity in the velocity scale about halfway through 

the season. Some overlap has been built into these references so that observations 

from each reference can be interspersed on some of the nights. From these observa

tions a velocity offset can be found, and so all velocities determined using the two 

references can be put on a common scale. 

During the first year of observations (1985 November - 1986 July) a total 

of three references were used for Arcturus, although two are essentially equivalent. 

The references were adjusted somewhat to allow for changes in the instrument cal

ibration, i.e., to keep the star within the stellar slope calibration window. They 

are labeled B5, C5, and D5. Afte~ the conversion to the new instrument in J an

uary 1987, the spectral region sampled was shifted somewhat and the calibration 

parameters were different. Therefore, new tilt references were chosen for the new 

instrument. They are labeled E5 (November-April) and F5 (April-September). (In 
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this notation, the "5" indicates that Arcturus was the 5th star observed in the over

all radial velocity program. The letter code indicates the sequence of tilt references 

used for that star: A,B,C, ... ) Table 4.1 lists the observing runs, number of nights, 

number of observations, and the references used. 

4.1.2. Tilt Predictions for Observing 

Before each observing run (of approximately 2 weeks), ephemerides of tilt 

settings for the star are computed and tabulated at 15 minute intervals for the entire 

run. These tilt predictions are based on the latest calibration data and so already 

compensate approximately for both the instrument drift and the motion of the 

telescope. These tables are used to set the Fabry-Perot tilt angle before starting 

an observation. An example of these tables is shown in Figure 4.2. The setting 

need not exactly compensate for all the effects, but only bring the interferometer 

close (within the slope window, i.e., ± 300ms-1) to the desired wavelengths. The 

true corrections can only be applied after the observation when the mid-time and 

the calibration parameters are known. Corrections to the actual observations are 

discussed in Section 6.2. 
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TABLE 4.1 
Arcturus Observations Tablulated by Observing Run 

Season Lunation Date # Independent # Observations 
Nights E5 F5 A5 

1986 778 85 Nov 2 2 
779 85 Dec 5 63 
780 86 Jan 6 191 
781 86 Feb 9 252 
782 86 Mar 12 582 
783 86 Apr 
784 86 May 
785 86 Jun 

1987 786 86 Oct 
787 86 Nov 
788 86 Dec 
789 87 Jan 2 16 
790 87 Feb 
791 87 Mar 
792 87 Apr 26 609 
793 87 May 4 28 
794 87 Jun 3 40 
795 87 Jul 3 24 

1988 801 87 Oct 
802 87 Nov 
803 87 Dec 
804 88 Jan 
805 88 Feb 1 7 
806 88 Mar 18 
807 88 Apr 1 2 
808 88 May I 14 50 281 
809 88 May II 3 37 
810 88 Jun 29 589 
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TABLE 4.1 (cont.) 
Arcturus Observations Tablulated by Observing Run 

Season Lunation Date # Independent # Observations 
Nights E5 F5 A5 

1989 813 88 Sep 
814 88 Oct 
815 88 Nov 
816 88 Dec 8 35 
817 89 Jan 4 18 
818 89 Feb 8 36 
819 89 Mar 8 26 4 
820 89 Apr 11 125 107 
821 89 May 6 35 
822 89 Jun 7 35 

1990 825 89 Sep 
826 89 Oct 
827 89 Nov 
828 89 Dec 
829 90 Jan 
830 90 Feb 3 19 
831 90 Mar 9 169 70 
832 90 Apr 11 178 158 
833 90 May 13 
834 90 Jun 1 6 

4.1.9. Preparations 0/ the Instrumentation 

Between observing runs, the instrument is not broken down and removed 

from the site, as is normally the case for astronomical instrumentation. Instead, 

the instrument remains stable in a temperature-regulated room with continual air 

circulation. This room is locked to all but the project personnel so that the instru

ment is not tampered with in any way. The etalon heater is left on continuously. 

Therefore, both the room and etalon temperatures are always maintained at the 

observing values and need no adjustment prior to the start of a run. 
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RA 14:15:40.6 
DEC +19:11:23.1 

LONG 204.2334 deg 
LAT 30.7450 deg 

UT 

2:15 
2:30 
2:45 
3:00 
3:15 
3:30 
3:45 
4:00 
4:15 
4:30 
4:45 
5:00 
5:15 
5:30 
5:45 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:45 
9:00 
9:15 
9:30 
9:45 

10:00 
10:15 
10:30 
10:45 
11:00 
11:15 
11:30 

LAHA 

-5.03 
-4.78 
-4.53 
-4.28 
-4.03 
-3.78 
-3.53 
-3.28 
-3.03 
-2.78 
-2.53 
-2.28 
-2.02 
-1.77 
-1.52 
-1.27 
-1.02 
-0.77 
-0.52 
-0.27 
-0.02 

0.23 
0.48 
0.73 
0.98 
1.23 
1.48 
1. 74 
1.99 
2.24 
2.49 
2.74 
2.99 
3.24 
3.49 
3.74 
3.99 
4.24 

Vtot 

5396 
5408 
5420 
5435 
5450 
5468 
5486 
5506 
5527 
5549 
5572 
5596 
5621 
5647 
5674 
5701 
5729 
5757 
5786 
5814 
5843 
5872 
5901 
5929 
5957 
5985 
6013 
6039 
6065 
6090 
6115 
6138 
6160 
6182 
6202 
6220 
6238 
6253 

V-Vref 

2027 
2039 
2051 
2066 
2081 
2099 
2117 
2137 
2158 
2180 
2203 
2227 
2252 
2278 
2305 
2332 
2360 
2388 
2417 
2445 
2474 
2503 
2532 
2560 
2588 
2616 
2644 
2670 
2696 
2721 
2746 
2769 
2791 
2813 
2833 
2851 
2869 
2884 

H 
(-600) 

1216.5 
1216.8 
1217.2 
1217.6 
1218.0 
1218.5 
1219.1 
1219.6 
1220.3 
1220.9 
1221.6 
1222.3 
1223.0 
1223.8 
1224.5 
1225.3 
1226.1 
1227.0 
1227.8 
1228.6 
1229.5 
1230.3 
1231.2 
1232.0 
1232.8 
1233.6 
1234.4 
1235.2 
1236.0 
1236.7 
1237.5 
1238.1 
1238.8 
1239.4 
1240.0 
1240.6 
1241.1 
1241. 5 

TRANSIT 7:16:09 UT" 0:16:09 MST 

FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE DATA : 

Code: F5 
Star: ALPHA BOO HR 5340 
Date: 87 APR 23 = MJD 46908 
Time: 7:30 UT 
Href 1143.0 LMU 
Vref 3369.0 m/s 
Ref angle -0.738633 deg 

H 
(-300) 

1207.8 
1208.1 
1208.5 
1208.9 
1209.4 
1209.9 
1210.4 
1211.0 
1211.6 
1212.2 
1212.9 
1213.6 
1214.3 
1215.1 
1215.8 
1216.6 
1217.4 
1218.2 
1219.1 
1219.9 
1220.7 
1221.6 
1222.4 
1223.2 
1224.1 
1224.9 
1225.7 
1226.4 
1227.2 
1227.9 
1228.7 
1229.3 
1230.0 
1230.6 
1231.2 
1231.7 
1232.2 
1232.7 

H 
(VeO) 

1199.2 
1199.5 
1199.9 
1200.3 
1200.8 
1201.2 
1201.8 
1202.3 
1202.9 
1203.6 
1204.2 
1204.9 
1205.7 
1206.4 
1207.2 
1207.9 
1208.7 
1209.6 
1210.4 
1211.2 
1212.0 
1212.9 
1213.7 
1214.5 
1215.3 
1216.2 
1216.9 
1217.7 
1218.5 
1219.2 
1219.9 
1220.6 
1221.2 
1221. 8 
1222.4 
1223.0 
1223.5 
1223.9 

H 
(+300) 

1190.7 
1191.0 
1191.3 
1191.8 
1192.2 
1192.7 
1193.2 
1193.8 
1194.4 
1195.0 
1195.7 
1196.4 
1197.1 
1197.8 
1198.6 
1199.3 
1200.1 
1200.9 
1201. 8 
1202.6 
1203.4 
1204.2 
1205.1 
1205.9 
1206.7 
1207.5 
1208.3 
1209.0 
1209.8 
1210.5 
1211. 2 
1211.9 
1212.5 
1213.2 
1213.7 
1214.3 
1214.8 
1215.2 

H 
(+600) 

1182.2 
1182.5 
1182.9 
1183.3 
1183.7 
1184.2 
1184.7 
1185.3 
1185.9 
1186.5 
1187.1 
1187.8 
1188.5 
1189.3 
1190.0 
1190.8 
1191.6 
1192.4 
1193.2 
1194.0 
1194.8 
1195.7 
1196.5 
1197.3 
1198.1 
1198.9 
1199.7 
1200.4 
1201.2 
1201.9 
1202.6 
1203.3 
1203.9 
1204.5 
1205.1 
1205.6 
1206.1 
1206.6 

78 

Figure 4.2. Tilt Ephemerides for Arcturus. These are the micrometer 
settings, calculated prior to observing, that are used to compensate for 
the Earth's motion. H is a micrometer setting in mmxlOO. The values 
(-600,-300,0,+300,+600) are the velocity offsets required to calibrate the 
stellar slopes over the range ± 600 m s-l. 
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The Fabry-Perot was not kept under vacuum between observing runs, be

cause the vacuum pump is an adsorption pump which requires periodic (3 times per 

day) attention to replenish the liquid nitrogen used to cool the adsorption material. 

At the end of a run, the etalon chamber was filled with high-purity dry nitrogen at 

roughly atmospheric pressure. At the start of a run, the chamber was evacuated. 

This was usually done early in the day of the first night's observations, giving the 

system time to stabilize. The vacuum was usually maintained continuously until 

the end of the run. The hold time for the dewar was only about 8 hours, so that it 

had to be filled during an observing night. However, the pump was located outside 

of the observing room and did not require that the observer enter the room during 

the night. 

The CCD dewar was initially filled with liquid nitrogen about the same 

time the vacuum pump was first filled. It was also kept cold continuously for the 

entire run. This minimized small shifts of the spectrum on the detector pixels. The 

hold-time for the CCD dewar was longer than an observing night (about 12 hours). 

Therefore, the room was only opened in late afternoon before observing and again 

just after the end of each night. 

The hollow-cathode calibration lamp was turned on and allowed to stabilize 

for several hours before the start of an observing run and was left on continuously 

during the entire run. 

Generally, then, the instrument was maintained "observation ready" for the 

entire observing run. Only a few preparations were required before an observing 

night. A few hours before observations began, the telescope dome was opened and 

telescope and building fans were started. Before any data were taken, all the clocks 

were set to within one second of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) by calling the 
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Naval Observatory Clock. These included the clock in the instrument-control com

puter (which records the observation times), that in the telescope-control computer, 

and a battery-operated wristwatch. Two wall clocks (one MST and one UT) were 

also set to approximately the correct time. Although this redundancy may seem 

unnecessary, there were a number of instances where this procedure allowed us to 

discover and recover from problems. The etalon tilt micrometer was computer

driven to a standard and easy-to-read value and then checked visually to be sure it 

was correctly initialized. The same was done at the end of the night to be sure it 

was still reading correctly. Line ratio calibrations were done frequently during the 

night (as described in Section 4.2.6) as well as at the start and end of each night's 

observations. 

4.2. OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURES 

4.2.1. Monitoring Physical Conditions 

Before and after, as well as at several times during the night, temperatures 

at various locations at the instrument, the instrument room, and the building were 

recorded. These were used to monitor the function of the etalon heater and the 

room heater. One of the temperatures at a critical point (the lever arm for tilting 

the Fabry-Perot) -in the instrument turned out to be correlated with drift of an 

instrument calibration parameter (called "a" - see Section 5.2.6) and is used to 

correct the observations. These temperatures are accurate to about 0.020 C. Many 

other parameters were recorded occasionally during the night. These include the 

duty cycles of the heaters for the etalon and the instrument room, the pressure 

in the etalon vacuum system, the CCD temperature, control room temperature, 

and other conditions such as whether certain fans were on/off. or certain doors 
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were open/closed. These data could be used later if one wanted to try to correlate 

instrument or stellar drifts with any of these parameters. Some of the correlations 

that were performed are discussed in Section 7.4 . We also kept double manual 

records of the observations logs in addition to the computer-generated records to 

permit identification and correction of any log errors. 

4.2.2. Instrument Setting 

As described in Section 4.1.2, the tilt settings of the micrometer as a func

tion of time are predetermined. Before an observation, the tilt micrometer was 

driven to the tilt roughly corresponding to the expected mid-time of the observa

tion. Since the exposures on Arcturus are short and to save time, the same tilt 

was usually used for several observations, usually not exceeding an hour, but oc

casionally up to 2-3 hours. The acceleration of Arcturus on the meridian is only 

about 1 m &-1 hr-1 so the drift of the star's radial velocity over this time is not 

a problem. The available range before resetting is about ± 300 m s-1 (limit of the 

"slope calibrations" - see Section 4.2.7), although it is preferred to keep excursions 

from zero to a minimum. The tilt micrometer was always set by driving in the same 

direction, against the weight of the driven unit and spring, to avoid backlash. 

4.2.9. Exposure Time 

The exposure times for the stellar observations ranged from about 2 min

utes to more than 20 minutes. The differences were due to differing seeing and 

atmospheric conditions. The maximum allowable exposure was dictated by the de

sire to keep bright portions of the spectrum from saturating the detector, making 

them unusable. The minimum, which was at about 1/8 the maximum, was dic

tated by the reduction software. If the exposure was too weak, the programs had 
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trouble finding and locking onto the faintest Fabry-Perot interference orders. When 

conditions were good, a single exposure time could be selected and used for many 

sequential observations, perhaps up to an hour. Under poor conditions the signal 

strength varied considerably with time. In this case, observations were terminated 

manually when I judged the exposure was about right. This was done by mentally 

integrating the count rate as displayed on our exposure meter. The exposure meter 

system displayed only count rates and did not integrate the counts. Nonetheless, 

this method worked well to keep exposures uniform. The typical exposure time un

der "good" conditions was about 3 minutes, while the typical exposure time under 

average conditions was about 5 minutes. Neither saturation nor weak exposures 

had a significant systematic effect on the measured velocities. 

4.2.4. Tracking, Guiding, and Image Quality 

Telescope guiding was done using a television camera mounted at the tele

scope focal plane. As described in Chapter 3, the camera looks at light reflected off 

the stainless steel block that holds the input end of the optical fiber. This light is 

seen off a lO%-reflecting pellicle that was placed in the beam for this purpose. The 

observer can illuminate the end of this block with a bright source, say the Moon, to 

determine the location, on the television monitor, of the fiber end. From the control 

room, the telescope was adjusted to position the star on the fiber end. Fine tuning 

of the focus and position of the star was done by observing the count rate on an 

exposure meter, which looks at blue light from the the zeroth order of diffraction 

from the cross-dispersion grating. 

The telescope tracked the star reasonably well, except at large hour angles 

where most of the required corrections were because of refraction. Even near the 

meridian, however, the telescope had to be corrected often, probably once or twice 
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per minute for Arcturus. The right ascension drive responded well, without backlash 

or hesitation. The declination drive responded poorly by "sticking" a bit when 

commanded to move. (This was caused by high static friction in the declination 

bearings, which would have been very expensive to fix). Once the telescope began 

to move, it would often overshoot requiring correction in the opposite direction. 

This resulted in somewhat longer exposure times than could have been achieved 

otherwise, but mostly resulted in frustration of the guider. The stellar image did 

contain aberrations from the telescope, so under conditions of good seeing the image 

was larger than the nominal seeing disk. The projected size of the fiber end was 

about 3.1 arcsecondsj under the best conditions the full width at half maximum of 

the stellar images were probably less than this. Typically the seeing was about the 

size of the fiber end or 3 arcseconds. Telescope focus was adjusted by using the 

exposure meter to obtain the peak count rate. Focus was not adjusted very often, 

perhaps only a few times per night. We did not expect nor have we ever noticed 

any correlation of the stellar velocities with telescope focus. Collimator and camera 

focus almost never required adjustment. 

4.2.5. FUll Calibrations 

Full calibrations must be done to monitor changes in all of the instrument 

parameters. Because the full calibration procedure is a time-consuming process 

both at the telescope and during reduction, it was only performed once each ob

serving run. This procedure uses many spectral lines and gives us measures of 

all the parameters associated with the instrument calibration. By calibrating the 

major parameters which affect the radial velocity corrections with the line ratio 

measurements and with instrument temperatures, we can use the (quicker) line ra

tio procedure as our observation-to-observation calibration. The full calibrations 
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were usually done during the day and well after the start of the run, to be sure 

the instrument had stabilized. The calibration was bracketed by line ratio obser

vations, which would be used when correlations were done and to detect drifts in 

the instrument during the calibration process. The calibration would usually take 

about two hours to complete. 

4.2.6. Line Ratio Calibrations 

These observations were used to correct each individual stellar observation 

for drifts in the instrument. Therefore, the line ratio calibration had to be done 

frequently during the night. The usual procedure was to take 5 sets of 2 complete 

measurements each. As described in Chapter 5, a "measurement" would consist of 

determining the intensity on the steep slope of an emission line (,\ 4278.7319 Ar II) at 

4 different tilt settings. From this simple measurement, we could determine whether 

the plate spacing of the Fabry-Perot or the micrometer setting corresponding to 

zero-tilt had changed. Each set took about 2 minutes so the entire calibration 

required about 10 minutes. These were always done at the beginning and end of 

each night and about every 1-2 hours during the night. 

4.2.7. Stellar Observations 

Two types of stellar observations were obtained. The normal observations 

were taken at a tilt selected to remove the effect of the Earth's motion and instru

ment drift. Determination of the tilt setting has been discussed (Section 4.1.2). 

The other type of observation was the "slope calibration". These observations were 

used to determine the slope of the stellar spectrum at the location of each of the 

Fabry-Perot interference orders. To accomplish this, velocity shifts are simulated 

by tilting the Fabry-Perot away from the nominal (V = 0) tilt for that observation 
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time and date. Observations are taken at simulated shifts of ±300ms-1 as well 

as at the nominal tilt. This then gives a set of 3 observations from which the lo

cal slope for each order can be determined. Two or more of these slope sets can 

be averaged to reduce noise. For Arcturus, the slope sets for a particular velocity 

reference had to be taken on the same night, adjacent to one another. IT slope sets 

were taken on different nights, they may have had different zero points because 

the radial velocity of the star may have changed. The "observation" to be used 

as the velocity reference would then be an average of several V = 0 observations 

taken near these slope sets. The slope sets were not part of the routine observing 

procedure. Because the stellar spectrum and instrumental profile were stable with 

time, the slope sets needed to be obtained only once for each velocity reference. 

4.2.8. Quick-Look Checks on Data Quality 

During the stellar and calibration exposures, the equipment is checked to 

make sure the CCD is integrating. During the readout of the CCD, the raw data 

are displayed on a computer-addressable xyz CRT monitor. This display shows the 

intensity of the signal (y) as a function of position along an echelle order (or column 

number on the CCD) (x)j the row dimension of the CCD is mapped into time on 

the display. By watching this display, the observer could verify that the system was 

working, but could also get a good estimate of the exposure level. This meant that 

the next exposure could be adjusted if necessary. This was especially important for 

line ratio observations, since saturated exposures would be useless. Furthermore, 

the intensities at the 4 tilts of the line ratio emission line could be monitored. Any 

abrupt change in the absolute count rate or in the relative intensities at the 4 tilts 

would indicate a problem with the instrument. Any problems, such as covers still 

on optics or tilt micrometer not moving, could be quickly discovered and corrected. 
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Besides a display of the readout, the monitor could be switched to another mode 

that would show an x-y display of the CCD image, with "z" as intensity. 

4.2.9. Problems Encountered 

Tracking, guiding, and focus problems were discussed above, as were the 

effects of over- and under-exposure. The effects of airmass and clouds were simply 

to increase the required exposure times, and did not have an effect on the measured 

velocities. Correlations of velocity with several factors are discussed in Chapter 7. 

Such problems have been reported by those using telluric lines to calibrate their 

wavelengths. Smith (1982) and Cochran (1988) report that changes in weather 

conditions, namely weather fronts or cloud banks, have affected their velocity mea

surements on stars. 

If the optical fiber does a sufficient job of azimuthally and radially scram

bling the light from the star, then obstructing a portion of the telescope primary 

mirror should only affect the intensity of the starlight. The average path of starlight 

through the spectrometer and hence the radial velocities should not be affected. 

Several tests have been done, some accidentally, to show that this is not a problem. 

Occasionally, if the dome was not rotated to keep up with the telescope, the dome 

would cut the beam. At other times, the star was intentionally tracked so low in the 

sky that the beam was cut from below by the lower flap. No systematic velocity shift 

is seen, showing that we are achieving good scrambling by the fiber. Cochran (1988) 

reported that partial obstruction of the beam did affect his measured velocities. 

Effects of contamination from the sky brightness were tested by occasionally 

observing the star through twilight and sunrise. Figure 4.3 shows data taken in this 
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fashion and indicates that the level of sky brightness does not begin to affect the 

observed velocities until about 15 minutes before sunrise. 

During one of the runs (1988 April) a faulty capacitor in the CCD elec

tronics allowed a 60 Hz signal to be superposed on the signal read out of the CCD. 

The 60 Hz signal had a low amplitude and a sawtooth waveform. Since the CCD 

is read out row-by-row, the waveform appeared along each row of the CCD, time 

being mapped into column number. Within each record written to tape (8 rows) 

the waveform would wrap around from one row to the next, except for a gap which 

was the delay in reading the next row. Therefore, if the shape of the waveform did 

not change, there was some hope of removing the noise signal from the data. A tem

plate was made of the waveform based on dark exposures that contained the noise 

signal. This template was then fitted to the noise signal in the background areas 

(between echelle orders) to find the phase and the amplitude of the 60 Hz signal. 

Only the background areas could be used for fitting since the other areas contained 

large stellar signals that would make determination of the pattern impossible. This 

procedure had to be repeated for each record, since there was an arbitrary shift in 

both phase and amplitude between records, when the data are written to tape. The 

correction worked very well, as Figure 4.4 indicates. 
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In another instance, the building was operating under the Kitt Peak emer

gency generator rather than commercial power. After some time, it was noticed 

that the wall clocks were running slow by a few minutes per hour. It turned out 

that this was because the AC frequency from the generator was less than 60 Hz. 

This did not affect the data or the computer's clock, but it does show the value of 

redundant clocks and record keeping in detecting possible problems. 

4.3. DETAILS OF DATA FORMAT 

This section expands somewhat on the discussion of Section 3.2.3. The basic 

idea in the reduction of the data is to calculate, from one observation to the next, 

changes in the (normalized) intensity of the light transmitted in each of the Fabry

Perot transmission peaks. Figure 4.5 shows the spectrum of an incandescent lamp -

our so-called "white lamp". Each vertical row of spots corresponds to an individual 

echelle order. The spots themselves are the Fabry-Perot transmission maxima. Each 

is an image of the entrance aperture, which is elongated vertically in this figure. The 

data appear "squashed" a bit here because of the 3:1 data compression, described 

below. Figure 4.6 is similar to Figure 4.5, except the spectrum is that of a star, 

Arcturus. One can see the absorption lines in the spectrum. Figure 4.7 shows the 

appearance of the emission lamp on the detector. 

The CCD used (RCA SID 53612 for Instrument I and RCA SID 501EX for 

Instrument II) is composed of 512 x320 pixels, each 30 p.m on a side. To improve 

readout noise, reduce readout time, and save space on data tapes, the data are 3:1 

compressed in the 512 direction. This compression is in the cross-dispersion direc

tion. The echelle orders are sufficiently separated that this compression still leaves 

a sufficient number of "superpixels" between the orders for background determina

tion. The compression maintains the full resolution in the direction of the echelle 
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Figure 4.5. Spectrum of an Incandescent Lamp. This is how a white 
light spectrum appears through the instrument. Each vertical stripe is an 
individual echelle order. Within each echelle order the light is modulated 
by the transmission profile of the Fabry-Perot. Because we are looking at 
a continuous source, adjacent Fabry-Perot orders are of similar brightness. 
Each spot is an image of the fiber output end - the spectrometer entrance 
aperture. 
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Figure 4.6. Spectrum of Arcturus. This is how a stellar spectrum appears. 
Notice the darker spots now caused by the stellar absorption lines. To mea
sure velocity shifts, we do photometry on each of these spots. 
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Figure 4.7. Spectrum of Hollow-Cathode Emission Lamp. This is an 
example of an emission spectrum. Only those emission lines appear that 
happen to fall at the wavelengths of the Fabry-Perot transmission maxima, 
at this particular setting of the etalon tilt. 
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dispersion ("column" or 320-dimension) and therefore does not degrade the spectral 

purity of the Fabry-Perot orders. The compressed images have a 160-"super-row" 

x 320-column format, the first 480 (= 160 . 3) rows being compressed and the last 

32 discarded. 

The echelle orders after compression are separated by about 9 super-rows. 

Thus, about 19 echelle orders are available, each of which spans about 30 A of spec

trum. The full wavelength range available is about 4200-4770A. The free spectral 

range of the Fabry-Perot is 0.63 A near 4250 A, so about 40 interference orders, on 

about 8 column centers. appear in each echelle order. Not all of the echelle or 

Fabry-Perot orders can be used for velocity determinations. Near the upper and 

lower edges of the detector, an echelle order must be rejected if it appears too close 

to the edge because the background cannot be adequately determined. Similarly, 

those Fabry-Perot orders close to the edge of the array must also be rejected be

cause the orders shift with time during the observing season, making some of them 

shift off the array and also because room must be left for cross-correlation with the 

reference spectrum to identify the orders. 

Figure 4.8 shows an intensity plot across the echelle orders by compressing 

all the pixels along the echelle orders. So each peak represents one echelle order. 

Figure 4.9 is a plot in the other direction, i.e., a plot along a single echelle order. 

Each peak here is a Fabry-Perot order. It is these spikes that are boxed-off and 

integrated to produce the intensity in that order. There are some 650 of these 

orders available for Arcturus. Of these, about 150 are actually used for velocity 

determination because they fall on the steep slopes of spectral lines and are therefore 

sensitive to velocity changes. We call these "active orders". The other orders, 
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which do not change much with changing stellar velocity, are used to normalize the 

observation to that of the reference observation. 

When the change was made between Instrument I and Instrument II (Oc

tober 1986), the spectrometer geometry was changed slightly, so that the echelle 

blaze was shifted in a given order by about 70 pixels. The spectrum was recentered, 

but now each echelle order covered a different range of wavelengths than previously. 

Therefore, new slope sets were required for the new instrument if full use was to be 

made of all the data. We also wanted new slope sets because we had changed to a 

new detector. 

No correction is made for differences in sensitivity between different pixels. 

These "flat field" patterns depend strongly on wavelength because of interference 

effects in the CCD. To simulate the wavelengths of the stellar data, we have made, 

during recent observing runs, observations of an incandescent lamp at the same 

tilts as the stellar observations, in case they are needed in the future. Most of the 

Arcturus observations are not accompanied by these lamp observations. Since the 

integrations are done over several pixels and there are so many active orders, it is 

expected that flat field non-uniformities do not introduce systematic velocity errors. 

Ratioing the observations by incandescent lamp spectra would be a noisy process. 
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During the first year of operation (Instrument I), the location of the stellar spectrum 

moved substantially on the detector because of temperature changes in the room 

and because the detector had to be removed from the instrument table each time 

it was charged with dry ice. The velocity changes in Arcturus show no correlation 

with the drift of the spectrum on the CCD. (see Figure 4.10). Furthermore, during 

the observing season, the spectrum shifts (due to the Earth's motion) by up to 

5 pixels. No systematic problem has been detected because of this motion. 

The boxes for integration of the Fabry-Perot orders are 6 pixels wide in 

the echelle dispersion direction and 4 (super )pixels wide in the cross-dispersion 

direction. These boxes were chosen to ensure that most of the stellar signal was 

captured, yet without adding excessive background pixels to the stellar integration 

box. The background is measured on either side (in the cross dispersion direction) 

of the Fabry-Perot order. On each side roughly 3 pixels per column are averaged. 

The subtraction is done column-by-column. Chapter 6 discusses this procedure in 

more detail and gives the random errors involved. 
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CHAPTERS 

CALIBRATION 

5.1. OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE 

5.1.1. Objective 

To make measurements of small changes in radial velocity over many years 

requires an exceptionally stable instrument. No calibration can help when instru

mental variations are erratic, unpredictable, or non-trackable. Therefore, as dis

cussed in Chapter 3, considerable effort has gone into the design and construction 

of the instrument used for this work. 

Even with a stable instrument, calibration of that instrument is perhaps 

the most critical aspect of measurement of small velocity variations in stars. All 

changes that can mimic stellar velocity shifts must be monitored on both the long 

term (years) and the short term (minutes to days). 

The objective of the calibration is to measure or otherwise determine 

changes in those parameters of the instrument that have a bearing on the observed 

velocity of the star. These parameters must be determined not only to correct 

the observed velocities (Section 6.2), but also to predict, prior to an observation, 

the instrument settings that are used to tune out the telescope-barycentric velocity 

(Section 4.1). 

These objectives have been achieved with our instrument. We have not 

observed any erratic behavior in the calibration observations. Changes in the pa

rameters are usually gradual and well resolved by our calibration process. Abrupt 
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changes have always been small enough that they could easily be detected with our 

method and have always been correlated with some external event such as change 

in the physical mount or temperature setpoint of the etalon. 

5.1.2. General Requirements 

To accomplish the objectives we must devise a method to monitor reliably 

any changes at the level of about 1 part in 108 , the velocity-equivalent of which 

would be about 3 m s-l. This is indeed a difficult task - the equivalent wavelength 

shift is about 0.05 mAo 

Wavelengths of individual spectral lines are generally known only to about 

0.5 mAo Therefore, we must use many lines with well known wavelengths to average 

out random errors in their tabulated values. In addition, we want the lines to be well 

dispersed throughout the entire wavelength region used for velocity measurement. 

This ensures that we know the absolute plate spacing of the etalon and the Fabry

Perot interference orders without ambiguity (see Sections 5.2.4-5.2.5). 

Calibrations must be done often enough to resolve changes in the sys

tem. We must not be forced to interpolate between times when the calibration 

has changed by more than a fraction of the change expected in the star. We also 

want our calibration parameters to have some physical basis. That is, the param

eters should correspond to some physically meaningful component or attribute of 

the instrument. We should not simply have fits to functional forms with arbitrary 

coefficients. 

5.1.9. General Description of Method 

Calibration of the observed points in the stellar spectrum is achieved 

through use of the tiltable Fabry-Perot etalon. This, of course, is a secondary 
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standard and must itself be calibrated in turn by some fundamental wavelength 

standard. 

Calibrating the Fabry-Perot is done by observation of emission lines from a 

hollow-cathode lamp, which contains an iron cathode and is filled with low-pressure 

argon gas. The wavelengths of these lines (Fe I, Ar I, and Ar II) have been deter

mined accurately (Crosswhite (1975) and Norlen (1973)). The uncertainties in the 

absolute wavelengths of individual lines varies from about 0.1 mA to 1 mAo The en

semble of these lines allows adequate determination of our instrumental parameters. 

Systematic errors in our reference lines are reduced by having an admixture 

of species and of literature sources. There were a number of lines that showed 

systematically high or low residuals in our final fits to all lines. If these deviations 

translated into more than about 15 mA in wavelength of the line, it was rejected as 

being misidentified, an unresolved blend of lines, or perhaps just having a poorly 

measured reference wavelength. Below this level, the lines were retained. We made 

no effort to correct any of the reference wavelengths for any observed discrepancies. 

There were a number of lines that could not be identified. These were 

most likely due to the presence of contaminants in the tube. Many lines had to be 

rejected because they were obvious blends. Some of the lines were saturated and 

could not be used, while still others were too weak to obtain a good profile at the 

required signal-to-noise levels. 

Our calibration models uses 7 parameters to completely characterize the 

instrument. Changes in these parameters are monitored and recorded for later use 

in correcting the observed stellar velocities for drift in the instrument. Since these 

values change slowly, estimates of their values can be used prior to an observing 

run to adequately predict the instrumental settings required for observation. 
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Two calibration methods are used. One is a full calibration, in which ap

proximately 50 emission lines are observed by tilt-scanning the Fabry-Perot through 

the entire range of tilt available (± 1.3°). The free spectral range of the Fabry-Perot 

at normal incidence is about 1.0°. This means that some lines are seen in more than 

one interference order, and at both positive and negative tilt angles. Observations 

are made at approximately 200 steps in angle, using a fixed exposure time. This 

traces out the transmission curve of the etalon as a function of angle for each of the 

spectral lines. 

The functional relationships between the 7 parameters and the inferred 

velocity drift were determined empirically, although the parameters can all be traced 

to physical properties of the system. 

This full calibration method determines all of the relevant calibration pa

rameters, but it is time consuming. A typical calibration set takes about two hours, 

while reduction often takes more than a day. Therefore, it is usually performed 

only once per observing run. Because the instrument is not stable to the required 

level on a time scale of weeks, it must be calibrated more frequently. To do this, we 

use another technique, called the "line ratio" technique, which can rapidly and ac

curately yield changes in the two most important calibration parameters. Another 

parameter can be inferred from measured temperature changes. The remaining 

parameters are associated with physical attributes of the system that should not 

change with time. Furthermore, the final velocity corrections are not particularly 

sensitive to small changes in these (last) parameters. 

The line ratio technique involves observing a single emission line at four 

specific tilt settings - on the positive and negative slopes of two apparitions of the 

line on either side of zero tilt. This method is very sensitive to changes in the plate 

spacing and zero-tilt micrometer setting. These observations are taken frequently 
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during the observing night to accurately monitor drifts in instrument calibration. 

Each set of four observations takes only about 3 minutes. They are usually done 

in sets of 5; the velocity-equivalent drifts are averaged to yield a value for the mid

calibration time. Data reduction, once the data are delivered to the appropriate 

computer, could be done in only a few minutes. 

After many full calibrations, each one having been bracketed by line ratio 

observations, we can develop relationships between the two types of observations, 

which allow the line ratios to be used to provide reliable measurement of the in

strument drift as a function of time. The full calibrations, then, are used to check 

and refine the line ratio technique and to monitor long term changes in all the 

parameters. 

5.2. FULL HOLLOW-CATHODE CALIBRATIONS 

5.2.1. Overview 

The goal of the calibration is ultimately to determine the change in the 

laboratory wavelength, transmitted by the Fabry-Perot, of any given interference 

order from that at some previous time. Therefore, we seek to track those compo

nents of the instrument that can mimic a change in the lab wavelength when they 

change with time. We do not care particularly about the absolute wavelength of 

any given interference order in the stellar spectrum, but only about whether, for a 

given instrument setting, the lab wavelength has changed and by how much. Thus, 

we are interested in only one quantity as a function of instrument setting - the 

difference in optical path length between each successive reflection of the beam in 

the Fabry-Perot cavity. This quantity is not available directly, but must be deter

mined from other measurable quantities. Chapter 3 discusses the Fabry-Perot, its 
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mount, and its tilting mechanism. We repeat here the expression for constructive 

interference of the Fabry-Perot and the optical path difference 80P L. 

80PL = Am = 2sncos8 (5.1) 

where m is the interference order number, A the wavelength, s the physical plate 

spacing, n the refractive index of the cavity medium, and 8 the angle of the beam 

in the cavity with respect to a line perpendicular to the refiective surfaces. 

IT we adjust the instrument (the only adjustment is the tilt angle) to be 

able to observe an emission line of known A and m, we know that the optical path 

difference will always be the same as it was at some previous time. What may 

change for an emission line is the relative contributions to the 80P L from the 

components, namely s, n, and 8. 

We have effectively evacuated the Fabry-Perot cavity to such an extent that 

the value of n is within one part in 108 of that of vacuum or unity. Thus, we need 

not consider changes in n. The value of 8, but not s, depends on the instrument 

setting. Thus, these two parameters are independent and we must determine each 

of these separately to properly calibrate the instrument. In the full calibrations, we 

want to use as many emission lines as possible to determine s and 8 for any given 

time as a function of instrument setting. The angle 8 for a given instrument setting 

can not be measured directly, but is determined from a model containing 3 of the 

7 fundamental instrument parameters discussed above. 

Each of the emission lines will appear at a fixed spot on the detector (given 

by its wavelength), independent of the Fabry-Perot tilt angle. See Figure 4.7 and 

compare with the appearance of the spectrum for the "continuous" source of Fig

ure 4.5. How bright the order (or spot) appears at any given angle will be governed 
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by how close the line is to a peak in the Fabry-Perot transmission function (Airy 

function). As the angle is changed, the peak of the Airy function passes through 

the line. The intensity at any angle is given by the multiplication of the intrinsic 

line profile (approximately a a function) with the Airy profile. 

During the calibration procedure, the tilt is moved over the entire range 

available (± 1.3°). The final observed line profile (as a function of angle) will be 

the convolution of the intrinsic line profile with the Airy function, thus resulting 

in a line profile that will appear approximately like an Airy function, because the 

intrinsic profile is nearly a a-function. 

Actually, besides the intrinsic width of the emission line, the observed profile 

is broadened because of two factors. First, the plate spacing is not uniform. The 

cavity has a wedge shape (spacers are not all exactly the same) as well as "ripples" or 

"potato chip" shape. Application of the etalon springs (discussed in Chapter 3) has 

reduced, but not eliminated, this problem. Thus, each part of the cavity is allowing 

slightly different wavelengths to pass, resulting in broader profiles. Second, the 

entrance aperture (or "slit") for the spectrograph has a non-zero size, resulting in a 

range of input angles for a given tilt setting, again broadening the profiles. Modeling 

for these two effects is somewhat complicated; they are not included in the models 

for the calibration used for this dissertation. The result is that the model line profile 

does not fit as well as it could in all parts of the profile. Only the position of the line 

center is important, however, and this can nonetheless be accurately determined. 

Before the calibration can be done we must somehow know the order num

bers and the wavelengths. This is discussed in the next few sections. 
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5.2.2. Identification of Line Wavelengths 

To find the wavelengths of the emission lines observed, we can remove most 

of the emission lines in the spectrum, by introducing an narrow-band interference 

filter into the beam. Better yet, one can use a source with only a few bright lines, 

such as a Mercury-vapor lamp. These lines are easily identified in the spectrum and 

yield a wavelength reference on the detector. Given the echelle dispersion and its 

free spectral range, a rough wavelength scale for the entire detector can be set up. 

We then observe the hollow cathode source, note the positions of all the emission 

lines on the detector (Figure 4.7) and compare the estimated wavelengths to the 

tabulated wavelengths for lines expected from the iron and argon spectra. Once a 

few lines have been reliably identified and the values for detector wavelength scale 

revised, it is easier to complete the identification process. Tabulated intensities for 

the lines using similar sources (i. e., hollow-cathode lamps) help in the identification. 

Most of the lines in the lamp spectrum can be identified. 
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Figure 5.1. Calibration Output for 1991 May 26. This is the final output 
file for a full calibration. Listed here are the emission lines used for calibra
tion, their wavelengths WL, the tilts at which the lines appear H (in mm of 
the driving micrometer), the Fabry-Perot interference order number m, the 
fractional order number p, and the calculated value of the plate spacing 2s 
(in A). 
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Figure 5.1 lists the species and wavelengths (WL) of lines used in the cal

ibration procedure. It also shows how many peaks are used in the calibration and 

the fractional order number (p) of the first peak from zero-tilt. Not all of the peaks 

for all of the lines are used for all of the calibrations. This is because the exposure 

levels from one calibration to the next are not identical. Certain threshold and 

quality criteria must be met by any given peak to be accepted. Tests were done to 

determine whether adding or subtracting a few peaks significantly altered the final 

calibration parameters and it did not. 

5.2.9. Initial Estimate for the Plate Spacing 

Next, we need to determine the integral order number corresponding to a 

given peak. To do this, we must first have a rough estimate of the plate spacing. If 

we have this estimate, we can get an approximate idea of the order number from 

rn). = 28 , (5.2) 

where normal incidence of the beam is being used for the estimate. 

The initial guess of the plate spacing comes from measurement of the plate 

spacers with a micrometer. The measurements were taken from an alternate set 

of spacers to those actually in use. Steel calibration blocks were used to test the 

accuracy of the micrometer; it was found to yield readings within 0.00005 inches 

of that stamped on the calibration blocks. The four spare spacers were measured 

several times. The thickness was found to be 0.05701 ± 0.00005 inches. 

This corresponds to a value of 28 (twice the plate spacing) of 28961080 

± 25400 A. Thus, this method should give us the value of 28 to within ± 5)" or within 

5 orders. In fact, using the full calibration methods, we find that 28 f'V 28899770 A. 
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This shows that the actual value of 28 is about 13A smaller than our estimate using 

the micrometer. Reasons for this difference could be partly due to the optical phase 

shift, better (optical) contact between the actual spacers and the plates than is 

obtained during the micrometer measurement, or that the measured spacers are 

not actually the ones in use. 

The important point, however, is that this method only needs to get us close 

to the actual plate spacing. By using a number of lines of different wavelengths 

and interference order numbers, the actual plate spacing can be unambiguously 

determined, as discussed below. 

An alternate check on the approximate value of 28 can be obtained if one 

can find two emission lines that peak at approximately the same angle (and thus 

the same fractional order number p) that are also in the same echelle order on the 

CCD. With the large number of emission lines that we use, this is not difficult. We 

can then use the fractional order number to rewrite the Fabry-Perot equation as 

or, rearranging, 
28 

mi = - -Pi . 
Ai 

We then subtract the two equations that result and we find 

1 1 
mI - m2 = 28(- - -) Al A2 

The emission lines ought to lie approximately an integral number of orders apart 

on the detector. We can count this and then adjust 28 until we get that integer for 
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As a demonstration of this, let us take two lines from Figure 5.1 that appear 

at nearly the same tilt angle (H) of the etalon, namely Fe! ,x4145.0374 and ArI 

,x 4165.3535. That these lines appear at the same angle comes simply from tracing 

their profiles as a function of tilt. One of the lines appears at CCD column 37.3, 

the other at 278.93. From a plot along that echelle order of a stellar or white-light 

spectrum, such as that of Figure 4.9, one can easily count that the separation of 

these two lines is 34 Fabry-Perot orders. 

Let us now try various values of 28 near the range estimated by the mi-

crometer measurements above. We find, in steps of successive refinement: 

TABLE 5.1 
Determining Fabry-Perot Plate Spacing 

Trial2s (A) 
29300000 
29200000 
29100000 
29000000 
28900000 
28800000 
28700000 

28840000 
28860000 
28880000 
28890000 
28900000 

28892000 
28894000 
28899000 

Computed~m 

34.477 
34.359 
34.242 
34.124 
34.006 
33.889 
33.771 

33.936 
33.959 
33.983 
33.994 
34.006 

33.997 
33.999 
34.005 
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Thus, with two lines we have determined what appears to be the value of 

2s to within about >../4 with little trouble. This value is, in fact, about 1>" from our 

final value found with all the calibration lines. This is partly because these lines do 

not actually have identical fractional order numbers, and partly because we have 

not accounted for a non-integral phase shift term. 

5.2.4. Determination of the Order Numbers 

Once we have this rough idea of the value of 2s, we know at what tilt setting 

lines appear, and we have an estimate for how the actual tilt angle changes with 

micrometer setting (which will be discussed below), we can estimate the fractional 

order number of any line appearing at any tilt angle. This estimate does not have 

to be better than a few tenths of an order. Given these fractional order estimates, 

we can combine them with the estimated 2s and the known wavelengths, using the 

equation 
2s 

mi = - -Pi 
>"i 

to get estimates for mi for lines covering a wide range of fractional orders and 

wavelengths. The values, of course, should be integers if our estimates for the 

fractional orders and 2s are correct. In practice, the values will differ by a few 

tenths from integers and 2s is adjusted to bring all the order numbers to integer 

values. 

5.2.5. Immunity to Shifts of an Integral Number of Orders 

The full calibration procedure thus gives us knowledge of the absolute plate 

spacing of the etalon. The wide range of wavelengths makes this possible. This is 

not true for the line ratio calibrations discussed below. Such a shift would not be 
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immediately evident in the line ratio calibrations because only one emission line is 

used. It would be detected, however, by the next full calibration, which would be 

less than a month away. 

To show that the full calibrations are immune to such shifts, consider two 

lines a and b, widely separated in wavelength. Then suppose that the plate spacing 

has shifted by exactly one order for wavelength Ao between times 1 and 2. IT this 

occurs, then the line will be found at the same angle at the two times. We then 

have 

and 

Thus, 

Now for the other wavelength, we will observe at the same angle at both 

times, namely at fJb, and we try to determine the fractional shift q in the order 

number caused by the change in 28: 

and 
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So 

or 
mb ma = , 

mb+q m a+ 1 

leading to mb = qma, meaning that an integral-order shift in mb (i.e., q = 1) can 

occur only if mb = ma, or equivalently, that the wavelengths are the same. Instead, 

we would observe line b at a new (h, leading to a revision of its fractional order 

number, forcing us to pick a new 28. Thus, we see that such shifts cannot elude 

us using the full calibration technique. A shift in the plate spacing by an integral 

order number at one wavelength cannot be an integral shift at another wavelength. 

One could imagine the possibility that the instrument could conspire to shift 

by an integral order number after one full calibration and then back again before 

the next, but this seems extremely unlikely. The detected instrumental drifts have 

never been seen to be more than about lOOms-I. To shift by an integral order, the 

instrument would have to drift by about 50,OOOms-l. Not only would it have to 

drift a huge amount, but to be unnoticed it would have to jump by an amount within 

about 100 m s-1 of the 50,000 m s-1 value. To jump back again, by the same amount, 

in the opposite direction, within the same tolerances, is even more unlikely. Much 

more probably, a discontinuity of such magnitude would be immediately evident in 

the line ratio observations (even to the observer at the telescope, long before the 

data were reduced), because the line simply would not be found at the expected tilt 

positions. 
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5.2.6. Tilt Angle Functional Form 

We cannot measure the angle at which an emission line peaks directly, but 

must infer it from the reading on a micrometer that tilts the etalon. We record 

this reading for all observations taken and then convert this into the angle using a 

model. 

The functional form for this model was originally determined by direct mea

surement of the rate of change in angle (with respect to micrometer movement) of 

the Fabry-Perot plates as a function of micrometer setting, using an autocollimator. 

If (J is the tilt angle, and H represents the micrometer reading (in mm), then the 

relationship between the rate of change in angle and the micrometer setting was 

found to be linear 

where a and b are just the linear coefficients. Integrating, we find 

(J - (Jo = a(H - Ho) + b(H - Ho? , (5.3) 

where we have referenced the micrometer shift to the zero-tilt position Ho, the 

setting where (J = (Jo = O. This gives the definition of three of our calibration 

parameters. The zero-tilt setting, Ho is approximately half-way along our 50 mm 

micrometer scale, or at about 25 mm; this is unit and the approximate magnitude 

of this parameter. 
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Figure 5.2 shows one plot of the measurement of :~ from the auto

collimator. From this, we can see directly that the approximate value of a is 

194arcsecmm-1 or about 9.4 x 1O-4 radmm-1, while the value of b (the slope 

is b/2 as defined here) is about 7.2 X 10-7 radmm-2. Thus, parameters a and b 

describe the scale of the rate of change of angle with micrometer step. 

To cast the last equation in a more readily useful form, we define 6.H = 
H - Ho, and have 

() = a6.H + b( 6.H)2 

which gives us the conversion to angular change directly from the micrometer read

ing. 

5.2.7. The Calibration Parameters 

The full calibration procedure solves for 7 parameters. These are a, b, ",(, Ho, 

2so, 281, 282. The two most important parameters are Ho and 2so. These are related 

to the tilt angle and the plate spacing, respectively. As such, any instrumentally 

induced velocity shifts are most sensitive to these parameters. Furthermore, they 

are the parameters most likely to drift with time. Parameters a and b were discussed 

above. 

The plate spacing is modeled as a quadratic function of wavelength. The 

spacing itself, of course, is not dependent upon wavelength. But we have included in 

the value of 28 the wavelength-dependent phase shift upon reflection of the dielectric 

coatings (see below). We have found that a quadratic fits the dependence reasonably 

well. An example of the wavelength variation of 2s is shown in Figure 5.3. The 

functional form is 
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Figure 5.3. Wavelength Dependence of Effective Plate Spacing. This 
shows how the "measured" plate spacing depends on wavelength. The de
pendence is due to the variation with wavelength of the phase shift of the 
dielectric on the etalon. The effect is incorporated into the calibration by 
using an "effective" plate spacing. The outlier at 4330 A is a line with a 
misidentified wavelength. 
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where .\0 = 4300 A and is simply chosen as the wavelength at which 280 

would be defined. 

Because the Fabry-Perot plates are wedge-shaped, the prism introduce 

wavelength dispersion of the beam. The effect of this is to make the zero-tilt mi

crometer position also a function of wavelength. We have shown that if the spin 

axis of the etalon is aligned with the vertex of the wedge in the top plate, then 

Ho will be independent of wavelength, the dispersion effect going into the "wave

length dependence" of 28. We have adjusted the etalon orientation several times 

in an attempt to eliminate this dependence, but we have never removed it entirely. 

Therefore, this effect and the associated parameter remain in our calibration. The 

functional form for our model is: 

Thus, 'Y describes the wavelength dependence of the zero tilt position Ho. 

It can be shown to depend upon the wedge angle of the plates, the offset angle of 

the tilt axis of the etalon from the vertex of the wedge, the tilt scale parameter a, 

and the coefficient of the second term in the dispersion relation for the glass of the 

etalon plates. 

5.2.8. Reduction Procedure 

The full calibration reduction requires many steps to go from observations 

stored on many CCD frames to the final 7 calibration parameters. 
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Observations are made at 200 steps covering the full range of the micrometer 

that tilts the etalon. The step size in micrometer space is adjusted to make the step 

size approximately equal in free-spectral-range space. Thus, we wish to sample a 

line profile with approximately the same number of points independent of whether 

that lines falls near zero-tilt or a high angle. Fixed exposure times are used, with 

the exposure chosen to yield the highest number of well-exposed line profiles. 

The location of the echelle orders on the ccn is found by using a reference 

white-lamp exposure. Then the reduction programs go on to integrate any feature 

above a certain threshold in any echelle order over the entire ccn. These features 

are then collected from all observations. They are group by the specific location on 

the ccn. If a group of features is judged to be high quality by the program, the line 

is recommended for a second pass through the observations in which integrations 

are done at a specific location on the OOD. This location is provided by averaging 

the positions of the bright features in the first pass. The second integration process 

integrates at every tilt position. Thus, for the good lines, we have plots of intensity 

tiS. tilt for all tilt steps. This yields plots of the type shown in Figure 5.4 . 

To produce accurate positions of the peaks requires a sufficient number of 

points within the line profile. For those peaks that are too close to either zero 

or maximum tilt, there are not enough points and the peak is rejected. For the 

remainder we then go on to calculate the line centers in H -space. 

The relative positions of the chosen lines are all known ahead of time. Only 

the position of a specific reference line (which is, in fact the line-ratio line described 

below) needs to be entered into the programs. Thus, the peak positions can also be 

tagged with an appropriate line identification. 
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Figure 5.4. Profile of an Emission Line through Fabry-Perot This is 
the transmission profile of the etalon as a function of tilt, here represented 
by the tilt-micrometer setting. Circles represent data points taken during 
full calibrations, when the full profiles of many emission lines is used to 
determine instrument calibration parameters. The entire range of angle is 
represented here. The plot is approximately symmetric about the zero-tilt 
position (Ho) Calibration parameter b measures the degree of asymmetry. 
This is equivalent to an intensity tracing of slice through the two innermost 
rings in the familiar bull's-eye pattern of the Fabry-Perot. From the peak
to-valley contrast, one can determine the finesse of the Fabry-Perot. The 
points maked a, b, c, d are the locations of the measurements for the "line 
ratios". Adapted from McMillan et al. 1986. 
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Since the free-spectral range of the Fabry-Perot is about 1.0°, many lines 

appear twice on each side of Ho and all will appear at least once on each side. The 

first step in determination of the parameters is to get an estimate of the scanning 

scale factors and zero-tilt position. These are approximately independent of 28. 

This determination is done by averaging the H positions of lines of the same order, 

but seen on opposite sides of zero-tilt. This will show the effects of the non-linearity 

in the angle scale. That is, there is a linear term in Equation 5.3 that will change 

sign through zero, but a quadratic term that will not. When the averaged lines are 

near zero-tilt, this average value will not be affected much by this asymmetry and 

will approach the value of Ho. This is shown in the plot of Figure 5.5 . 

As one departs further and further from zero-tilt, the effects of the asym

metry become more noticeable. From this type of plot, we can determine the ratio 

of values a/2b, which we call c in the reduction. Basically, it is the curvature of 

the line in this plot. One can also notice a significant scatter in the points about 

the line. This can be shown to be due to the 'Y term discussed earlier. Different 

wavelengths fall on lines that are higher or lower than the one shown here. When 

the 'Y value is adjusted it has the effect of "focusing" the points closer to this line. 

Our program uses least-squares minimization to search for the values of a, b, Ho, 

and 'Y that produce the best fit to our model. These values are then fed into the 

final stage of the program, which uses all the calibration lines to compute the value 

of 28 as a function of wavelength. 
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Figure 5.5. jj -plot This plot shows the nonlinearity of our tilting mechanism. H 
is the reading of the tilt micrometer. The mechanism can drive through zero 
tilt position and all emission lines are observed on both sides of zero tilt. jj 
is the average of the micrometer settings at which the same line in the same 
interference order is seen on each side of zero angle. IT the tilting mechanism 
were linear, then jj would be independent of H and would be equal to the 
zero-tilt setting Ho, because the lines will appear at the same physical angle 
on each side. The curve approaches Ho as H approaches Ho. From this, 
we can determine Ho and the determine the asymmetry parameters of the 
tilt-driving mechansim. 
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Our primary calibrator for this final stage comes through a system constant 

we call pea lib. This is found using all lines which happen to have two peaks on a 

single side of Ho. The angles at which these are found we can call 81 and 82. Then 

l 'b 8~ 
pea I i = (8~ _ 8~)i 

where 1 and 2 designate the two angles and i designates the line. The constant 

pealib is the average of all pealibi. We can then use pealib to compute the fractional 

interference order for any peak, through 

pealib(~)2 
p= 

A 

The fractional order plus the order number are sufficient to determine 28(A). 

5.2.9. Resu.lts of Full Calibrations 

The results from a full calibration are shown in Figure 5.1. Shown here are 

all the details concerning each apparition of each calibration line and the estimated 

28 value calculated from that line. Table 5.2 shows the final values for the calibration 

parameters. Table 5.3 shows a compilation of the results of all the full calibrations 

covering the range of dates of observations in this dissertation. Any of the odd values 

are well-known effects having to do with tests done at those times. Discontinuities 

in any of the values are associated with scheduled changes to the instrument and 

were always in the sense and rough magnitude predicted. 



TABLE 5.2 
Results of Sequential Calibration Number 079 (1991 May 26) 

A(l) = 28899773.35 A 
A(2) = 0.4460 A/A 
A(3) = -0.1901 X 10-3 

A(4) = -0.6393 X 10-6 

Ho (4300) = 25.1619 mm 
PCALIB = 12.48198 

a = 9.294239 X 10-4 rOO/mm 
b = -6.092825 X 10-7 rOO/mm2 

c = -762.720 mm 
GAMMA = 0.1097 X 107 

= 2s at 4300 A 
= Slope 
= Quadratic term 
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TABLE 5.3 

Summary of Full Calibration Results 

SCN Date pcalib Ho 2s Slope Gamma c a(xl0-4 ) b(xl0 7) 
(mm) (A) (A/A) (Xl07) (mm) (rad/mm)(rad/mm2) 

001 83 NOV 25 11.86500 24.8792 789.24 0.4504 0.3546 728.9 9.06161 6.2158 

002 84 MAR 14 11.86343 24.8829 773.56 0.4628 0.3052 762.8 9.06104 5.9393 

003 84 MAR 20 11.86870 24.8723 773.92 0.4661 0.7460 732.4 9.06304 6.1876 

004 84 APR 06 11.87203 24.8969 761.76 0.4740 0.3435 722.3 9.06431 6.2750 

005 84 APR 09 11.87151 24.8676 783.90 0.4598 0.3522 728.3 9.06410 6.2228 

006 84 APR 13 11.87799 24.8671 778.21 0.4535 0.3790 731.5 9.06658 6.1969 

007 84 APR 17 11.87798 24.8675 778.84 0.4473 0.3650 732.5 9.06658 6.1887 

008 84 MAY 10 11.87447 24.8613 779.22 0.4543 0.3768 731.5 9.06524 6.1964 

009 84 MAY 15 11.87224 24.8531 776.23 0.4575 0.3719 753.6 9.06438 6.0144 

010 84 JUN 11 11.87241 24.8633 777.70 0.4433 0.2981 731.3 9.06445 6.1972 

011 84 JUN 13 

012 84 DEC 07 11.87214 24.8521 776.15 0.4390 0.3593 751.1 9.06435 6.0343 

013 85 JAN 07 11.88691 25.3924 784.18 0.4369 0.2280 729.8 9.06998 6.2139 

014 85 FEB 07 11.88306 25.3806 787.83 0.4381 0.3219 744.1 9.06852 6.0934 

015 85 APR 04 11.87903 25.3876 786.53 0.4403 0.3034 729.8 9.06698 6.2118 

016 85 APR 10 

017 85 JUN 06 

018 85 JUL 05 11.99838 24.4000 426.69 0.5393 ? 681.0 9.11304 6.6909 

019 85 SEP 19 12.02710 24.5223 783.90 0.4206 -.1108 665.3 9.12330 6.9612 

020 85 OCT 01 12.05543 24.5475 765.97 0.4204 -.1040 667.4 9.13405 6.7420 

021 85 OCT 22 12.02353 24.5870 770.63 0.4357 -.1598 663.9 9.12195 6.8700 

022 85 NOV 05 12.03331 24.5900 765.26 0.4308 -.1515 677.3 9.12574 6.7369 

023 85 NOV 05 12.03146 24.5897 764.49 0.4289 -.1534 676.5 9.12496 6.7442 

024 85 NOV 25 12.03067 24.6056 764.72 0.4320 -.1585 681.7 9.12466 6.6926 

025 85 DEC 28 12.02927 24.5958 764.51 0.4412 -.2560 671.3 9.12413 6.7959 

026 86 JAN 27 12.02729 24.6000 764.97 0.4367 -.2041 661.7 9.12337 6.8939 

027 86 MAR 02 12.02500 24.6054 763.09 0.4530 -.1430 660.8 9.12250 6.9026 

028 86 MAR 24 12.03040 24.5960 765.70 0.4355 -.2000 661.0 9.12450 6.9020 

029 86 APR 25 12.03033 24.5919 765.10 0.4480 -.2008 661.0 9.12446 6.9020 

030 86 MAY 22 12.02432 24.5500 764.25 0.4489 -.1829 670.3 9.12226 6.8046 

031 86 JUL 01 12.02608 24.5678 766.23 0.4577 -.1837 673.5 9.12292 6.7728 

032 86 NOV 03 

033 86 NOV 22 

034 87 JAN 20 12.43978 25.1887 763.33 0.4458 0.1088 -755.0 9.27852 -6.1447 

035 87 FEB 14 12.45404 25.1893 762.59 0.4431 0.0981 -756.7 9.28383 -6.1344 

036 87 MAR 19 12.45889 25.1839 765.36 0.4478 0.0855 -760.1 9.28564 -6.1082 

037 87 APR 19 12.46867 25.1862 770.70 0.4498 0.1089 -764.0 9.28928 -6.0795 

038 87 MAY 19 12.46825 25.1842 771.56 0.4468 0.0922 -763.2 9.28913 -6.0856 

039 87 JUN 12 12.47975 25.1795 769.87 0.4481 0.0916 -760.0 9.29341 -6.1141 
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SCN Date pcalib Ho 28 Slope Gamma c a(xl0-4) b(xl0-7) 

(mm) (A) (A/A) (Xl07) (mm) (rad/mm)(rad/mm2) 

040 87 JUL 02 12.48105 25.1847 775.30 0.4489 0.0864 -762.2 9.29390 -6.0968 

041 87 OCT 08 12.47978 25.1740 770.49 0.4486 0.0974 -759.0 9.29342 -6.1221 

042 87 NOV 13 12.46676 25.1739 770.81 0.4425 0.1046 -759.6 9.28857 -6.1141 

043 87 DEC 11 12.47337 25.1688 766.70 0.4428 0.0983 -760.1 9.29103 -6.1117 

044 88 JAN 27 12.46407 25.1715 767.29 0.4497 0.1089 -758.7 9.28757 -6.1206 

045 88 MAR 06 12.46374 25.1707 767.13 0.4491 0.1145 -758.4 9.28745 -6.1232 

046 88 MAR 30 12.46361 25.1715 768.24 0.4493 0.1109 -760.7 9.28740 -6.1045 

047 88 APR 27 12.47193 25.1690 769.47 0.4489 0.1097 -758.4 9.29050 -6.1250 

048 88 JUN 03 12.47059 25.1694 768.88 0.4505 0.1045 -758.1 9.29000 -6.1271 

049 88 JUN 15 12.47885 25.1674 768.90 0.4503 0.0894 -760.5 9.29308 -6.1097 

050 88 JUL 08 12.49119 25.1630 780.43 0.4508 0.1144 -758.8 9.29767 -6.1269 

051 88 AUG 31 12.48118 25.1634 793.43 0.4520 0.1065 -760.1 9.29394 -6.1137 

052 88 SEP 28 12.47853 25.1630 776.79 0.4514 0.0943 -762.8 9.29295 -6.0917 

053 88 OCT 21 12.47000 25.1645 777.43 0.4522 0.1008 -758.9 9.28978 -6.1204 

054 88 NOV 18 12.46754 25.1636 774.91 0.4516 0.1036 -763.8 9.28886 -6.0805 

055 88 DEC 15 12.46859 25.1646 774.75 0.4500 0.1029 -759.1 9.28925 -6.1185 

056 89 JAN 22 12.46824 25.1644 772.14 0.4492 0.1170 -759.8 9.28912 -6.1126 

057 89 FEB 17 12.46988 25.1641 771.85 0.4501 0.1109 -759.0 9.28973 -6.1200 
058 89 FEB 24 12.47668 25.1731 761.96 0.4498 0.0957 -762.0 9.29227 -6.0982 

059 89 MAR 16 12.47045 25.1660 772.25 0.4501 0.1035 -759.2 9.28994 -6.1186 

060 89 APR 21 12.48608 25.1687 763.12 0.4498 0.0947 -758.9 9.29577 -6.1247 

061 89 MAY 22 12.48352 25.1717 765.67 0.4505 0.0962 -761.3 9.29481 --6.1048 

062 89 JUN 19 12.49962 25.1597 776.30 0.4508 0.0916 -762.9 9.30080 -6.0959 
063 89 SEP 24 12.49200 25.1677 773.33 0.4513 0.0881 -759.9 9.29797 -6.1176 

064 89 OCT 16 12.47817 25.1686 776.67 0.4518 0.1156 -762.1 9.29282 -6.0969 

065 89 NOV 14 12.47658 25.1681 777.00 0.4529 0.1026 -761.8 9.29223 -6.0992 

066 89 DEC 20 12.47555 25.1698 776.29 0.4530 0.1096 -762.2 9.29185 -6.0958 

067 90 FEB 08 12.47541 25.1713 773.65 0.4527 0.1200 -762.5 9.29179 -6.0930 

068 90 MAR 09 12.47527 25.1710 772.71 0.4528 0.1079 -763.1 9.29174 -6.0884 

069 90 APR 11 12.47720 25.1713 771.39 0.4565 0.1187 -765.0 9.29246 -6.0734 

070 90 MAY 15 12.47691 25.1694 770.08 0.4520 0.0990 -759.0 9.29235 -6.1212 

071 90 SEP 30 12.47846 25.1685 775.97 0.4530 0.0993 -761.1 9.29293 -6.1049 
072 90 OCT 31 12.48078 25.1669 770.95 0.4488 0.1023 -754.3 9.29379 -6.1609 
073 90 DEC 04 12.47534 25.1702 772.71 0.4478 0.1055 -759.7 9.29176 -6.1157 

074 91 JAN 02 12.47669 25.1636 775.35 0.4447 0.1126 -764.2 9.29227 -6.0798 

075 91 JAN 29 12.47732 25.1629 774.86 0.4439 0.1003 -763.7 9.29250 -6.0842 

076 91 FEB 27 12.47707 25.1622 776.75 0.4468 0.1040 -765.6 9.29241 -6.0691 

077 91 APR 02 12.47722 25.1619 776.27 0.4445 0.1014 -762.9 9.29246 -6.0903 

078 91 APR 26 12.47789 25.1623 776.30 0.4462 0.1089 -763.3 9.29271 -6.0873 

079 91 MAY 26 12.48201 25.1619 773.48 0.4459 0.1079 -762.8 9.29424 -6.0919 

080 91 JUN 24 12.48877 25.1606 774.04 0.4466 0.1129 -768.3 9.29677 -6.0505 
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5.3. SHORT-TERM CALIBRATIONS 

5.9.1. OvertJiew 

The short-term calibrations, or "Line Ratio" calibrations are intended to 

monitor changes in the two primary calibration parameters on time scales of minutes 

to days. The technique can rapidly and accurately determine changes in these pa

rameters, thus ensuring quality calibration corrections, with minimum interruption 

of the stellar observations. 

5.9.2. Method 

To understand the method used, refer to Figure 5.4, which is a plot of the 

intensity of a single spectral line as a function of the Fabry-Perot tilt micrometer 

setting. Zero tilt angle occurs at roughly 25 on this scale and the plot is equivalent to 

scanning outward in opposite directions from the center of the familiar Fabry-Perot 

"bull's-eye" interference pattern. Because of the geometry of the tilt mechanism, 

the pattern is not symmetric about zero tilt angle on this scale. When the plate 

spacing changes, the peaks move inward toward the zero-tilt position or outward 

depending on, respectively, whether the plate spacing has decreased or increased. 

The micrometer setting at which zero-tilt occurs is called Ho. If this value 

changes, then all four peaks shift in the same direction. 

To detect changes in either of these two parameters, the plate spacing 28 

or the zero-tilt setting Ho, we observe the profile at only two points on each of the 

two inner peaks in Figure 5.4. This yields intensities values at the points labeled a, 

b, c, d. The "line ratios" computed are then as follows: 
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and 

The values 1a + 1b ~ 21 and should not change for small shifts in the line since 

each is on opposite slopes of about the same magnitude. It therefore acts as a 

normalization so that we can compare observations taken at different times and 

different absolute intensities. 

The actual parameters used are not those above, but instead we use the 

average and the difference to determine whether the plate spacing or the zero-tilt 

position has changed. That is, we use: 

and 

Thus !:1R is extremely sensitive to changes in the plate spacing, while rel

atively insensitive to changes in the zero-tilt position. On the other hand, R is 

sensitive to zero-tilt, but insensitive to changes in 28. 

These values are then compared to a model for the instrument in which 

simulated changes in the plate spacing and zero-tilt are made. The resultant changes 

in both !:1R and R are recorded for various steps in both calibration parameters. 
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These curves are stored for later use in comparing actual 6.R and R values. The 

model predicts very well the changes observed when compared with full calibration 

results. Comparison is done in the next section. 

5.9.9. Repeatability of Line Ratio Observations 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show plots of the equivalent shift in 28 and Ho resulting 

from the line-ratio observations from one observing run. As can be seen, changes 

are usually gradual and of magnitude less than 100 m s-1 in 28 and 25 microns in 

Ho. 

5.4. LINKING LONG- AND SHORT-TERM CALIBRATIONS 

To make use of the line ratio calibrations, we must have a solid connection 

between the values for changes they predict and the values for changes predicted 

by the full calibrations. This can only be done after many months of calibration. 

To do this, we compare the values of Ho and 28 given by the full calibrations 

to those predicted by the line ratios for the mid-time of the full calibrations. Line 

ratio calibrations are taken on either side of the full calibrations. Once corrected 

for the effects discussed in Section 6.2, the line ratios generally do a very good job 

of predicting these two important calibration parameters. Plots can be made of the 

long-term agreement. When they do not agree, there is generally a well-identifiable 

cause. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DATA REDUCTION 

6.1. REDUCTION OF DATA 

6.1.1. Introdu.ction 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the method by which the stellar 

velocities are determined. We must go from the monochromatic images of the 

entrance aperture that appear on the detector to a measured and calibrated radial 

velocity. This will involve integration of each of the spectral points (the Fabry

Perot orders, appearing as spots in Figure 4.6) to determine the relative amounts 

of light that have been recorded by each. The Fabry-Perot and the associated 

calibration provide accurate wavelength determination, so the result is effectively 

a set of ordered pairs of wavelength and intensity (Ai, Ii) spanning the wavelength 

range of the instrument. Each of these points is tested (once only, during the "slope 

calibration" process) to see whether they fall on the steep slope of a spectral line 

or in a (locally) relatively fiat portion of the spectrum (e.g., the continuum). The 

points on the steep slopes ("active" orders) are used for velocity determination. 

Those that lie in a fiat region are not used to measure velocities, but are used to 

normalize the observation as a whole to an intensity scale in common with other 

opservations. Fractional changes in the intensity of each of the active orders are 

compared to the slope at that point in the spectrum to determine by how much the 

wavelength of that order, and hence the velocity, has changed. The overall velocity 

for the observation is found by using a weighted average of the active orders. This 
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measured velocity must then be corrected for changes in the instrument calibration 

and changes in the relative velocity of the telescope with respect to the star. 

6.1.2. General Description of Method 

Figure 3.1 depicts how the radial velocity of a star is measured from a 

single point in the stellar spectrum. Plotted is a single slope of a spectral line. 

The point to be measured lies on this slope. The slope of the spectrum ~{ at this 

point has already been measured at some other time during a "slope" calibration. 

The wavelength of the point under consideration is fixed by the Fabry-Perot (see 

Chapter 3) and is therefore well-defined. This wavelength is adjustable, i.e., the 

wavelength can be changed to compensate for the velocity of the telescope with 

respect to the star. Therefore, the etalon is always tuned to (nearly) the same 

wavelength in the rest frame of the star. An observation taken at some initial time 

is called the "reference" observation and is labeled "time 1" in the figure. 

At some later time, another observation is made (labeled "time 2" in Fig

ure 3.1). Hthe radial velocity of the star has changed since the reference observation 

(time 1), then the spectral line will have shifted either blueward or redward depend

ing on whether the source is now moving faster or slower toward (or away) from the 

solar system barycenter. In the figure, we show a blueshift of the spectral line. 

As we continue to monitor the intensity of the light at the wavelength 

defined by the Fabry-Perot, we must see an intensity change from the reference 

observation. In this case, since the slope at this point is positive and the spectrum is 

blueshifted, we find that the intensity at this point increases. H we have "calibrated" 

the spectrum already by introducing a given artificial velocity shift and recording 

the change in intensity of this point, then we know the slope of the spectrum at this 

point in the line profile. Given this slope and the measured change in intensity, we 
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can calculate the change in velocity of the source. We start with the equation for 

non-relativistic Doppler shift: 

(6.1) 

or 
c 

.av = ~.aA (6.2) 

Now if we know the slope of the spectrum 9ft then we can rewrite .aA as 

.aI 
.aA = [:il (6.3) 

where .aI = 1- Ir with I being the measured intensity at some time and Ir being 

the intensity measured at the reference time. 

In all references to .aI here and in the following paragraphs, what is meant 

is really .aI/I, i. e., slopes and intensity excursions are measured as fractions of the 

local intensity in the spectrum. 

Suppose now, however, that we do not measure the slope ~{ directly, but 

instead measure the change in intensity for a given change in simulated radial ve

locity, i.e., we measure 1!. Since dv = fdA, we have 

dI dI c 
dA = dv ~ 

and we can rewrite Equation(6.2) as 

.aI 
.av = [~l 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

Now this is the velocity for a single point in the spectrum, but we must 

take a weighted average over many points if we are to reduce the random errors to 
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acceptable levels for precise determinations of differential velocities. So we have as 

the final velocity determination for this observation: 

V 
~Wi.AVi 

.A = ==~---.,;. 
~Wi 

(6.6) 

where now Wi are weights assigned to each of the points in the spectrum and are 

given by 
1 

wi=T 
(J'Vi 

The weights and the errors (J'Vi are discussed in detail in Section 6.3. 

(6.7) 

Besides the overall velocity estimate, several other velocities are determined, 

including the value for each Fabry-Perot order, the value for each echelle order, the 

values taken only from positive slopes, the values taken only from negative slopes, 

and the value after rejection of outliers (i.e., those velocity measurements that lie 

more than 2(J' away from the mean). 

6.1.9. Background Subtraction and Integration 

Figure 6.1 depicts the general appearance of the Fabry-Perot orders on the 

CCD. To determine the amount of "energy" contained in a single one of these orders 

we must sum the signal from each of the pixels on which the image falls and then 

correct for the background level. 

The background is estimated by selection of background regions between 

the echelle orders, consisting of long strips of about 3 pixels width and running the 

length of the echelle order. The background regions are the flat regions between 

the echelle orders in Figure 4.8. The distinctions between the background and 

signal pixels are determined by an automatic routine which operates on the data of 
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Figure 4.8. It allows the background to extend from a point midway between the 

orders, in either direction toward the orders, up to a certain percentage of the peak 

signal in the figure. This is checked and, if necessary, edited manually. 

The background is determined only between echelle orders, not between 

Fabry-Perot orders. Comparison of Figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows the echelle orders to 

be much better separated than the Fabry-Perot orders. Because the background 

may vary along the echelle order, the background is subtracted from the signal on 

a column-by-column basis. 

The integration of the Fabry-Perot order itself is accomplished by sum

ming all pixels within a rectangular box of about 6 pixels in the direction of cross

dispersion (across the echelle orders) and about 8 pixels along the echelle dispersion. 

The specific details and equations used for the stellar integrations as well as differ

ences in the details for the cases of calibration integrations are given in Section 6.3. 

6.1.4. Reference "Observation" and Averaging 

All radial velocities are determined by comparing an observation with a 

reference file or reference "observation". This file can be any ordinary observation of 

good quality. But, because all calculations involve an (Fabry-Perot) order-by-order 

comparison, it is best to reduce the noise of this process by making the reference an 

average of several observations. This file looks identical to a normal observation, but 

it is an order-by-order average of 3-10 separate observations. These observations 

are all taken sequentially, although they need not be. 
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! cross dispersion 

... ... echelle dispersion 

Figure 6.1. Images on the CCD Pixel Grid. This diagram depicts the 
appearance of the Fabry-Perot orders on the detector. Each of these orders 
(the gray spots) is monitored for brightness variations. The integration of 
the star light is done over a Ms x N grid. The background level is determined 
from the light between echelle orders, i.e., the boxes L" x N and L' x N. 
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Each observation that enters into the average has a "velocity" assigned 

to it, which is the correction for star-telescope motion and instrument calibration 

between the "reference time" and the time of each observation. Recall that this 

reference time is not associated with the reference file, but is simply the arbitrarily

chosen time used as a velocity zero-point (see Section 4.1.1 for the distinction). 

The average of these individual velocities is used as the "velocity" of the reference 

observation. Section 6.2 discusses how these values are used in calculation of the 

stellar velocity. Observation averages are also used to reduce the noise in the slope 

calibrations, discussed below. 

6.1.5. Normalization 

Before the integrated Fabry-Perot orders can be compared between observa

tions, they must be scaled so that all observations appear to have the same exposure 

level. To do this a ratio of the observation file to the reference file is performed. Ini

tially, ratios of the two observations are made (Fabry-Perot) order-by-order. These 

ratios could be used a number of ways to scale the given observation to the ref

erence observation. One method would be to use them as they are, scaling each 

individual Fabry-Perot order. But such a procedure is inherently noisy. Another 

method would be to simply scale the entire observation by the average of all the 

ratios of the Fabry-Perot orders. 

The problem with the last method is that, with time during the night, the 

color (relative intensity of the continuum as a function of wavelength) of the star 

changes. This is because the amounts of both differential extinction and differen

tial refraction are dependent upon the airmass through which the star is observed. 

Differential extinction causes different wavelengths to undergo different amounts 
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of extinction in the Earth's atmosphere. Differential refraction causes light of dif

ferent wavelengths to be refracted by different amounts as it passes through the 

atmosphere. This produces some dispersion of the star image and makes the ob

served color of the star dependent upon which part of the image is captured by the 

observer during the exposure. 

Thus, the method of scaling the entire observation by a single factor would 

not properly normalize the entire observation and would lead to systematic inten

sity shifts over the stellar spectrum. Instead of this method, the observations are 

normalized echelle-order by echelle-order. Within each order a parabolic fit is made 

to the ratios (of the Fabry-Perot orders) along that order. This fit, for each order, 

is then used to scale the new observation to the same effective exposure level and 

color as the reference observation. 

Initially, all Fabry-Perot orders are used for the normalization. But once 

the slope of the spectrum at the wavelength of each Fabry-Perot order is known, 

the normalization can be recalculated based only on those orders that are not sen

sitive to velocity shifts, i.e., that are in relatively flat portions of the spectrum. 

This avoids shifts in the normalization caused by using orders whose intensity had 

changed significantly, not due to differences in overall exposure, but due to large 

velocity shifts coupled with a steep spectral slope at that order. Therefore, the 

renormalization process only makes use of orders whose spectral slope is less than 

a set value. 

6.1.6. Determination of Slopes 

Before stellar velocities can be determined from any observation, the slope 

of the spectrum at each Fabry-Perot order must be determined. This is done only 
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once for each velocity reference (see Section 4.1.1 for a discussion of velocity refer

ences). Although this is one of the first steps in the stellar reduction process, the 

slope observations themselves need not be taken before any of the normal stellar 

observations. 

The slope observations, as discussed in Section 4.2.7, consist of observations 

offset by approximately -300, 0, and +300 m s-1 from the "nominal" instrument 

setting for that observation time. The nominal instrument setting is that required 

to compensate for star-telescope motion and drift of the instrument calibration 

(normal stellar observations are taken at the nominal setting). Thus, each slope 

"set" consists of 3 observations. Usually, two or more such sets go into the deter

mination of the slopes. This can be done by averaging the observations before the 

slopes are measured, as described in Section 6.1.4 above, with all "+300ms-1" ob

servations averaged together, all "-300 m s-1" observations averaged together, etc. 

Alternatively, the slopes can be found directly from the conglomeration of slope ob

servations by fitting a line to the set of [velocity offset, normalized intensity] ordered 

pairs for each Fabry-Perot order. In either case, the kinematic and instrumental 

corrections to the velocity must all be calculated ahead of time so that the proper 

velocity offset is known. 

To provide the greatest leverage, the slopes are determined from the 

+300 m s-1 and -300 m s-1 observations, with the 0 m s-1 observations acting as a 

consistency and linearity check. Fabry-Perot orders having the 0 m s-1 observation 

lying too far off the ± 300 m s-1 line are deemed unusable. For a single slope set, this 

could be due to noisy data, e.g., a cosmic ray spike affecting the observation. For 

averaged sets, it is more likely due to being in a nonlinear portion of the spectrum. 

All slopes are approximated by a line. The validity of this approximation 

was investigated in some detail. Deviations from linearity will, of course, depend 
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to some extent on where the point falls on the line profile. Over the limited range 

of the slope set (600 m s-l) and a bit further, this approximation has turned out to 

be satisfactory. A typical full-width (continuum-to-core-to-continuum) in this part 

of the spectrum of Arcturus exceeds 200mA, while 600 ms-1 corresponds to only 

about 9mA. 

As an additional gross check on the linearity, observations may also be taken 

at (-600 m s-1 and +600 m s-l) and the slopes determined from these observations 

separately. Figure 6.2 shows, for one velocity reference, the correlation between 

slopes measured using the ±300ms-1 files and the ±600ms-1 files. 

Recall that the slope observations are simulated velocity shifts. Therefore, 

the stellar slopes are given in units of fractional change in intensity per km/ s of 

velocity shift «aI/I)/(km/s». A histogram of spectral slopes can be produced, 

showing the distribution of slopes (see Figure 6.3). Those (weak) slopes near the 

central peak are used in the normalization process. The next section discusses 

selection of the slopes used for velocity determination. 
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6.1.7. Determination of Active Orders 

Whether or not a particular Fabry-Perot order will be used for velocity 

measurement is determined by the local slope of the spectrum at that point. First 

a slope set must be obtained for this velocity reference (see last section). Limits 

are set on the minimum slope that will be acceptable. This is done by looking 

at the histogram of slope values for this reference (shown in Figure 6.3). Only 

those orders showing slope values (of either sign) outside the central peak of the 

distribution are used. Although the locations of the orders and the slope values 

are recorded and saved for all orders, only those meeting this "active" criterion are 

used in Equation 6.6. 

6.1.8. Velocity Determination of an Order 

The slope calibration, described above, is the first step in the overall reduc

tion process. Once this is done, the individual stellar observations may be reduced 

using the reference observation and the slope information. 

Each of the observations is normalized and the intensities are compared, 

order-by-order with those in the reference file. For the given order, the difference 

in intensity 1:::..1 is found between the given observation and the reference obser

vation. Using the stored slope information for that order (dI/dv), application of 

Equation 6.5 yields the velocity estimate from that order. 

6.1.9. Measured Radial Velocity of Star 

The velocity estimates from all active orders are then averaged according 

to Equation 6.6, using the appropriate weights. 
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6.1.10. Rejection of Points 

Velocities of individual orders may be excluded from the average of Equa

tion 6.6 if they fall more than 20' away from the average. This may occur statistically 

or, for example, because of defects in the CCD or cosmic ray hits. 

All measured velocities used in this dissertation are those calculated after 

rejection of these outliers. These velocities have been well correlated with those 

calculated without rejection of outliers so there does not appear to be any systematic 

effect in using one method over another. 

6.2. CORRECTIONS TO OBSERVATIONS 

After the process above, we have a "measured" stellar velocity. This is just 

the (determined) velocity offset of the observation, taken at that time, instrumental 

setting, and instrument calibration, from that at the time of the reference observa

tion (or "average" or observation, as defined in Section 6.1.4). That is, it is what 

the instrument sees as the velocity shift. Now all the corrections to must be made 

to determine the true velocity shift intrinsic to the star. These are the kinematic 

corrections that must be applied for differences in the star-telescope radial velocity 

(between the times of the observation and the reference observation) and changes 

in the instrument and its settings between these two times. 

All corrections are referred to the arbitrary "reference" time. All relevant 

data associated with this time, such as telescope-star velocity and instrument cal

ibration parameters are stored in a file for reference during the reduction process. 

First, all appropriate corrections must be made to the reference "observation" (as 

must be done, to complete the slope reduction). This provides a velocity value which 
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can be associated with the reference. This value need not be zero, although it usu

ally is close to zero. It is not zero for three reasons: 1) The time of the reference 

observation and the "reference" time are not necessarily the same; 2) changes in the 

instrument are not always exactly compensated by the selected settings; and 3) the 

observation file is an average of several files, whose individual corrected velocities 

will not always average to zero. 

Ultimately, we want the true velocity shift of the star. To get this we must 

subtract (from the measured velocity above) the velocity change we would pre

dict based on our knowledge of kinematics, instrument calibration, and instrument 

setting. 

The true stellar velocity shift from the reference observation will be given 

by 

V* = Vmeaaured - ¥predicted • 

Vmea"ured is the result of the process described in the previous sections and 

is the raw measured velocity. We will now describe how we arrive at 'Vpredicted. First, 

we emphasize that identical steps are taken to arrive at parameters for both the ref

erence observation and current observation. Once these parameters are determined, 

only differences in the parameters between the two observations are relevant. When 

a .6. is used, it means a difference between the current and the reference observation. 

6.2.1. Predicted Velocity Shift 

The predicted velocity shift between the current and the reference obser

vation requires corrections for 3 components: 1) changes in the tilt angle of the 

Fabry-Perot; 2) changes in the plate spacing of the Fabry-Perot; and 3) changes 
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in the telescope-barycenter velocity. They will be called, respectively AVFP, A ~'" 

AVe· 

6.2.2. A~" 

This is the correction for the plate spacing 2s needed between the current 

observation and the reference time. 

To first order, this change is given by the change in the line ratio estimates 

alone (A2s), but it has another component, a correction term 2scorr. The correction 

term results from a strong dependence of the calibration parameter a on temper

ature. The result is that this change in a produces an artificial change in A2s as 

measured using only the line ratio method. This change must be compensated by 

subtracting it from the A2s. 

We have A2scorr =A2s - 2scorr , where 2scorr = 4.4(T - Tref). 

Tref is the Fabry-Perot lever arm temperature at the reference time and T is 

the temperature at the time of the current observation. The need for this correction 

became clear after inspecting how well the line ratio measurements tracked the full 

calibration measurements. The extra shift in 2s using the line ratio method was 

tracked to a temperature-sensitivity of a, which is not recorded by the line ratios. 

So 

TT _ 2 ob" 2 ref A Y2" -A scorr -A scorr • 
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6.2.9. ~VEB 

This is the difference in the telescope-barycenter radial velocity (line-of

sight to star) between the reference time and the observation time. 

AV; - v;oba V;reJ ... EB- EB - EB • 

This is calculated using the methods described in Appendix A. 

6.2.4· ~VFP 

This is the change in the velocity-equivalent wavelength setting of the 

Fabry-Perot, from tilt-angle only. That is, it is the velocity shift induced by the 

change in the tilt angle of the Fabry-Perot between the reference observation and 

the current observation. To first, order this change should be equal, but opposite 

in sign, to the change ~ VEB above. To find this value, the model for the Fabry-Perot 

(in terms of our calibration parameters) is used to produce an angle, given the cal

ibration parameters. The parameters used are the micrometer setting at zero tilt 

(Ho), and the scale parameters a, b. See Sections 5.2.6 and 4.1.1 for equations that 

convert from these parameters to angle. 

The true tilt angle is computed at the reference time, given these param

eters, as well as the true tilt angle for the current observation. The difference in 

velocity-equivalent wavelength shift, gives us an effective velocity shift ~ VFP. 

Parameter Ho is computed solely from changes in the line ratios between 

the two times. Parameter b is taken to be a constant; the value used being the 

average of many full calibrations under the same instrument configuration. This 

value has changed very little from calibration to calibration. 
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We cannot solve for changes in parameter a using the current line ratio 

method. It is, however, sensitive to changes in the temperature of the Fabry-Perot 

lever arm. Therefore, we must compensate for it whenever it is used. Above, we 

have used the full calibrations to determine its effect on the effective 28 seen by the 

line ratios. The line ratio value of Ho is not affected. When we attempt to measure 

the change in tilt angle, however, we do need an accurate estimate of a. To get this, 

we have developed a model of a vs. temperature, based on the results of the full 

calibrations. 

This yields 

atrue = 9.289000 X 10-4 + 0.001666 X 10-4 + (T - 23.0) 

with temperature in degC and a in units ofradmm-1 . 

6.2.5. Correction for Calibration Parameters and Tilt Angle 

The values of the instrument calibration parameters Ho and 28, the zero

tilt micrometer setting and twice the plate spacing, respectively, are determined. 

These are interpolated from line ratio (see Chapter 5) observations bracketing the 

stellar observations. These calibration observations are taken close to the times of 

the stellar observations, so the changes between calibrations are usually small. The 

absolute values of the parameters are actually the change in that parameter since 

some full-calibration. Tabulated with the reference data and on the same scale are 

the equivalent values for that reference time. Only changes in the values of these 

parameters between the two times are relevant. 
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Based on these values, adjustments are made to the true calibration pa

rameters as recorded during a full calibration. To do this requires knowledge of 

the temperature of the Fabry-Perot lever arm. This is because we are using the 

line ratio calibrations to estimate what we would get from a full calibration. As 

discussed in Chapter 5, the line ratios can accurately predict the full calibrations 

when corrected slightly for changes in temperature. The temperature is obtained 

by interpolation of the instrument logs, which contain frequently-recorded data on 

a variety of instrumental conditions. 

Once the true instrumental parameters have been determined, calculations 

are done that predict the change in velocity the instrument has produced by being 

moved from the setting at the conditions of the reference time to the setting under 

the conditions of the observation. H the true stellar velocity has not changed, then 

this value (~VFP) should be approximately the same magnitude, but opposite sign 

from the value (~Ve) obtained from the process of the next section. 

6.2.6. Correction of Observations to Solar System Barycenter 

We must now make the corrections to the stellar observation for changes in 

the star-telescope radial velocity between the two times. Again, the value for the 

reference time is tabulated, while that for the observation is calculated according 

to the procedure of Appendix A. The difference between the two is called ~ Ve. 

The final stellar velocity, referred to the reference time, is given by 

V* =~ Vmea"ured +~ VFP +~ VB . 

H we want to see the velocity change since the reference time, it will be 

~ V*(t) = V*(t) - V*(ref) 
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6.3. ERRORS IN MEASUREMENT OF RADIAL VELOCITY 

6.9.1. Application to Specific Spectrophotometric Integrations 

In Appendix D, I show that for any photometric integration using a CCD, 

the uncertainty in the measurement depends on the number of source and back

ground pixels, and on the method of averaging and integration used. For spectro

scopic work, where scattered light may be a function of position along the spectrum, 

it may not be acceptable to simply select background pixels where it is convenient. 

Therefore, the choice of the number of both background and stellar pixels may be 

inflexible. This is true for our radial velocity spectrometer and, in fact, observations 

of different types of sources (e.g., star vs. calibration lamp) require different meth

ods of integration to diminish errors. Because of this, the generalized approach of 

Appendix D must be tailored specifically to the method of reduction. 

All derivations in this section refer to Figure 6.1, which is a schematic of 

the CCD grid in the location of one of the orders of constructive interference of 

the Fabry-Perot. The oval in this figure is one of the "spots" of Figure 6.1 and is 

a monochromatic (as far as allowed by the spectral purity of the interferometer) 

image of the spectrometer entrance aperture. This aperture is a pinhole covered by 

a long slit. The slit has a width that is smaller than the diameter of the pinhole. 

Therefore, the image will be longer in one dimension than in the other. The long 

dimension (i.e., the "row" or I dimension) is perpendicular to the dispersion. The 

CCD "rows" or I dimension is compressed 3:1 at readout time. 

Integration regions for both background and signal will be rectangular in 

shape. The background is taken on either side of the stellar integration box, in the 

cross-dispersion direction, as indicated in Figure 6.1. 
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All derivations in this section will be done using ADU rather than electrons. 

Parameters that are common to Appendix D are defined in Appendix E. I also adopt 

the following definitions for this section: 

N = width of integration box in direction of echelle dispersion 

M. = width of star integration box in direction of cross dispersion 

npix = N M. = total number of signal pixels 

Lk = L~ + L~ = number of background pixels in column k 

fh = average background for column k 

nB = E:=l Lk ~ N Lk = total number of background pixels 

Bk' = If, + If, + If, = total non-star counts in pixel k, I 

Ik' = I;, + If, + If, + If, = I;, + B,d = total counts recorded on pixel k, I 

6.9.1.1 Integrations for Hollow Cathode Calibrations 

For hollow cathode (full calibration) observations, the background subtrac

tion is done column-by-column, with no distinction being made between those back

ground pixels "above" the image and those "below" the image. The subtraction is 

done in this way because the exposures are rather long, so that strong lines may 

affect the background near weak lines. The echelle orders are sufficiently separated 

that lines in neighboring orders should not have a large effect, and so all back

ground pixels in a single column are averaged. This improves the estimate of the 

background. 

To integrate a hollow cathode observation, then, the sum is taken of all 

pixels in column-space after they have been summed and background-subtracted in 

row-space: 
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(6.8) 

Now, since 

(6.9) 

and 

(6.10) 

we can rewrite Equation (6.8) as 

N [M. M Lie ] S = t; tt(It, + Bkl) - L: tt Bk' (6.11) 

or 

(6.12) 

Equation (6.12) is now the equivalent of Equation (D.3) for hollow cathode 

observations. If we now determine the error in determination of the value of S in 

the same manner as Section D.3, then we can write 

(6.13) 

Now, in ADU, 

2 _ (.jlf;G) 2 _ It, 
(j1* - --

lei G G (6.14) 
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where we recall that It, = Ikl - Bk. So our final expression for the variance of the 

hollow cathode integrations is (in ADU) : 
N 

u~ = S/G+NM.u; +M?u; L; 
k=1 k 

(6.15) 

where now we have S = E It" the total background-corrected stellar signal. 

6.9.1.2 Stellar Integrations 

For stellar integrations, we must perform the background subtraction dif

ferently. For continuous light sources, scattered light is more prevalent. Therefore, 

an average background is computed on each side of the signal in Figure 6.1, i.e., 

in both the primed and double-primed background regions. The background value 

used for that column is then just the mean of the two averages. We begin again 

with Equation 6.8: 

(6.8) 

N M. N M. N 

= LLlt,+ LLBkl- LBk (6.16) 
k=1 1=1 k=1 1=1 k=1 

But now 

(6.17) 

so 

(6.18) 
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We may continue on to determine the correct error expression, as in the 

last section: 

u~ = BIG + N M.ui + ~; t [L~ 2 I>~ + L~'2 I:.r.] 
k=1 k 1=1 k 1=1 

1 2 M; ~ [1 2 1 2] = B G+NM.us + 4 L....J L' US + L"us 
k=l k k 

or 

2 BIG NM 2 M;ui ~ ( 1 1 ) 
Us = + .us + -4- L....J L' + L" 

k=1 k k 
(6.19) 

This is the final expression for the stellar integration. The stellar integration code, 

however, approximates this by assuming L~ = L~ = tLk. Then 

2 BIG 2 M;ui ~ ( 2 2 ) 
Us ~ +NM.us + -4-L....J L + L 

k=l k k 

H we then assume that all Lk are equal and Lk = MB, then 

u~ ~ BIG + NM.ui + M;uiN ~B 

u~ ~ BIG +NM.ui (1 + ~~) 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 
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6.9.1.9 Integrations for Line Ratio Calibrations 

For the line ratio calibrations (see Chapters 4 and 5), the integration is 

being done on a relatively bright line. Therefore, the exposure is short and scattered 

light from neighboring lines is low. To improve the estimate for the background, 

the average of all background pixels is subtracted from the sum of all signal pixels. 

The integration is not done row-by-row as in other types of observations. We begin 

again with the expression for the estimate of true signal from the source: 

where now 

Then 

and 

or 

or 

N M. 

S=LLhl-NM,B , 
k=ll=l 

1 N M. 

B=-LLBkl NMB 
k=ll=l 

u~ = S/G+NM,ui +N:~ ui 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 
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Because this is just a simple integration as in Section n .4, we can immediately 

see the similarity between Equation 6.25 and Equation n.18. Since O"i is actually 

measured, it already includes the noise associated with the read and digitization 

noises and photon statistics associated with the background and dark levels. 

6.9.2. Formal Ezpression8 for Radial Velocity EN'Ors 

In this section we will derive the correct expressions for the errors in mea-

sured radial velocity given the photometric error in the integration as discussed in 

Section 6.3.1. We begin with the expression for the differential velocity of the star 

at a given observation 
cl-Ir v·----

1-,\ [%J (6.26) 

We then can write the associated uncertainty as 

2 (OVi)2 2 (OVi)2 2 
O"Vi = 0'\ 0">. + 01 0"[ (6.27) 

We can show that for normal cases and certainly for our instrument, the first term 

in the above expression is negligible and can therefore be ignored. 

6.9.9. Application to this Instrument 

Since, as discussed in Chapter 4, we do not measure the slope of the spec

trum directly, but instead measure ~!, we must adjust the above expressions some

what to get the correct estimates for the uncertainty in the measured velocities. 

Now 

(6.28) 



then 

and 

The weights used will be 

and the final velocity is 

or 

1 
Wi = -2-

0' Vi 

" 1 V. L.J;-.tl 
V - i 

- 1 
E~ • 

The estimated uncertainty in the radial velocity will be 

cr. = J r:.1:r . 
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(6.29) 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 
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CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

7.1. METHODS USED 

7.1.1. Time Domain Plots 

Often, in astronomy, radial velocity data can be best studied in their raw 

form, i.e., in the form of the series itself, velocity tis. time. This usually occurs 

when the phenomenon being studied is either very long (months or years) or when 

it is very short (minutes to hours). In either of these instances, many observations 

can be obtained during the span of a single cycle of a periodic phenomenon. H 

the observational uncertainties are significantly less than the amplitude of the phe

nomenon, trends or periodicities should be revealed by a simple inspection of the 

plot. 

Some phenomena, however, have time scales roughly comparable to the 

gaps which are inevitably introduced into ground-based astronomical data by the 

diurnal motion of the earth. Such is the case with variations observed on Arcturus. 

The variability shows periodicity over the range of about 2-8 days. Thus, for periods 

close to, but not exactly, 2 days, it could take many days to step through the phase of 

any periodic curve because observations can be taken for no more than 8-10 hours 

on a single night. Furthermore, observations, taken on consecutive nights, must 

always fall at the same times during the 24-hour day, because of the restrictions 

placed on the observations by the positions of the Sun and the object in the sky. 
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For the Arcturus observations, therefore, plots of the time series data have 

not revealed the detailed nature of the variations. At certain times they do suggest 

a periodicity near 2 or 3 days and indeed this was how we were lead to search for 

such periodicity initially. Certainly, the overall range of velocity variability can 

be determined, given a long string of observations. The range observed was many 

times larger than the night-to-night uncertainties in the observations. 

The time series data are further complicated because of the changing nature 

of the variations and because there is not continuous daily coverage of the star. 

Observing runs were often short, perhaps only a few days. There were often gaps in 

the daily velocity coverage of Arcturus because of weather or the priority of other 

science programs. Observations of other stars, calibrations, weather, and position 

of the star in the sky (time of year) combined to limit the number and span of 

observations taken of Arcturus even during a single night. Observing runs were 

usually separated by at least two weeks. 

Therefore, a search for periodicity would require analysis in the frequency 

domain and, in particular, would require an analysis technique that did not expect 

evenly sampled, continuous data. In fact, the uneven sampling present here will 

turn out to be an advantage because it diminishes power in the sidelobes of the 

window function (Deeming 1975). 

7.1.2. Periodogram Analysis 

To test the Arcturus data for possible periodicities, I used the method of 

Horne and Baliunas (1986), which is a modified form of the normalized periodogram 

of Scargle (1982). This technique was chosen for 3 reasons: 1) it is well suited to 

unevenly sampled data; 2) it gives good estimates of the "false alarm" probability, 

i.e., the probability that any peak in the power spectrum has resulted from random 
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fluctuations in the observations; and 3) it has been frequently used in the literature 

for analyses of astronomical time series. Home and Baliunas also discuss the effects 

on the periodogram of the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, the number of points in 

the sample, and the presence of multiple frequencies. 

This formulation of the periodogram technique is tantamount to fitting sine 

curves to the data by least Bquares. This can be thought of as a disadvantage since 

other waveforms would not be as easily detected. For the case of low-amplitude 

stellar pulsation, however, all of the waveforms are expected to be sinusoidal (A. N. 

Cox 1988, private communication). This technique therefore seems well suited to 

the Arcturus problem. 

For the false alarm probabilities to be calculated correctly requires that the 

data be shifted to have zero mean. The data should also be detrended. In all the 

cases of long data strings (observing runs), which are the ones used primarily in this 

analysis, no clearcut trend could be seen by eye in the time domain data. Therefore, 

I did not arbitrarily remove trends, which could easily have been the result of the 

normal fluctuations in the star. 

Periodograms can be created for data covering many different time spans. 

It is most tempting to look at the periodogram of the entire data string (or as much 

as can be put on the same scale). For reasons discussed in Section 7.6, this does 

not necessarily lead to improved frequency estimates for the short period variations. 

Another method is to look at the periodogram of each observing run individually 

and search for similarities between different observing runs. This is discussed in 

Section 7.6. 
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7.2. TYING TOGETHER DIFFERENT REFERENCES 

One would like to have all the observations of a star taken using the same 

reference tilt-angle of the Fabry-Perot, thereby putting all the data on the same 

velocity scale automatically. Section 4.1 discusses why this was not possible. 

Recall that a tilt "reference" is simply a wavelength tag or velocity zero

point, which we can use at some later time to set the instrument again to the original 

wavelength by adjusting the Fabry-Perot tilt angle to compensate for changes in the 

Earth's motion and the instrument calibration. Thus, each tilt reference looks at 

completely different points in the stellar spectrum, so observations taken with two 

different references cannot be compared directly. The velocity calculated for any 

given observation is simply the change in radial velocity between the observation 

time and a chosen "reference" time (again, this is not necessarily the same time 

as the tilt reference). This means that all the measured velocities are on a relative 

scale and can have an arbitrary constant added to them without consequence. 

Suppose now we take observations of a star on the same night using two 

different velocity references. The average velocity of the observations taken with one 

reference will be different than the average taken with the other reference. Although 

it does not matter, the difference between these two is usually small since all the 

observations are taken with the instrument set to take out any changes to first 

order. Because the two references are on floating scales, we can tie the two together 

by simply applying the offset to one of the scales. Provided the observations are 

reliable, use of this offset will allow all past and future observations taken with both 
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references to be reduced to the same velocity scale. Because the star is varying, the 

two reference observations must be interleaved in time. 

The observations for reference ties cannot be taken at anytime, but must be 

planned for the short (2-3 week) period during the year when the two references can 

be used simultaneously. To obtain the data, many observations were taken during a 

night, interspersing the two to allow for interpolation through stellar variations and 

to check for any systematic drifts between the two references over the night. Such 

data have been acquired on several, even successive, nights during an observing run. 

In a few cases, reference ties have been repeated on successive observing runs. If 

the timing of the observations comes much outside the 2-3 week window, one is 

forced to use portions of the tilt range which are not normally used in observations. 

If the data are taken too early, the second tilt reference must be adjusted to a 

high tilt angle, increasing the measurement uncertainty (see Section 4.1). If taken 

too late, the first tilt reference will be approaching zero tilt and the possibility of 

contamination by reflections in the optics. 

Figure 7.1 shows the observations taken for reference ties, which have been 

placed on the same velocity scale, by adding 312 m s-1 to the stellar velocity values 

found using the E5 reference and comparing them with F5. The agreement is 

excellent here, even though it covers time scales of days, months, and even a year. 

These data are taken over widely different ranges of interferometer settings, 

being the velocity-equivalent of about 30,OOOms-1 apart. This shows the reliability 

of the instrument, even when set to a completely different part of the tilt mechanism 

and when completely different wavelengths are used. This is important, because 

other than sharing (nearly) the same calibration drifts, these two references are 

independent and demonstrate immunity to the choice of tilt angle or specific sets 

of spectral lines. 
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Reference comparisons taken during another run in 1988 show rather dis

appointing results. To match the references required an offset of not 312 m s-1 , 

but 240-270 m S-I. The problem was that the comparison observations were taken 

too late in the year, forcing the E5 reference tilt near and eventually to the zero 

tilt position of the interferometer. It is likely these observations were contaminated 

by reflections. This indicates the unreliability of observations taken near zero tilt. 

These E5 observations, although they generally track the F5 observations, differen

tial measurements cannot be trusted to better than about 50 m S-1 . 

Unfortunately, all of the observations on Arcturus cannot be reduced to the 

same velocity scale using the above technique. To do so, one must first plan the 

required overlap-observations and acquire the data at the appropriate time. This 

was not done during the first year of observations and so those references can not 

be compared directly. Second, between the first year of operation and subsequent 

years, the instrument was converted from its preliminary to its final configuration 

and relocated (see Chapter 2). One of the adjustments was to shift the peak of the 

echelle blaze along a specific echelle order. The Fabry-Perot orders were then shifted 

on the detector to compensate and as a result the entire spectral pattern used for 

velocity determination was irrevocably altered. This meant that one could not go 

back later to obtain the data necessary for the reference ties from the first year. 

By happenstance, reference E5 from the new instrument was set within 100 m s-1 

(in absolute wavelength) of reference A5 from the first year. It is possible that one 

might be able to use those Fabry-Perot orders that are in common to link the two 

references. In fact, I have obtained data to do this, but the linking has not been 

attempted. 
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7.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF VELOCITY DATA 

7.9.1. Night-to-Night Variability 

The first sustained observations of Arcturus were obtained in late 1985 and 

early 1986. From these observations, it was soon apparent that the night-to-night 

fluctuations were larger than expected from our estimated errors. The observed 

radial velocity appeared to alternate night-to-night between high and low values, 

which was suggestive of a periodic variation with period near 2 days (see Figure 7.2). 

These observations were reported by Smith, McMillan, and Merline (1987). 

The full range of variation observed over several months was about 280 m s-l. As 

shown in Figure 7.3, the range was several times larger than that seen in another 

K giant, f3 Gem (Pollux). The standard deviation of the night-to-night variations 

seen in Pollux was about 20 m S-I, which we had adopted as our night-to-night 

stability. Since that time, we have discovered that Pollux is, in fact, also variable 

(see Smith, McMillan, and Merline 1988). Therefore, our night-to-night stability 

was better than shown by the scatter in the Pollux data. I also note here that both 

of these stars are IAU radial velocity standard stars. 

Cochran (1988), using data taken on some of the same nights, has confirmed 

this variability. His night-to-night variations were about 250 m s-l, very similar to 

that seen in our data. His spectrometer is calibrated using a different technique: 

comparing the position of stellar lines with the known wavelengths of telluric lines 

imposed on the spectrum as the starlight passes through the Earth's atmosphere. 

This is important, since it shows that approximately the same variability is seen 

using a different technique, with different spectral lines, and in a different spectral 

region (he uses several lines near about 6300 A). This indicates that the variations 
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axe of astrophysical origin and not associated with our instrument. Furthermore, 

they axe probably global in nature, i.e., the amplitude of the variations does not 

seem to be strongly affected by the choice of spectral lines or by small changes in 

the spectral region, which may affect the height of formation of the lines. 

7.9.2. Variations Within a Night 

Besides the night-to-night changes, we can also look at how the data behave 

within a single night. The time and velocity resolutions of the data axe sufficient to 

resolve small changes which may occur. On some nights, no drift can be detected in 

the measured velocity over the time span of the observations (see Figure 7.4). On 

other nights, however, a high acceleration can be detected, as shown in Figure 7.5 

where the radial velocity is changing by about +25 m s-1 hr-1. On the night of 1986 

Max 30 UT, the velocity curve appeaxed to be flat for the first hour of observations, 

but then showed an acceleration of +17ms-1 hr-1 for the remainder of the night 

(Figure 7.6). It may represent a portion of a sinusoidal curve. 

These accelerations were reported by me at the 1986 AAS meeting (Mer

line, Smith, and McMillan 1986). Cochran (1988) saw similax accelerations 

( + 13 m s-1 hr-1) in his data. Since that time, both positive and negative accel

erations have been observed. Some of these data axe shown in Section 7.5. 

7.9.9. Long-Term Variations 

The longest stretch of velocity data that can be put on a common scale 

is shown in Figure 7.7. This spans about 1300 days (over 3.5 yeaxs). During this 

time the velocity variation covers over 700 m s-l. This range is substantially laxger 

than that reported by others to date (Cochran (1988): 400ms-1i Irwin et al. (1989): 
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500 m s-1 ; Belmonte et al. (1990): 350 m s-I). This is probably due to the extensive 

time coverage of this data set. 

Under normal circumstances, such large changes would have been beyond 

the range of our instrument window (recall from Section 4.1 that the range is 

±300ms-1). Since the overall drift was rather slow, however, it was quickly de

tected and the predicted instrument settings were adjusted accordingly, to keep the 

observed wavelengths more or less centered on those chosen at the reference time. 

This large range of variation, which approaches that potentially detectable 

by conventional techniques, may explain the suspicion that Arcturus was a velocity 

variable. It was designated as a possible variable in the Bright Star Catalog (HoHleit 

and Jascheck 1982) apparently because of the larger-than-normal scatter in the 

published values of the star's absolute radial velocity. 

We can compare the observed variations on Arcturus to observations of 

other astronomical and laboratory sources to get a feeling for the reliability of the 

data. First, we compare the variations to the measured drift of the instrument 

during this time span. The major component of this drift, namely the variation of 

the Fabry-Perot plate spacing, is shown in Figure 7.8. The maximum variation over 

this time is only about 200 m s-l, several times less than the range of the Arcturus 

data. Thus, the variability could have been detected, even without applying instru

mental corrections. Although the instrumental corrections seem large, the residual 

uncertainly after they are applied should be less than 20 m s-l. 

Because the calibration lamp used for the above observations is internal to 

the spectrometer and the Fabry-Perot tilt settings for it are always the same (unlike 

the settings for stellar observations), one would like to have an astronomical source, 

with known velocity, to use for a standard. Figure 7.9 shows observations of the 
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Moon taken over the same time scale and plotted on the same velocity scale as the 

Arcturus observations of Figure 7.7. The maximum range of variation is limited to 

about 40 m s-l, many times less than that seen on Arcturus. 

Although the radial velocity of the Moon is known very accurately, obser

vations of the Moon do not present a complete test of the instrument because the 

range ofthe velocity change over the year is rather small (± 800ms-1 ), compared to 

the huge range of the stellar change (± 30000 m s-l). Because of this, the excursion 

in tilt space for the lunar observations is limited. To get a more realistic estimate 

of the performance of the system, including any problems associated with using the 

entire tilt range, one would like to look at observations of a star which has a known 

constant velocity. Unfortunately, many of the stars which we have observed have 

turned out to be variable in one way or another. This is particularly true of the 

bright K-giants. There are some solar type stars which appear to be stable, but 

these are rather faint stars, so the observational uncertainties are larger than they 

would be for a bright star like Arcturus. Nonetheless, Figure 7.10 shows velocity 

data on the K 0 main sequence star q Draconis, covering nearly 4 years. The max

imum range seen is only about 120ms-1, with a standard deviation of 22ms-1• 

Thus, the Arcturus variations are very large even on the scale of this noisy, faint 

star. 
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7.4. POSSIBLE CORRELATIONS WITH VELOCITY DATA 

We have attempted to correlate the variations in the Arcturus velocity data 

with a number of factors to rule out the possibility that the observed variations are 

due to a nonastrophysical effect, such as environmental factors, some instrumental 

effect, or the reduction technique. The results of these tests are described in Smith, 

Merline, and McMillan (1987), and is substantially repeated below. To be credible, 

any such effect must perturb the Arcturus data, but not the Pollux data. For this 

reason, the tests below were performed (separately) on data from both stars. 

7.4.1. Environmental Factors 

During the course of the Arcturus observations, there have been a wide 

range of environmental conditions. The 4 month period covered by the data of 

Figure 7.3 was examined particularly carefully, because our discovery had yet to be 

confirmed. Correlations of the measured velocities with a number of factors were 

studied. Among them were: lunar phase, angular distance from the Moon, hour 

angle, time of day, seeing conditions, ambient temperature, ambient humidity, the 

degree of cloudiness, guiding/tracking conditions, which observer was on duty, and 

length of observing session each night. The same correlations were done using the 

Pollux data because the strong intrinsic signal for Arcturus might have masked some 

subtle effects. There appeared to be a weak dependence on hour angle under the 

most severe temperature, humidity, guiding, and cloud conditions. This applies to 

only about 5% of the data and therefore it could not be the source of the Arcturus 

variations. No systematic shifts were seen between different observers. 
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7 ... $.11. Instrumental Effects 

Because of the small tolerances that must be maintained to measure small 

changes in radial velocity, there are many potential sources of instrumental uncer

tainty. These include the periodicity of the rotating micrometer spindle that tilts 

the etalon, the use of different tilts at different times, and variations of tempera

ture and pressure within the interferometer. Temperatures and pressures at various 

critical points within the instrument are frequently monitored during an observing 

run; they show no correlation with velocity. There is some hint of a correlation 

between the azimuth angle of the micrometer and the velocity of Pollux but the 

semiamplitude of the variation is less than 5 m s-1 and is at the limit of detection. 

The two stars are observed using substantially the same Fabry-Perot orders and 

are tracked, to compensate for Earth motions, by tilting the etalon over the same 

angular range. Most of these error sources have been well documented over many 

years of calibration and laboratory testing, as well as during months of stellar test 

observations. 

7.4.9. Reduction Technique 

Correlations were performed on parameters that could be indicative of prob

lems with the data reduction method. These parameters included the amount of 

calibration correction applied to the stellar data, the position of the spectrum on the 

detector, the exposure level, the signal count rate, the exposure time, the number 

of observations per night, and the velocity corrections applied to reduce the data to 

the barycenter of the solar system. The only convincing evidence of a correlation is 

that there appears to be a weak relationship between the location of the spectrum 

on the detector and the Pollux velocities. This effect is too small to account for the 
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Arcturus variations, and such a correlation does not appear in the Arcturus data. 

The same reduction software was used for both stars in the same manner, although 

the stars are reduced independently. 

7.5. EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 

One of the most convincing demonstrations of the reliability of a data set is 

to have data from other observational programs for direct comparison. Fortunately, 

the data published by Belmonte et al. (1990) includes 7 consecutive nights on which 

data were taken for this project. Figure 7.11 shows this span of nights. An offset 

of +5 m s-1 was applied to the F5 velocity reference to match the Belmonte et al. 

data. (This value being close to zero is merely coincidence.) No magnification of 

the scale was performed. As mentioned earlier, the E5 reference for this run had 

observations taken nearly at zero tilt and is therefore unreliable and is not plotted 

here. 

Figure 7.12 shows the remarkable correspondence of the two data sets. Our 

data (labeled LPL) were reduced before this paper was published. Figure 7.13 shows 

the final night in which some of the Belmonte et al. data seem to be in line with 

our data, while some of their other data is not. Because some of the Belmonte et al. 

data track well with our data, I suspect there may be problems with their early 

data on that night. 
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7.6. PERIODOGRAM ANALYSIS 

The periodograms shown in this section were all computed using the modi

fied periodogram technique of Horne and Baliunas (1986). The ordinate in each case 

is normalized power. That is, it is the power spectral density divided by the over

all variance of the data set, before removing any trends or signal (pre-whitening). 

When represented in this way, the probability that a given peak at a certain height 

results from random fluctuations (false-alarm probability) can be more readily cal

culated. 

For all the plots, the frequency range covered is from 0.1 to 0.6 days-l, 

which corresponds to periods of 10 to 1. 7 days. The lower limit on the frequency is 

set by the length of the observing run, L, so that the minimum practical frequency 

is about 1/ L. The length of the observing runs varies from about 3 days to about 

30 days. For comparison, all periodograms were plotted using the same scale. 

For evenly spaced data, the upper limit on the frequency would be set by 

the classical Nyquist frequency, which is 21T' where 6T is the time spacing between 

observations. For unevenly spaced data, the Nyquist frequency is poorly defined. 

Therefore, I have chosen to display frequencies only slightly higher than the Nyquist 

frequency which would result from even, daily sampling (2 Jail = 0.5 day-l). 

The size of the frequency steps used need not be smaller than the resolution 

of the spectrum (l/L), but a finer step size was used to improve (smooth) the 

appearance the plots. If we assume the average length of a run was 10 days, then 

the step size would be about O.lday-l. For all plots, however, 0.005day-l was 

used. 

The uncertainty in frequency of a given peak in the spectrum depends on 

the spectral resolution (1/ L), but also on the variance of the noise after the signal 
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has been subtracted, the number of sample points in the time series, and on the 

amplitude of the signal. The significance of peaks in the spectrum is calculated 

from Equation (18) of Home and Baliunas (1986), which depends on the height of 

the peak and on the number of sampled points. 

7.6.1. Periodograms of Individual Observing Runs 

As will be discussed in this and the following sections, taking a long time 

base for the time series can sometimes diminish the height of the peaks at certain 

frequencies. This is apparently due to the changing nature of the variations on this 

star. In this section I show data from the richest observing runs, in terms of length 

of time base and number of sample points. 

Figure 7.14 shows the run of 1987 April, which covers 24 days. The first 

part of the run shows a pattern similar to that seen in our earlier data (Figure 7.2), 

that of an alternating night-to-night variation indicating a period of about 2 days. 

Near day 93, however, the star appears to enter a quiescent phase and emerge on 

day 99 in a pattern that looks different from that seen earlier. The periodogram 

of the entire run is shown in Figure 7.15 and shows the highest peaks at 2.95 days 

and 2.3 days. To test whether the apparent change in the time series pattern was 

indeed real, I divided the observing run into two halves and ran the periodogram for 

each separately. Figure 7.16 shows both of these periodograms. The periodogram 

for the first half of the month has almost all of its power near 3.0 days, while that 

for the second half has most of its power near 2.4 days. The nature of the variation 

has changed between the two halves of the run, and appears to have changed over 

the span of a few days. 

We see evidence for a similar behavior in the 1988 June run. For the first 

half of the run (see Figure 7.17), the velocity appears to be varying more slowly 
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than with a period of 2 days, perhaps with a period of about 3 days. Then, near 

day 537, the star seems undergo a rather abrupt discontinuity, entering a phase in 

which it alternates night-to-night in the manner we have seen before, with a period 

of perhaps 2 days again. This was tested using the periodogram in the same manner 

as in the previous paragraph. Figure 7.18 shows the periodogram of the whole run, 

while Figure 7.19 displays the periodograms from the two halves. The pattern is 

again very different from one half of the run to the other. The highest peak from 

the first half of the run is near 2.6 days, while the highest from the second half is 

near 2.2 days. 

The time series data of Figure 7.17 show very strong accelerations, both 

positive and negative, during the first half of the run. In fact, to the eye, the 

data appear rather sinusoidal. I have plotted these data along with a sine curve of 

period corresponding the that indicated by the periodogram analysis in Figure 7.20. 

Although similar in shape, it is clear there is at least one other component that is 

modulating the 2.7 day curve. 

We can look at another run, that of 1990 May, which is shown in Figure 7.21. 

The data from the first half of the run are rather sparse because of the priority of 

other program stars, but the second half of the run has a high density of points. 

These data also show the presence of both negative and positive accelerations. The 

periodogram of this run, shown in Figure 7.22, indicates much longer periods than 

we had seen in the other plots. The two highest peaks are at 5.5 days and 3.6 days. 

There also exists a significant peak at about 8.3 days. This peak has been 

seen in more than one run and was also seen by Belmonte et al. (1990) and, if real, 

is likely the fundamental mode of oscillation for this star. Belmonte et al. (1990) 

reported the strongest peak seen in data taken in 1988 April was 2.7 days. This is 
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also the strongest peak seen in Figure 7.18 (1988 June) and has been prominent in 

several other runs as well. 

In Figures 7.23 and 7.24, I compare the periodograms, calculated by the 

method above for the data published by Belmonte et al. (1990) with the data from 

this work for the same observing run. Clearly, the 2.7 day period predominates in 

both data sets. The data sets overlap by about a week but each extends about a 

week on opposite sides of this overlap. Additional power is seen in the Belmonte 

et al. data at about 4.3 days, while in this work there is clearly the hint of an 

unresolved component near about 3.1 days. 

7.6.2. Periodogram of the Entire Data Set 

We can now turn our attention to the periodogram of the data set as a 

whole. Figure 7.25 shows that the power seen in the range 2-10 days in the pe

riodograms of the individual runs becomes washed out when we operate on the 

data in this manner. This is likely due to the relatively short life spans of the in

dividual modes, which appears to be in 'the range of a fraction to a few observing 

runs. Because the phase of the same mode, upon becoming re-excited, is likely to 

be different, the power in the periodogram will be diminished. In fact, it appears 

that if the time base is long enough, the power shows little structure across these 

frequencies. This is what would be expected if the signal loses coherence frequently. 

Another way to look for the distribution of power in the spectrum is to 

average the periodograms from the individual observing runs. In this way, there 

should be only a small degradation due to the loss of coherence. This average 

periodogram is shown in Figure 7.26. This shows a broad peak centered near about 

3 days. This peak is reminiscent of the broad peak of the 5-minute oscillation 

spectrum on the Sun and this may be the equivalent of this oscillation on this 
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star. Such analogues of the solar 5-minute oscillation have tremendous importance 

and have long been sought. The reasons for believing this may be a solar analog 

spectrum and the consequences are discussed in Chapter 8. 

7.7. STABILITY OF THE PERIODOGRAM TECHNIQUE 

We would like to have some ways in which we can test the reliability of this 

periodogram technique for finding frequencies, for dealing with noisy data, and for 

its performance in the presence of multiple frequencies. To do this, one can operate 

on artificial data to see how the technique works when the input is known a priori. 

Secondly, one can reshuffle the real data, hopefully destroying the underlying signal, 

and then seeing if that destruction is detectable by the periodogram. These tests 

are discussed in this section. 

7.7.1. Spectral Window 

To estimate the importance of the spectral window in resultant peri

odogram, i.e., to find the amplitude and locations of sidelobes, the spectral window 

for the 1988 June run is shown in Figure 7.27. This was done by inputing a noiseless 

sine wave of period 2.7 days, sampled at the same points as the real data. One can 

see that the amplitude of the sidelobes is down considerably from that of the peak, 

probably owing to the uneven sampling. 

One can next input random data at the locations of the sample points. This 

was done using a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 50ms- l • As 

shown in Figure 7.28, the location of the peaks and especially the amplitudes look 

nothing like that from the real data of Figure 7.18. 
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Next, we take the data from the first part of the 1988 June run, which 

had the strong 2.7 day period, and scramble the velocity values among the differ

ent sample times, leaving the times themselves unchanged. Figure 7.29 shows the 

resultant periodogram, plotted on the same scale as that from the unscrambled 

data of Figure 7.19. This scrambling has entirely destroyed the strong signal in the 

periodogram. 

To test how well the periodogram picks out a coherent signal, we add noise 

(20ms-l ) to a sine curve of period 2.7 days and amplitude 60ms- l . The time 

series data, sampled at the times of the 1988 June run, and the periodogram are 

shown in Figures 7.30 and 7.31. The periodogram has no trouble picking out such 

a signal. 

We can now add multiple frequencies to see how well the periodogram 

responds. In the periodogram of Figure 7.32, three signals have been added having 

periods of (5.0, 2.74, and 2.18 days) and amplitudes of (40,60, and 20ms-I ). The 

periodogram technique has little trouble picking out the two components with the 

highest amplitude, but the component with an amplitude comparable to the noise 

(20 ms- I ) has a peak which is a bit ambiguous. 

Another method to test our technique is to take the periods predicted by the 

periodogram and put them into a phase diagram. To do this, we calculate the phase 

at a given sample point, based on a given trial period, and then plot the velocity 

data versus phase rather than time. If the correct period has been determined, the 

resultant curve ought to be the shape of the actual velocity waveform. A few trials 

are shown in Figures 7.33 and 7.34, where the two halves of the 1988 June run have 

been phase-folded modulo the periods predicted from the periodograms for each 

half of the run. In each, we can see a suggestion of a sinusoidal periodicity, but if 
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these periods are correct, the data are clearly being altered by the presence of other 

frequencies. 
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Figure 7.20. Trial Sine Curve. This is a test to see if a single sine curve could reproduce the time series. 
Although the curve is similar in appearance to the data string and matches the directions of the accelerations, 
it is clear that a single period at fixed phase cannot account for the data. ~ o o 
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CHAPTERS 

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, I discuss some of the implications of the observations pre

sented in this dissertation. I also suggest future work which can and should be done 

to help understand the nature of the velocity variations seen in Arcturus. The work 

presented in this dissertation is only the first step in attempting to understand these 

variations; it has shown such interesting variations exist and has shed light on their 

nature. I also will extend at least one possibility for the mechanism responsible for 

the variations. 

In light of the data presented here, one can make a strong case that these 

variations are global acoustic oscillations and, in fact, that the oscillations are ana

logues to the solar p-mode oscillations. If so, it will be one of the few, and perhaps 

the only convincing case of a solar analogue. It may take many years of additional 

observational and theoretical study before the variations are well understood. Al

though the solar 5-minute oscillations were discovered in 1962, they were not really 

understood until around 1975 or so. 

The case is much more complicated for Arcturus because, relative to the 

Sun, it is very faint, and the stellar disk cannot be resolved. Furthermore, the 

longer periods (3 days VB. 5 minutes) mean that long strings of observations are 

required to characterize the oscillations. To complicate matters, as has been shown 

in this dissertation, the coherence lengths of the oscillations is on the order of 

several weeks, perhaps up to several months. Thus, the coherence length is some 

5-30 cycles, while for many of the solar modes, the coherence lengths may be up 
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to 1000 cycles (Harvey 1988), although some are only about 6 cycles. Thus, the 

equivalent observational task for the Sun would be to use data strings of length 

maybe 40 seconds, interspersed with gaps of about 80 seconds, with a total coherence 

time of only an hour. 

8.1. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS 

The observations presented in this dissertation indicate that periodic vari

ations exist in the radial velocity of Arcturus. These signals are strong, but appear 

to be rather short-lived, with coherence times estimated to be a few weeks. There 

is a rich spectrum of modes, more than can be accounted for by radial oscillation 

alone. Power appears to be exchanged among a band of modes ranging in period 

from about 2-8 days. Because of the apparent lack of coherence between observing 

runs, power spectra from individual observing runs were averaged to get an estimate 

of the overall distribution of power in the frequency spectrum. The result is a broad 

envelope of power centered near a period of about 3 days. This envelope is remi

niscent of the distribution of power near the solar 5-minute band (see Figures 7.26 

and 8.1) 

Our initial discovery of these oscillations has been confirmed by three other 

groups (Cochran 1988, Irwin et al. 1989, Belmonte et al. 1990, and Hatzes and 

Cochran 1994a). They claimed the presence of modes in the same range of periods 

indicated above. The additional, extensive data presented here indicate that power 

is seen at similar frequencies in several different observing runs, Buggesting that 

the oscillations are of a global nature. Finally, there are examples in which abrupt 

changes in the nature of the variations in the velocity data train occur, based 

on visual inspection of the raw velocity data. These suspicions are confirmed by 

comparing periodogram tests done on data before and after the discontinuity. 
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Numerical pulsation models, which were calculated as part of this work, 

indicate that radial modes exist over the range of periods 2-7 days. The models 

predict that, in the absence of damping by convection, the first several of these 

modes should be driven. Nonradial models, although not examined using a full 

structure model, indicate that there should exist many nonradial modes in this 

period range. Without the full structure model, little can be said about the stability 

of these modes or what influence convection would have on them. 

8.2. POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR VELOCITY VARIABILITY 

Below I review briefly some of the possible mechanisms for producing ve

locity variability on Arcturus. Most of these can be reliably rejected as the sole 

cause for the observed variations. 

8.2.1. Planetary or Stellar Companion 

To investigate whether a planetary companion could be responsible for the 

variations, one can look at the orbital period of a body orbiting at the stellar surface. 

No companion could have a shorter orbital period than this. The model adopted 

for our pulsation computations is a star of M = 1 MG)and R = 25 RG)' This yields an 

orbital period at the stellar surface of 4 x 105 s = 4.6 d. One would expect the power 

spectrum to be stable with time if companions were responsible for the variations, 

but multiple frequencies are evident. Therefore, a companion can be rejected as a 

possible cause. 
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Figure S.l • Average power spectrum for the Sun. Averaged power spectrum 
for integra.ted-disk sunlight. The broad envelope is similar to that seen for 
Arcturus. The peak power occurs at a period of about 5 minutes. For 
Arcturus, this peak occurs near 3 days. From Scherrer et al. 1989. 
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8.2.2. Rotation 

The rotation rate expected for Arcturus is about 300 days (Kemp et al. 

1986). Hatzes and Cochran (1993) indicate that the period of rotation is less than 

600 days and indicate that rotational modulation cannot be ruled out as an explana

tion for their period of 233 days. Rotation would not produce multiple frequencies 

and a period of 3 days would require an impossibly large rotational velocity. Rota

tion cannot account for the observations. 

8.2.9. Large Convective Cells 

It has been suggested that the variations may be a manifestation of large 

convective cells on the star's surface. Perhaps there would be only one or a few 

cells visible at anyone time. As different cells rotated into view (Schwarzschild 

1975), they may have slightly different (and perhaps periodic) velocities. Such cells 

would explain the lack of long coherence times, but they cannot account for the 

multiple simultaneous frequencies and the abrupt changes observed during some of 

the observing runs. 

8.2.4. Radial Oscillation Only 

Some of the modes observed may be, and probably are, radial modes. Ra

dial modes alone, however, cannot account for the number of observed modes. Fur

thermore, the spacing of the modes does not appear to be that predicted by theory. 

8.2.5. Nonradial Global Oscillations 

As will be discussed in more detail below, this explanation seems to be the 

most likely one. Sufficient nonradial modes exist in the observed frequency range 
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to account for the observed number of modes. The similarity to the solar 5-minute 

modes will also be discussed below. 

8.2.6. Chaotic Behavior 

Although chaotic behavior is becoming a popular explanation for many 

stellar pulsations, particularly for long-period irregular and semi-regular variables 

(Buchler 1993), it is difficult to show that a particular phenomenon is chaotic (Scar

gle 1990). Very long continuous strings of observations would be required and this 

is clearly not possible here. One of the simple methods to check for chaotic behavior 

is to look for "period doubling" , in which an apparently regular oscillation shifts to 

an oscillation of approximately twice the period (M. A. Smith, 1990, private com

munication; Moskalik and Buchler 1990). The observations presented here appear 

to be too complicated for such a search. No obvious evidence of doubling has been 

seen, although periods near 2 and 4 days are reported, as well as periods near 4 and 

8 days. 

8.3. MECHANISMS FOR EXCITATION OF OSCILLATIONS 

8.9.1. Envelope Ionization 

This mechanism for driving of oscillations requires the ionization of an 

abundant species at a critical depth (Cox 1980). This could be hydrogen (H to H+), 

helium (He to He+), or the second helium ionization (He+ to He++). For Arcturus, 

as in the red variables, the H ionization appears, according to our pulsation models, 

to be the primary driving mechanism. 

This mechanism will work when, in a region of partial ionization, the gas 

absorbs heat when compressed, but loses heat at maximum expansion. One can see 
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that the pressure will peak just after maximum compression, and so the pressure will 

tend to accentuate the pulsation motion. If heat were lost at maximum compression, 

which is the normal situation in stars, the gas motion would have a tendency to be 

damped. 

Thus, the presence of a mode will depend on whether the driving outweighs 

damping, when averaged over the entire star. 

8.9.2. Nuclear Energy Modulation (epsilon) 

This mechanism results from the high temperature sensitivity of nuclear en

ergy production. That is, when the gas is compressed slightly, the temperature rises 

slightly, leading to a greater-than-normal heating from locally increased reactions 

during the compression phase. 

While this mechanism can be important in certain instances, it generally 

plays an insignificant role in pulsational driving. This is primarily because the 

pulsations observed in most pulsating stars are largely envelope phenomena that 

have only small amplitudes deep in the interior, and hence little driving can occur 

by this mechanism. 

8.9.9. Stochastic Excitation by Turbulence 

Some of the questions that one must ask about the solar p-mode oscillations 

are put nicely by Brown (1987): if the solar p-modes are stable (i.e., not driven), 

then how is it that we can see them ? If they are driven, why do their amplitudes 

remain so small ? 

One may equally well ask similar questions about the oscillations seen on 

Arcturus. The radial oscillations, at least the first several modes, according to our 
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pulsation models, should be driven. They may be present, but in any case, they are 

not sustained and their amplitudes are certainly not large. One would expect the 

nonlinear effects which limit the oscillation amplitudes to engage at much higher 

amplitudes as in other, well known, variable stars - at many tens of km/ s, not at 

the level of a few tens of m/s that is observed on Arcturus. What nonlinear effects 

operate at such small amplitudes ? 

The solution, as in the case of the solar oscillations, may be found in the 

effects of the turbulence of convection. It has been suspected for some time that 

the stabilizing mechanism for stars redward of the Cepheid instability strip is the 

interference of convection (Cox 1980). The interference comes about by means of the 

damping caused by turbulent viscosity (Goldreich and Keeley 1977; Goldreich and 

Kumar 1990). But at the same time, some of the energy in the convective motions 

can be transferred to energy in acoustic oscillations. This mechanism is called 

stochastic excitation, and is now thought to be responsible for driving the solar 

oscillations (Goldreich and Kumar 1990). This is different from the mechanisms 

discussed above because both driving and damping of oscillations occurs in the 

same region of the star; the amplitudes of the modes are determined by how well 

balanced the two opposing processes (turbulent viscosity and stochastic excitation) 

are. 



TABLE 8.1 
Periods for Runs without Evolution Code 

(Radial Modes, 1=0) 

n Model A Model B 
F 1 4.81 d 3.57 d 

1st ov 2 2.95 2.18 
2ndov 3 2.13 1.61 
3rd ov 4 1.68 

8.4. PULSATION MODELS 
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Appendix B outlines some of the steps involved in calculating pulsation 

models for a star similar to Arcturus. Here, we tabulate the results of two separate 

modeling sessions (Tables 8.1 and 8.2) for comparison with the observations. The 

most relevant of these models is that of Table 8.2 because it was done with a full 

evolution model. 

8.5. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS 

8.5.1. Number of Modes 

The major periods reported in these data show strong evidence for periods 

at 4.4, 2.9, 2.6, and 2.1 days. These peaks are evident in more than one observing 

run and are the strongest peaks in many runs. Smaller peaks can be seen occasion-

ally at about 8.3, 5.7, 3.6, 2.4, 1.9, and 1.7 days. 

Belmonte et al. (1990) report their strongest modes at 8.3 and 2.7 days. 

Other, weaker and less certain peaks are seen at 3.2, 2.0, and 1.7 days. Hatzes 

and Cochran (1994a) give evidence for peaks at 8.5, 4.0, and 2.5 days. One can 

see that some periods are in common in all of these data sets. Clearly, the 8.3 day 
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TABLE 8.2 
Oscillation Analysis Using Evolution Model (l=O) 

lie-time 
Mode n v(",Hz) Period Driven? Growth 

{decay) 
F fund 1 1.8235 6.35 d Y 94.6yr 

1H 1st ov 2 2.9949 3.87 d Y 3.9yr 
2H 2ndov 3 3.9367 2.94 d Y 293 d 
3H 3rd ov 4 5.0300 2.30 d Y 122 d 
4H 4th ov 5 6.0920 1.90 d Y 85 d 
5H 5th ov 6 7.2227 1.60 d Y 55 d 
6H 6th ov 7 8.2979 1.40 d Y 56 d 
7H 7th ov 8 9.2147 1.26 d N 272 d 
8H 8th ov 9 10.0026 1.16 d N 64 d 
9H 9th ov 10 11.035 1.049d Y 466 d 

11 12.148 0.953d Y 83 d 
12 13.256 0.873d Y 78 d 
13 14.310 0.809d Y 49 yr 
14 15.304 0.756d N 47 d 
15 16.314 0.709d N 43 d 
16 17.397 0.665d N 90 d 
17 18.523 0.625d Y 363 yr 
18 19.648 0.589d Y 153 d 
19 20.747 0.558d Y 186 d 
20 21.798 0.531d N 122 d 

period is one of these. It is rather weak in all the data sets. It is tempting that this 

may be the radial fundamental mode for Arcturus. If so, then our pulsation models 

have used a star with a somewhat higher density than Arcturus has, because our 

fundamental is 6.4 days. 

In Table 8.3, I tabulate all periods, including those of other investigators, 

to see if they can be matched. 

For the other investigators, I have listed in brackets those observations 

that were more uncertain. For this work, stronger detections are listed with an 

uppercase X. Hatzes and Cochran started their analysis using periods of 4.4 and 

1. 7 days by using the periodogram technique, but later changed to another method 
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TABLE 8.3 
Observed Oscillation Frequencies in Arcturus 

Period v v fl.v Observed by 
{d} p/day} J.lHz J.lHz Merline Belmonte H&C 
8.3 0.12 1.4 0.6 x 8.3 8.5 
5.7 0.175 2.0 0.6 x 
4.4 0.225 2.6 0.6 X [4.4] 
3.6 0.28 3.2 0.6 x 
2.9 0.345 4.0 0.8 X 
2.6 0.38 4.4 0.4 X 2.7 
2.4 0.42 4.9 0.5 x 2.46 
2.1 0.48 5.6 0.7 X 
1.9 0.525 6.1 0.5 x 
1.7 0.58 6.7 0.6 x [1.7] [1.7] 

and switched their 4.4 day period to 4.0 days. A 4.4 day period was observed in 

this work and that is the likely identification for what they saw. Also, they decided 

that their 1.7 day period was rather weak and put only minor emphasis on it. But 

one can see that both other groups have observed this period. 

This list shows that in this work we have observed all of these periods 

(except for the very weak ones of Belmonte et al. ). One can see that they match 

rather well some of the periods seen by the other workers. Furthermore, they define a 

spectrum, almost equally spaced in frequency. Not only have these frequencies been 

observed independently in different observing runs, but one can see from inspection 

of the averaged periodogram, Figure 7.26, that there is a hint of a peak or hump at 

each of these frequencies. While this is working near or beyond the resolution limit 

for many of the observing runs, it is not for at least two of the runs for which the 

majority of the data were collected. In addition, when some modes are present, it 

often appears that adjacent modes are not strong, so that one can more readily get 

an estimate of the center of the larger peaks. 

Hatzes and Cochran (1994a) go on to calculate, using the pulsation scaling 

relationship of Cox, King, and Stellingwerf (1972), the periods of the 1st and 2nd 
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overtone, assuming an 8.3 day period for the fundamental. They produce periods 

of 8.3, 4.5, and 2.95 days for these modes. One can see that these three periods 

match fairly well three of those in Table 8.3. Hatzes and Cochran used a radius of 

24.4 R0and log 9 = 1.5 . Their mass then be about 0.7 M0 . A rough scaling from 

our fundamental period would yield a mass of about 0.6M0 . This is a rather low 

mass, unless Arcturus has undergone significant mass loss since leaving the Main 

Sequence (see M8.ckle et aZ. 1975). 

The 4.4 (4.0) day period of Hatzes and Cochran is probably the same as 

the 4.4 day in this work. Meanwhile, they suggest that their 2.46 day period is the 

same as that of the 2.7 day period of Belmonte et aZ. I suggest here that, instead, 

it is more likely related to the 2.4 day period. 

All groups have observed power near 2.4-2.7 days. But by the time we get 

to this frequency, there are several other modes apparent, namely 2.9 and 2.1 days. 

If one does rough scaling of the calculated radial pulsation modes, assuming a 

fundamental of 8.3 days, then there are several radial modes available in the range 

1.8 to 3.0 days. These are also modes which appear to have rather rapid growth rates 

(compared to the fundamental and first overtone at least) based on the pulsation 

models. Thus, one would expect them to be more easily excited. Of course, they 

would die out quicker too, in the absence of turbulent damping. 

8.5.2. Mode separation 

One of the important indicators that oscillations are indeed global acoustic 

modes is that the peaks are expected to be roughly equally spaced in frequency 

(Tassoul 1980). There is a separation parameter, ~vo, or "large separation" that 

should be the spacing between modes of like angular degree I, but different radial 

order n. It turns out, however, that the frequencies for even I, say 0 and 2, fall 
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roughly together and also roughly half-way between a pair for odd I, say 1 and 3. 

Therefore, the spectrum is expected to look, as it does in the Sun, as pairs of peaks, 

each pair separated by Avo/2. The separation between the members of a pair, 

called c5Vn ,h or the "small separation" is too small to be resolved with this work, so 

we would expect to see unresolved doublets separated by Avo/2 if the modes are 

p-modes. 

The value of Avo is related to the time for sound to travel through the 

interior of the star (Brown and Gilliland 1994) 

AVo = (2( d:f' 

where R. is the stellar radius and c is the sound speed. 

This is related to the mean density of the star and one can use a scaling 

relation to determine the value for a given star in terms of solar parameters (Brown 

and Gilliland 1994): 

(
M )1/2 

Ava ~ 135 R: /JH z 
• 

where M. and R. are the stellar mass and radius in solar units. The value 135 /JH z 

is Avo for the Sun. 

Since our models have used M. ~ 1.0 M0and R. ~ 24 R0 , we can compute 

the expected value of Avo for Arcturus. The value is f'V 1.1/JHz. From the table 

above, we see that, if indeed all these modes are present, the measured value of 

Avo/2 is roughly 0.6/JHz, giving Ava ~ 1.2/JH z. This indicates that, provided this 

scaling relationship is reasonably valid, our values for the combined values of mass 

and radius (i.e., the density) of Arcturus are reasonable. 
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The mode separation values given by Belmonte et al. (1990) are dVQ = 2.3 

or 5.0pH z. Because of the number of modes now known, their preferred value, 

5.0 pH z, is almost certainly wrong. Their other value also seems implausible. For 

their relatively short observing run, they could not detect all the modes. They are 

missing some of the modes in their table of observed values. One of these is 1=0, 

n=l, or the 1st overtone. Perhaps the mode observed in the present work at 4.4d 

can fit into their scheme and provide evidence that 2.3 pH z is the correct value for 

the mode spacing. 

If the fundamental radial is the correct interpretation for the 8.3d period 

and the scaling of Hatzes and Cochran (for the radial modes) is approximately 

correct, then the l=O modes, as expected are forming a set of peaks, alternating 

with those that probably belong to 1=1 and 1=3. 

One caveat, however, is that the scaling relationship of Tassoul (1980) is 

intended for modes of large n compared to I, so one must be careful in depending 

too heavily on strictly uniform spacing. The radial modes themselves are certainly 

not evenly spaced for low values of n. An estimate of the value of n here would be 

about 4 if 1=1. 

8.5.9. Period of Average Power 

One can also look at the meaning of the frequency at the center of broad 

envelope of power. This value, called V max , is expected to be near the maximum 

of the acoustic cutoff frequency Wac, for the star. Brown and Gilliland (1994) 

indicate that the peak should be near about O.6wac• Furthermore, they give a 

scaling relationship to estimate the value of Wac for stars other than the Sun - it 

should scale as gT-l/2, where g is the surface gravity and T is the temperature. 

Using values of g0 = 2. 7xlO"cm/ 8 2 and g. = 32cm/82 {log g = 1.5 , Peterson, Dalle 
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Ore, and Kurucz 1993), as well as our adapted T. = 4271K and T0 = 5800K, we 

find that IIma.z: would be expected to be about 2.5 J.' Hz or about 4.7 d. There has 

been considerable uncertainty in the value of log 9 for Arcturus, ranging from 0.9 

(Mackle et al. 1975) to 2.19 (McWilliam 1990). H the scaling relationship holds, 

these observations of acoustic oscillations would indicate a better value may be 

logg ~ 1.7 . 

8.5.4. Convective Time Scales 

H driving by convective turbulence is to be a reasonable explanation for 

exciting and damping of the Arcturus pulsations, then the convective turnover time 

should be on the same order as the period of the pulsations. One may determine this 

if one has an idea of the mixing length (or equivalently the pressure scale height) 

and the convective velocities. These values vary considerably over the convection 

zone. But only certain regions will be important for the driving/damping of the 

oscillations. A rough estimate of this was made and found that the convective 

turnover time was on the order of 2 days. 

8.5.5. Range of Frequencies Ezcited 

The range of periods observed is approximately from 8 days to 2 days. 

Belmonte et al. (1990) claim possible identification of modes down to a few hours. 

But all modes listed with periods shorter than about two days have rather low 

amplitudes. This range is roughly a factor of four. 

H the modes are excited by turbulent convection, one would expect a range 

of periods corresponding to less than a factor of four (A. N. Cox 1991, private 

communication). This is because excitation by convection can occur only over a 

certain range of depths in the star. H the driving is occurring too high up in the 
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atmosphere, then there is not enough mass being driven to make a difference to the 

star. If the driving is too deep, then the heat flow is slow and thus adiabatic. 

Goldreich and Kumar (1990) elaborate on the meaning of the shape of this 

envelope for solar oscillations and indicate that this could hold clues to understand

ing the connection between convection and pulsations. Given that Arcturus has a 

structure very different from the Sun, namely a very tenuous atmosphere, with deep 

convection operating on much longer time scales than the Sun, study of a similar 

process on another star should be of tremendous benefit. 

The range of periods observed here roughly corresponds to this condition. 

The range of periods excited for the solar 5-minute oscillations correspond to about 

a factor of about 2.5 (Harvey 1988). 

8.5.6. Discontinuities in Amplitude and Phase 

It is clear that none of the other investigators have been able to see the 

abrupt changes in pulsation character that exist for Arcturus. Belmonte et al. 

(1990) and Hatzes and Cochran (1994a) have hints of periods that are the same 

(8.3 d and 2.5 d) and some that are different (4.0 d). They both remark about 

the absence of the 2.2 or 1.8 day period seen by us in our discover paper (Smith, 

McMillan, and Merline 1987). 

This work shows evidence of distinct discontinuities in the pulsation state 

during an observing run. In particular, the longest run, that of June 1988, which 

spans nearly 30 days, shows such a discontinuity near the middle of the run. Peri

odograms from the beginning and end of the run look entirely different, and different 

still from the periodogram of the entire run. 

This is evidence that something is causing an interruption of a pulsation 

state and introducing a new state. Such an occurance is consistent with the idea 
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that the modes are driven by stochastic excitation by turbulence, similar to the 

mechanism in the Sun. Observations of localized impulsive acoustic events on the 

Sun have been observed by Restaino, Stebbins, and Goode (1993), which they 

interpret as being related to excitation of the solar 5-minute oscillations. Results 

of computer simulations of excitation of solar p-modes by turbulent convection by 

Bogdan, Cattaneo, and Malagoli (1993) have evidence for "stochastic interaction 

between the modes and the underlying turbulence which causes abrupt, episodic 

events during which the phase coherence of the modes is lost". They also show 

model plots of the discontinuities that appear qualitatively similar to some of the 

abrupt changes seen in the Arcturus data. 

8.5.7. Coherence Length 

Given that we have observed a discontinuity in the pulsation state and 

that we have seen changes in the pulsation modes at nearly every observing run 

(separated by 2-4 weeks), it is reasonable to conclude that the coherence time for 

pulsations on Arcturus is on the order of a few weeks. 

This would be consistent with the amplitudes of oscillations being rather 

small, at least for the radial modes. The lIe growth times for the modes near 3 

days ranges over about 5-40 weeks. This means that if these are the modes that 

are excited, their growth or decay rates (if left to themselves) are somewhat slower 

than the time scale for disruption or activation. Thus, in the event that a mode 

is self-excited or driven, once excited by a turbulent event(s), the mode would not 

tend to grow very large before encountering destruction. And in the case that the 

mode is stable or not driven, the mode, once excited, would not die out quickly, at 

least on the time scale of the destructive influence of the turbulence. 
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8.5.8. Analogu.e of Solar 5-minu.te Oscillations 

There are a number of lines of evidence that the velocity variations seen 

on Arcturus are global p-mode oscillations, with a character like those occurring 

on the Sun: there are too many modes present to be the result of radial pulsation 

alone; similar modes are seen by different investigators, and in this work in multi

ple observing runs; the oscillations do not maintain phase coherence for long time 

periods and they show abrupt discontinuities, indicating that something is disrupt

ing them, as in the Sun; their average power shows a distribution similar to that 

seen in the Sun; a tell-tale spectrum of evenly spaced modes, with a spacing near 

that expected appears to be present; and the frequency of the power maximum is 

near that expected, when scaled from the Sun. Thus it appears the most plausible 

explanation for the variations seen on Arcturus is p-mode oscillation, driven by 

convective turbulence. 

If this is indeed correct, then Arcturus is a striking example of another star 

in which similar oscillations and driving mechanism are seen, albeit in a star of very 

different structure and with power at very different periods. Arcturus may turn 

out to be the first true solar analogue in terms of study of solar-like oscillations. 

Models of stellar evolution theory will benefit from such an example, because one 

can exploit the different (from the Sun) composition and age of Arcturus. Arcturus 

is similar, at least in mass, to the Sun and, in that sense, we may be looking at a 

future Sun. 

When this work began, part of the objective was to see whether Arcturus 

was more similar to the Cepheids or to the red variables. But from the evidence 

it appears that it may be more similar to the Sun than to any of the surrounding 

classes of variable stars. And in that sense, Arcturus may be considered to be the 

first member of a new class of variable stars. 
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8.6. PROBLEMS WITH REDUCTIONS THAT COULD BE IMPROVED 

There are a number of things that could be improved with the reduction 

and analysis methods that may yield cleaner power spectra and make determination 

of specific frequencies more robust. 

For example, the slope calibrations are currently somewhat nonlinear, lead

ing to a slight scale error in the measured velocities (estimated to be about 7%). 

This does not affect the frequency determinations, only the amplitudes of the ve

locity variations. A substantial part of this is because the slope observations (taken 

at a time when the velocity of the star was in an unknown state) were taken at 

times that were not centered in the range of overall velocity excursion. One could 

reduce again the observations using other slopes set (which currently exist) that 

are more centered in the velocity range. In fact, extensive slope data were taken, 

covering a full range of ±1500 mls at steps of 150 mIs, just for this purpose. Such 

data would allow one to either select a limited range in which to work or to build 

up large portions of line profiles and model them with higher (than linear) order 

polynomials. This would allow the star to roam over a much wider velocity range 

(right now the ±300 mls "linear" range is not sufficient for a star that varies as 

much as Arcturus) without encountering these nonlinearity problems. 

The calibrations of the data could probably be improved. For example, 

better attention to the way in which the line ratio calibrations mimic the full in

strument calibrations may reduce slightly the noise in the data. Although it is 

unlikely to benefit this work substantially, because the "power" in the calibration 

corrections is not likely to be concentrated in the frequency bands of interest. 

There remain many data sets that are not completely reduced, with the full 

calibration corrections. Much of the data from the first year of observation (1986) 
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was reduced to nightly averages and would require more work to extract information 

similar to that obtained from later data. The calibration corrections used different, 

more cumbersome computer codes and were often incomplete, so these data were 

given lower priority. But they still hold valuable information. 

For this dissertation, only a restricted period range was examined, namely 

between about 2 and 9 days. The data also contain information on other times cales 

- longer and shorter - and they should be analyzed eventually to search for 

phenomena on these time scales. 

There was no attempt to "clean" the power spectra for this work (Roberts, 

Lehar, and Dreher 1987; Foster 1995). Most of the frequency information was taken 

only from the highest peaks in the power spectrum from any particular observing 

run, with knowledge of the window function. It would be valuable to operate on 

the data with such cleaning algorithms to try to better eliminate artifacts and to 

search for weaker periodic components of the stellar oscillation spectrum. 

8.7. SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW WORK 

8.7.1. Improved Instrumentation 

Certainly the instrument used for the observations could be improved in 

a number of ways. Better temperature control, including improved design of tem

perature sensitive components would be a major advantage. It would reduce the 

magnitude of the applied corrections and would perhaps allow improved duty cycle 

by reducing the frequency of calibration observations. 

The current Fabry-Perot plate gap has an inherent wedge and also a "potato 

chip" shape. This broadens the instrumental profile, making both stellar and cali

bration observations more difficult and uncertain. This could easily be eliminated 
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in a new device. It would also be useful to have Fabry-Perot coatings that were 

useful over a broader wavelength range, allowing more of the stellar spectrum to 

be used. (This would also require a larger-format detector.) The current dielectric 

coatings have a phase-shift that is wavelength dependent and difficult to determine. 

Use of a larger telescope would improve the quality of individual observa

tions and allow more points to be collected per unit time. I note, however, that 

the work shown here on Arcturus was done using a 0.9 m telescope, in competition 

with the other Arcturus investigators who were using 2- or 4-m class telescopes. 

The data quality was roughly similar. Of course, the huge advantage in this work 

was the availability of many, long observing runs on the telescope. 

8.7.2. Additional observations 

Now that we have a more clear picture of the nature of the variations on 

Arcturus, it would be useful to plan a dedicated program to perform intensive obser

vations of the star to attempt to improve some of the frequency determinations and 

continue the search for discontinuities. The best one could expect with the current 

telescope is perhaps a three-week observing run dedicated entirely to observations of 

this star. Many of the observing runs in the past have been hampered because other 

program stars also were observed, leaving only spotty time coverage on Arcturus. 

Runs dedicated solely to Arcturus were often summer months, when the weather 

was poor and Arcturus was well past opposition. Continuous observations for up to 

about 11 hours per night for 3 weeks of good weather would reduce sideband power 

and yield a resolution high enough to distinguish frequency differences of 1.0 p. Hz. 

Given the spectacular agreement between our observations and those of 

Belmonte et al. shown in Chapter 6, it seems possible that a dedicated campaign of 

two or more telescopes, located at sites widely separated in longitude, could provide 
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almost continuous coverage of the star for perhaps a week or more. At the least, 

this would give good information on the presence and coherence of shorter period 

modes. 

As for other types of observations, attempts to measure photometric vari

ations are not likely to be successful until space-based photometric telescopes are 

available. Ground-based efforts directed toward detection of other consequences of 

oscillations, such as the accompanying changes in temperature, may prove effective 

on Arcturus. (Similar to those tried on solar-type stars, such as the work of Kjeld

sen et al. (1995), who seek out lines that are extremely sensitive to temperature 

changes. 

8.7.9. Pulsation Models 

Much additional work could be done to improve on the theoretical mod

eling that was done here. Perhaps the most important step would be to attempt 

to raise the period of the fundamental mode to the 8.3 day period that is appar

ently observed. The next would be to try to get the deep structure modeled well 

enough that nonradial modes could be confidently simulated. Once this is done, 

there could be an effort made to try to adjust the stellar parameters to match in

dividual frequencies observed and to produce mode identifications. We could then 

see how sensitive the specific frequencies are to changes in the various stellar input 

parameters. 
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APPENDIX A: BARYCENTRIC VELOCITY CORRECTIONS 

This appendix describes the corrections made to the observations for 

changes in the relative motion of the telescope with respect to the solar system 

barycenter. These are the major corrections made to the observations (up to 30000 

m/s; calibration corrections are less than 100 m/s). In fact, these corrections must 

be calculated prior to an observation so that the instrument may be tuned to remove 

most of this effect (see Chapter 6). Observing is usually done with the instrument 

tuned to within less than 100 mls of the reference velocity. That is, it is tuned to 

be close to observing the same wavelengths as at the reference time. 

The two major components are corrections for earth orbital motion about 

the Sun and for motion of the telescope about the earth spin axis. All coordinates 

and velocities are referenced to the equator and equinox of J2000.0. We use an 

equatorial rectangular coordinate system. Also described here are the magnitudes 

of the effects that are not included in the corrections. 

Times used are Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB), which is the indepen

dent variable in gravitational theories of the solar system and is used in all tabula

tions of positions and velocities of Earth with respect to solar system barycenter. It 

differs from Universal Coordinated Time (UTC), which is the time recorded during 

observation, by a predictable and tabulated amount, about 60 s . 
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A.I. TOPOCENTRIC-GEOCENTRIC CORRECTION 

Here we account for the relative motion of the telescope about the spin axis 

of the Earth, projected along the line-of-sight to the star. First, let us tabulate the 

location of the telescope, including the height of the telescope above mean sea level: 

longitude 111°35' 59.6" = 111.59989°= 7.439993h 

latitude 31°57' 43.2" = 31.96200° 

altitude above sea level: 

ground 6815 f = 2077 m telescope 6843 f = 2086 m 

distance of telescope to Earth spin axis 5418079 m = 0.849474 R(earth) 

Let rt be the axial distance of the telescope, H A be the local apparent hour 

angle of the star, and 5 be the star's declination. Then the maximum radial velocity 

observed for a star on the celestial equator, will be 

v.eq _ 21l'rt 
rot - p , (A.l) 

where P is the sidereal period of the earth's rotation = 86164.09 s . This 

maximum value for the Steward 36" is 393.8 m/s. For a star that is not on the 

equator, the maximum observed radial velocity will be 

v.max _ v.eq r 
rot - rot cos a • (A.2) 

For Arcturus, this value is 372.3 m/s. This will occur when the star makes an angle 

of 900 with the meridian, or at H A = 6h. For other times, the radial velocity due 

to earth spin is 

(A.3) 
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Another important quantity is the rate at which Vrot changes with time. 

The maximum rate of change is at H A = 0 and is about 1 mis/min . 

A.2. EARTH-ORBITAL CORRECTIONS 

The velocities of the Earth with respect to the solar system barycenter, 

in rectangular equatorial coordinates are taken from the Astronomical Almanac. 

There they are tabulated in one day increments, as X, Y, and Z, with a velocity 

precision of 10-9 AU/day or about 1O-3m/ s. We use a cubic spline interpolation to 

yield X, Y, Z values for times other than those tabulated. The times of tabulation 

are Oh UTj Arcturus observations ranged over about Ih to 14h UT. The is an exact 

spline fit, that is the data are not smoothed. The cubic spline has the the property 

that the function and its first two derivatives are continuous. It does an excellent 

job of interpolation for this purpose and has been checked against full dynamical 

calculations for times intermediate to the tabulated times. 

Now let a be the star's llight Ascension and Vz , Vy, and Vz be the line-of

sight velocity of the star due to earth orbital motion. Then 

Vz = X cosacosd (A.4) 

Vy = Ysinacosd (A.5) 

Vz = Zsind (A.6) 

The radial velocity of the telescope due to earth orbital motion is then 

(A.7) 
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while the total radial velocity of the telescope with respect to solar system barycen

ter is then 

v = V rot + Vorb • (A.B) 

A.3. EFFECTS NOT INCLUDED 

A.9.t. Uncertainty in the true stellar velocity 

If the true radial velocity of the star is not known, this can introduce a 

small annual variation (and even smaller diurnal) modulation of the observed radial 

velocity of a star. 

Let ..\r be the measured wavelength at the "reference" time, ..\ be the mea

sured wavelength at the observation time, ..\0 be the lab wavelength, and v be the 

radial velocity of the star. Then 

..\ v 
-=1+
..\0 c 

(A.9) 

From the Fabry-Perot equation, ..\m = 2s cos 6, where 6 is the tilt angle. Then 

v = c(..\ - ..\0) = c(cos6 - cos (0) 
..\0 cos 60 

(A. 10) 

Also, 
..\ - ..\r V - Vr 

=--
..\0 c 

(A.H) 

What we really want is 

r (COS 6 - cos 6r ) 
aV = V - Vr = C 

cos 60 
(A.12) 
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Since we still need to know 00, this indicates that uncertainty in this value, or 

equivalently, uncertainty in the absolute radial velocity of the star, means that our 

derived dv values will be similarly uncertain. Thus, we should know, approximately, 

the absolute radial velocity of the star. For Arcturus, we know the absolute radial 

velocity to be very close to -5 km/s. 

To investigate the magnitude of this effect, we can recast equation A.12 

into the following form 

r (V) (COS 0 - cos Or) 
uV = V - Vr = C + 

cos Or 
(A.13) 

where V is the true radial velocity of the star. Suppose that V = 100km/8, 00 = 0, 

Or = 0.70
, and 0 = 0.30

• Then the maximum variation over a year would be about 

6 m/ s. The diurnal variation, owing to its small magnitude is far less than this. 

Since the Arcturus radial velocity is only 5 km/s, the effect on a yearly basis is only 

0.3 m/s and we do not include it in the velocity corrections. 

The effect is largest when both 0 and 00 differ by a large amount from Or. 

So by proper choice of a reference tilt, this effect can be minimized, although one 

does not always have full flexibility in this choice. 

A.9.2. Approzimate Proper Motion 

Only approximate corrections for proper motion of the star are made. That 

is, the coordinates of the star are the apparent positions for either 1986.94 or 1989.2 

(still J2000.0 equator and equinox). Proper motion corrections to the date of obser

vation are not done. The resulting shift in the velocity correction for Arcturus, due 

to this change in proper motion between these two dates, amounts to a maximum 

of about 2 m/s. 
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A.9.9. Coordinates not precessed lor geocentric correction 

For the geocentric correction, coordinates of the equator and equinox of 

the observation date should be used. Instead, we are using J2000.0 coordinates. 

Because the magnitude of the geocentric correction, at maximum, is only 372 m/s 

for Arcturus, this effect is not significant. It amounts to a maximum error of less 

than 1 m/s. This would not be the case for the correction for earth orbital motion, 

which has magnitude ± 30000 m s-l. 

A.9.4. Relativistic corrections not applied 

Relativistic effects are not applied to the velocity corrections. Let '\0 be 

the rest wavelength, ,\ be the observed wavelength, t be the observers time, to be 

the proper time, V. be the space velocity of the star, and v = V. cos 4> be the radial 

velocity of the star, with 4> being the angle between the space velocity vector V. 

and the line-of-sight. Let "I = (1 - ~ )-!. 

Then 
,\ 
'\0 = "1(1 + vIc) 

Classically, we assume "I = 1, but 

1 v2 

"I R: 1 + --
2 c2 

If we assume the entire change in V. is tangential and due to the earth's orbital 

motion, then ~ R: 10-8 • 

The resulting error in velocity correction over the full range of earth orbital 

motion of 60 km./ s is 

e(v) R: ±3m/s . 
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Thus, the effect is small, especially when one considers that we do not 

observe over the full 60 km/ s range and it is therefore not included in corrections 

to the Arcturus observations. 
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APPENDIX B: STELLAR PULSATION MODELS 

B.l. OVERVIEW 

In this appendix, I outline the methods by which models were produced of 

the pulsation properties of a star similar to Arcturus. This includes the motivation 

for such models, the code used, the process of selection of stellar input parameters, 

problems encountered, and results of the models. 

To calculate the models, I worked with Dr. Arthur N. Cox at Los Alamos 

National Laboratory (LANL). The pulsation codes were primarily written by 

Dr. W. Dean Pesnell and are the same codes used for work on the Sun and a 

wide variety of stars. We used a CRAY X/MP computer for the computations. 

Stellar structure modeling was done by Dr. Stephen A. Becker, also of LANL. The 

work was accomplished in two visits to LANL, one of two days in 1986 and another 

of one week in 1988. 

B.2. MOTIVATION 

Little work had been done previously to determine whether oscillations 

might be expected in this type of star, and if so, what types of oscillations would be 

expected and what would be their periods. Some theoretical work had been done on 

stars of nearby spectral type/luminosity class, but nothing specifically attempted 

to model Arcturus. Work done by Christensen-Dalsgaard and Frandsen (1983) and 

by Ando (1976) performed calculations to investigate the expected periods, mode 

spacings, and stability of acoustic modes in stars of widely varying spectral type 

and luminosity class. Unfortunately, none of these models came particularly close 
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to the position of Arcturus in the H-R diagram. Later work, by Guenther (1991) 

predicted the changes in the acoustic oscillation spectrum of Sun as it evolved. In 

that work, however, the evolution is not continued far enough to get close to the 

location of Arcturus. In addition, Arcturus has a somewhat lower metal abundance 

than the Sun and evolves along a slightly different track. 

One reason for this lack of interest in modeling was because there had 

been no observations of oscillations in this type of star. The Cepheid instability 

strip appeared to terminate well blueward of Arcturus, while red variables did not 

extend to stars as hot as Arcturus. 

All discussion in the literature of likely periods of pulsation for Arcturus 

itself has been based on extrapolation of scaling relationships developed for other 

types of pulsating stars. For example, M. A. Smith (1983), Smith, McMillan, and 

Merline (1987), Belmonte et aZ. (1989), Hatzes and Cochran (1994a) all base their 

discussion on such scaling relationships. 

B.3. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF PULSATION MODELING 

The general approach to modeling stellar oscillations is given by J. P. Cox 

(1976) and by Ulrich and Cox (1991). More details on the theory of stellar pulsations 

can be found in Cox (1980) and Unno et aZ. (1979). For a recent review paper on 

stellar pulsation, see Gautschy and Saio (1995). 

The purpose of the modeling was to estimate the resonant frequencies for a 

star having properties that were as close as possible to those of Arcturus. Further

more, we would like to know which of those modes are excited or driven in the star. 

The frequencies are characteristic of the stellar structure, while the stability of the 

modes is dependent on the dynamics. Our goal was to perform the calculations for 

both radial and nonradial modes. 
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B.:I .1. Required Tools 

To perform these calculations, one needs some kind of structure model, 

which is discussed in the next section. We then use that structure model as an 

input to pulsation frequency-analysis code. H frequency information is all that is 

required, linear adiabatic models will suffice. 

It is nonadiabatic effects which allow modes to grow or decay with time. 

This amounts to testing whether work is done by the system or done on the system 

over a cycle, as in a heat engine. Using linear nonadiabatic code allows heat to :flow 

from one mass shell to another during the cycle. Thus, to examine the stability of 

the modes, i.e., whether the modes are driven and are expected to be obsertJecl, 

requires the use of the nonadiabatic pulsation codes. 

The above stability analysis will yield those modes that should be driven 

and those that are not. It will also provide growth rates for a mode, once excited. 

It will not, however, provide an analysis of the amplitude expected for the driven 

pulsation modes. This is because it is the nonlinear effects which ultimately limit the 

amplitude of a growing pulsation. This can only be accomplished using nonlinear 

nonadiabatic models. Such calculations are not routinely part of pulsation analysis; 

they were not attempted for our models. 

B.:I.2. Structure Model 

The first step in the pulsation modeling is the production of a suitable 

"star". That is, we must have a model for the stellar structure, meaning the temper

ature, density, composition, energy production, and energy transfer characteristics 

as functions of stellar radius. 
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In our first attempts, we used a structure program that uses the equa

tions of stellar structure and energy transfer to produce a model with the observed 

characteristics of Arcturus at the present time. Table B.l shows two sets of input 

parameters that were used, labeled "A" and "B". The parameters in this table were 

not all free parameters; M, T, and the composition were input; R, L were derived 

parameters and we required that they be within reason for the expected values for 

Arcturus. 

One of the disadvantages of this approach is that it assumes a uniform 

composition throughout. Generally, this will work for radial oscillation modes. 

They are primarily envelope modes and have only small amplitudes deep in the 

stellar interior. Thus, radial modes are not very sensitive to detailed deep structure. 

For these models, we simply replace the stellar core with a rigid boundary where 

amplitudes are forced to zero. This makes it easier to deal with the dense core. 

Becuase the core is very small, this does not affect the radial modes and the code 

worked adequately. 

To properly characterize nonradial modes of oscillation, however, which can 

have substantial amplitudes in the deep interior, one must take another approach. 

B.9.9. Full Evolution Model 

The alternate approach to the one described above is to perform a full 

model of evolution of the star from its appearance on the Zero-Age Main Sequence 

(ZAMS) to its present position. This evolution calculation was done by Dr. Becker. 

We provided the best-guess current parameters for Arcturus and Dr. Becker evolved 

stars, starting at various points on ZAMS until he best matched the position of the 

present Arcturus. 
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Table B.1lists the input values for the "present" Arcturus in this evolution 

model. Dr. Becker found that to arrive at our specified position of Arcturus required 

the ZAMS position to be L = 1.63 L0 and T = 7000 K. Although the model is for 

1.0 M0 , the ZAMS position is both more luminous and hotter than the Sun. This a 

normal consequence of using the adopted composition of X = 0.71, Z = 0.004, both 

of which are lower than for the Sun. The main sequence for such a composition is 

both more luminous and hotter than for a solar composition (Novotny 1973). 

The time required to evolve the star to its present position was found to be 

5.46 Gyr. The star begins to evolve rapidly off the main sequence at about 3.2 Gyr. 

A disadvantage to this approach is that we had really only one model to 

work with because of the time and effort involved in producing a good structure 

model. In the more simplified approach, one could change, for example, the mass 

or temperature rather easily to investigate the effects on the pulsations. 

We have chosen to describe the state of Arcturus to be one of H-shell 

burning, pre-He flash, on the first ascent of the giant branch. Working post-He 

flash is a particular problem for the evolution models. The event is a singularity 

and it is extremely difficult to get the codes to operate through the event (Becker 

1988, private communication). The approach is to evolve the star up to the He 

flash, stop, and then evolve the star away from the He flash in a separate run. Then 

the two runs need to be adjusted so their structures match at the flash point. We 

had no strong evidence that Arcturus is in the post-He flash stage of its evolution, 

so we did not add this complication. 

The run produced a structure model with 652 mass shells and yielded com-

Positions as a function of depth for H He3 He4 C12 N14 0 16 0 18 Ne22 Ne21 , , , , , , , , , 
and Mg25. Time steps were rather coarse on the main sequence where little is 

happening, but were finer near the end of our specified evolutionary track. 
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This is not the final structure model that we use, however. Stellar evolu

tion models are of interest primarily to those studying stellar interiors. Therefore, 

they are geared toward details of the deep interior more than they are toward the 

envelope. For stellar pulsation, much of the action happens in the envelope. There

fore, we still need to produce a structure model using the code described in the 

previous section. However, this time we have all the constraints necessary to make 

our model look just like the full evolution model. We have the size of the core and 

the H -burning shell, the depth of the convection zone and the energy balance as a 

function of depth. 

For pulsation work, we need much finer shells in the atmosphere than was 

used by the evolution model. It was a considerable effort to reconcile the two 

models. First, we do not assign a unique composition to each mass shell, but 

instead make discrete composition changes at various depths, keeping in mind at 

what temperatures various physical phenomena occur. The final model used 800 

mass shells. It was necessary to be particularly sensitive to the zones of partial 

ionization of abundant species. 

B.4. SELECTION OF FUNDAMENTAL STELLAR PARAMETERS 

The initial parameters for the evolution model were selected as best-guess 

values after reviewing the literature on Arcturus. The composition was adopted 

from primarily from Mii.ckle et al. (1975). The mass was primarily from Ayers 

and Johnson (1977) who indicated a preference for 1.1 M0, although we used the 

lower value of 1.0 M0 because of the prevalence of references indicating the mass 

could be lower than 1.1 M0' The temperature adopted was that of MackIe et al. 

(1975), namely 4260K. This was similar to that used by Ayers and Johnson (1977) 
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of 4250 K, but lower than van Paradijs and Meurs (1974) who used 4350 ± 50 K and 

Frisk et al. (1982) who computed a temperature of 4375 ± 50 K. 

The temperature and luminosity of the final (pulsation) model represented 

the stopping point of the evolution model, which could only get close to the param

eters we selected as ideal. The final values were T = 4271 K and L = 178 L0 . The 

luminosity is substantially lower than the 230 L0 that was adopted by Ayers and 

Johnson (1977). This was also a problem with our early models, which had to use 

luminosities between 155 and 182L0 . It was not possible to push the luminosity up 

to anywhere near the 230 L0 and still maintain the desired radius and temperature. 

Ayers and Johnson (1977) claim the radius should be 27 R0 ± 7%. This is based 

on angular diameter and parallax measurements. A more recent determination of 

the radius is that of Di Benedetto and Rabbia (1987), who found the radius to 

be 24.4 ± 1.2 R0 . At the stopping point of our evolution, we are using a radius of 

TABLE B.1 
Input/Derived Stellar Parameters Used 

Extreme Models for Full 
Early Work Evolution Model 

"An "Bn 
X 0.74 0.74 0.71 
Y 0.25 0.25 0.29 
Z 0.01 0.01 0.004 

M/M0 1.1 2.15 1.00 
T (K) 4350 4250 4271 
R/R0 22 23 24.6 
L/L0 155 182 178 
A~e 5.46 X 109 yr 
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The star was evolved from the ZAMS assuming no mass loss. There could 

be problems in the model if there has been substantial mass loss (Goode 1987, 

private communication). For example, if the ZAMS mass of Arcturus was above 

1.2M0 , then the star will have eNO-driven H-burning convective cores, with a 

radiative envelope (Becker 1987). Those stars with mass below 1.2 M0 have pp

driven radiative cores and convective envelopes. As the stars evolve off the main 

sequence, they take slightly different tracks. The present level of mass loss for 

Arcturus is expected to be about 10-9 M0 yr-l (Dupree 1986, Sutmann and Cuntz 

1995). This is a moderate level and not as high as the rates for many other late-type 

giants (Judge and Stencel 1991). Even with the present level of mass loss, Ayers 

and Johnson (1977) claim that evolution models using M = 0 will still be fine for 

post-main-sequence evolution at least up to the luminosity of Arcturus. Therefore, 

we feel that this model is a faithful representation of the evolution of Arcturus. 

B.5. MODELS ATTEMPTED 

B.5.1. Early Models - No Evolution Model 

Our 1986 models did not use the full evolution model, but instead simply 

made use of the stellar structure code. We computed the frequencies and stabilities 

of the first several modes of radial oscillation in the star. 

The range of mode frequencies determined are shown in the Table 8.1. One 

could immediately see that several radial pulsation modes populated the general 

period-range at which our observations were showing power. The periods were not 

terribly sensitive to changes in parameters. The presence of modes at roughly the 

observed frequencies gave us reason to believe that the variations we were observing 

in Arcturus were indeed related to intrinsic stellar pulsations. 
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We began work on stability analysis, but lack of a good structure model 

prevented us from having confidence in this approach. 

B.5.2. Computations using Evolution Model 

Our work of June 1988 was a more detailed analysis of pulsations in Arc

turus. We previously asked Dr. Becker to produce a structure model using his 

evolution code. We spent considerable effort conditioning this model to match to 

structure model code used by the pulsations models. Table 8.2 outlines the results 

of the radial mode frequency and stability analysis. 

These frequencies should be robust for the stellar parameters we have cho

sen. It is evident that the periods are all boosted somewhat from the earlier models. 

This is more because the overall density of the star has been decreased in these 

models rather than any discrepancy in the calculations. These models use one solar 

mass and a radius of nearly 25 R0 . This will increase the pulsation periods over the 

models used previously. 

One can see that the first 7 modes are driven, and so ought to be seen. Their 

growth rates are rather slow, however, and this means that convection (operating 

on a shorter time scale) may have a chance to interfere with their growth. 

We encountered a number of problems in getting the code to compute 

nonradial frequencies and growth rates. This was never resolved to our satisfaction, 

but we did make several runs searching for these modes. As expected, we did find 

many nonradial modes in the period range 1 to 8 days over which we searched. But 

the predicted periods are probably unreliable. We only searched over the range of 

angular degree I = 0 to I = 3, the maximum range expected to be observable in non

spatially resolved stars (Dziembowski 1977). Because the work was not completed, 
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we do not report on the details here, except to note that, as in our earlier trials, 

nonradial modes were evident. 

B.6. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

One of the keys to conditioning the structure model is to select the correct 

zoning shells for the calculation. The star is divided into nested shells or zones, 

each a different distance from the stellar center. The zoning is done in mass-space 

rather than radius-space. Each of the shells is assigned a "thickness" which is a 

fraction of the total mass that it should contain, dM/M. 

These divisions can be rather coarse in areas where there is not much driving 

or damping of the pulsations. But where there is activity, say in the regions of H, 

He, and He+ ionization, we must take care to divide the star into sufficiently small 

mass shells that we can track these effects. 

We also encountered problems with the dense, degenerate nuclear core, 

steep composition gradients in the deep interior, and high sensitivity to the choice 

of mixing length parameter a (a free parameter). 

B. 7. DISCUSSION 

Figure B.l is a plot of the temperature VS. radius for one of the early models. 

It indicates the location of the primary driving mechanisms in the star, the regions 

of ionization of H, He, and He+ . 

Figures B.2, B.3, BA show the work done per mass zone for the particular 

pulsation mode. If the work per zone is positive, then driving is occurring. When 

negative, it is a region of damping. To find whether a mode is driven overall requires 

integrating this over the entire star. If there is more driving than damping, the mode 
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will grow with time. This is the case for all three of the modes shown here, thus 

the modes are driven. 

Figures B.5, B.6, B.7 show the oscillation amplitudes, 8R/ R, for the three 

modes as a function of depth in the star. The amplitudes are only relative and can 

only be compared to the amplitude at another depth for that same mode. 

Figure B.B shows the fraction of energy carried by radiation for the same 

models discussed above. This indicates the position of the convection zone in the 

star. Between zones 150 and 340, nearly all the energy is transported by convection. 

In summary, we have produced pulsation models of a star similar to Arc

turus in observed parameters. The models yield estimates for the frequencies of the 

first 20 radial oscillation modes as well as their growths rates. Many of the modes, 

particularly the lowest order modes appear to be driven, at least in the absence of 

convection. We were not able to compute growth rates for the nonradial modes. 
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APPENDIX C: RV INFORMATION IN SOLAR-TYPE SPECTRA 

The following Appendix is included verbatim, by permission of the copy
right holder, L. Davis Press, Inc. 
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RADIAL VELOCITY INFORMATION IN SOLAR-TYPE SPECfRA 

W. J. Merline 

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona 

1. INTRODUCfION 

Recent advances in instrumentation and technique have provided hope that changes 
in stellar radial velocities can be measured with an accuracy of 10 m/s. This tremendous 
increase in the precision of radial velocity measurements should yield a wealth of new 
information from studies of stellar oscillations and surface phenomena, as well as offer 
clues to help answer perhaps the most exciting question, that of the existence of extra
solar planetary systems. The stringent requirements of light scrambling, high signal-to
noise ratio, and the need for frequent or simultaneous calibration (Griffin and Griffin 
1973; Serkowski 1978) mean that these new techniques are inherently inefficient. This 
has limited studies to bright stars and to the use of large telescopes. Without a priori 
knowledge of the inclination of the rotation axes of the stars under study, searches for 
planetary systems will require a relatively large number of stars to statistically deter
mine the probability that any of these stars harbor planets. Therefore, it is necessary to 
extend the limits for precise radial velocity studies to 5th or 6th blue/visual magnitude. 
Efficient extraction of radial velocity information from the spectrum is essential. Fur
thermore, attempts to increase limiting precision or decrease limiting magnitudes using 
conventional techniques will also benefit from increased efficiency. 

We have developed a criterion for determining the amount of radial velocity infor
mation theoretically available at the Earth's surface from a star as functions of wave
length and spectral resolution. The extent to which this information can be utilized 
depends upon the experimental technique and the efficiency of the measurement system. 
In addition, astrophysical effects intrinsic to the star will alter the signature of kinematic 
acc~lerations. How and to what extent these phenomena manifest themselves in the 
spectrum is not yet clear. However, it is likely that precise kinematic velocity techniques 
will have to be tailored to obtain the highest amount of useful information, allowing for 
these astrophysical effects. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY 

We want to fmd the error in the determination of the velocity shift of a single point 
in a given spectrum from a "mean" or "standard" spectrum. This standard spectrum is 
expected to be known exactly, i.e. the intensities and wavelengths of the points have 



errors much smaller than those in the spectrum to be studied. This is not inconsistent 
with the idea of finding centers of lines, since we must have some well known "zero" 
point for the wavelength scale in such a case. Let SO.) be the mean spectrum and I(A.) be 
the observed spectrum, both in photon units. Then we can normalize the spectra as 
follows; the integral is over the bandpass being considered: 

- S(l) 
S(l) = jS(l)dl and 

- I(l) 
I(l) = jl(l)dl 

The normalization is necessary to compare I and S, but the integral for the normaliza
tion is done only over the short bandpass to be considered such that the information 
content in different wavelength bands can be compared. It may be convenient to think of 
the integral of lover wavelength as a measure of the local continuum level. Then the 
velocity shift of a single point i in the spectrum is 
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u· = , 
c l;-s; 

T; (dS) (1) 

dl ; 

while the error in the determination of the shift is 

(2) 

For typical values of the parameters, the first term in the above expression is much 
smaller than the second and is therefore ignored. For the case of a system in which the 
noise is dominated by photon statistics we have 

£(1) = Vi. the signal-to-noise ratio SIN = /lVY= VY , 
and 

1 vr; 
jldl 

For a system dominated by detector readout noise, defined here as 

£(1) = k = constant and SIN = Ilk (with k2 » I), 

the error becomes 

The weighted velocity shift of the point; is then· 

1 k 
jldl 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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The weights are not normalized by the inverse of the sum of the weights over the 
bandpass since this sum is precisely what we will be trying to find. If one wants a factor 
included here to keep the units consistent it would be the sum of weights over the entire 
spectrum to be considered (not over the bandpass being studied). The weight assigned to 
J for computing a radial velocity is 

Wi 0: (6) 

or 

(7) 

for a photon statistics limited system 

and 

(8) 

for a detector limited system. 

We can then define a radial velocity information parameter which is the sum of the 
weights of all points in the given bandpass: 

(9) 

Since we will always take ratios of this information parameter there is no need to carry 
constants and S may replace I in the integrals. So we can write, 

for the photon limited case: 

of (fSdl)' J A.
2 I ~fr 

dA. -
S 

(10) 

or for the detector limited case: 

of (/Sdl)' J A.
2 I ~ir 

dA. -
k2 (11) 
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where S is the non-normalized flux, in photon units. The first factor in the expressions 
(10) and (11) above represents the contribution to the information from changing flux. 
The numerator in the second factor represents the frequency (i.e. slope) information 
while the denominator is the degradation due to noise. For computation, the above 
expressions can be simplified by incorporating the first factor into the derivative, 
making the derivatives non-normalized. However, since the normalized derivatives are 
independent of exposure, the above form is used to show the explicit dependence on 
exposure. 

If one wishes to express the error in the velocity determination in terms of the error 
in the measurement of the position of a single line rather than a single point, we can use 
a triangular-shaped line model, in conjunction with the above expressions, to show that 
the error in a single line is given by 

c W 
£(v)linc = I vrn D(S/N) -

c VWd1 
}. 2Vi D(S/N) 

(12) 

where W is the half-width of the line, dA. the instrumental resolution, D the line depth as 
a fraction of the continuum, SIN is the signal-to-noise ratio, and we have assumed that 
the number of samples in the line is n = 2WI(dAl2). This is consistent with the formula 
given by Griffin and Gunn (1974) and can be shown to be consistent with the Campbell 
and Walker (1979) formula. 

The factors affecting the information parameter above for stellar spectra are line 
density, line depth and width, and photon flux. These are in turn affected by spectral 
type, distance of the star, wavelength, transmission of the Earth's atmosphere, and 
instrumental considerations including efficiency, resolution, and detector spectral 
response and noise characteristics. 

In order to get an estimate of the information available as functions of wavelength 
and resolution the Sacramento Peak digitized spectrum of integrated disk sunlight 
(Beckers et al. 1976) was analyzed. The data cover the range 3800-4000 A at resolving 
power 190000 and the range 4000-7000 A at resolving power 300000 (FWHM == 
14 rnA at 4250 A). The data were corrected to absolute irradiance, changed to photon 
flux units, and then multiplied by the atmospheric transmission curve. A square instru
mental profile was used. The total broadening was computed by linear addition of the 
width of the Beckers et al. profile to that introduced in software. Derivatives were 
computed using a cubic spline fitting algorithm of de Boor (1978). Although any desired 
detector spectral response can be applied, only flat responses are shown in this paper. 

3. WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE 

Figure 1 a shows a plot of the information parameter as a function of wavelength for 
the case of a photon statistics limited system at 65. rnA instrumental FWHM in 100 A 
bins. The information content peaks near 4250 A, the violet-blue region; a secondary 
maximum occurs near about 5100 A. The information content decreases to 5- 10% of 
the 4250 A value bX 6700 A. Much of the contribution to the information content in the 
range 6200-6500 A is due to telluric absorption lines which are, of course, useless in 
determining stellar radial velocities. Therefore, these biased points have been omitted 
from the figure. 
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Fig. 1 Information content as a function of wavelength for systems in which the noise is 
dominated by (a) photon statistics and (b) detector readout noise. The curves are 
plotted using a flat detector spectral response and a spectral resolution of 65 rnA. 
The missing points in the region 6000-7000 A were removed due to contamina
tion by telluric absorption lines. 
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The drop-off toward the red is due to a decrease in line density. This occurs even 
though the red has three other effects working in its favor: I) the photon flux is higher in 
the red due to lower energy per photon there; 2) a given velocity shift will produce a 
larger wavelength shift in the red than in the blue; and 3) atmospheric transmission is 
higher in the red than in the blue. The information parameter decreases toward the 
ultraviolet primarily due to the decrease in atmospheric transmission. 

In the case of the detector limited system (see Figure Ib) the information parameter 
peaks at about the same wavelength as the photon limited case. However, the red is now 
enhan~ed more than in the photon limited case du~ to the lack of a noise mechanism that 
is dependent on the signal. In addition, the 5100 A region now contains as much infor
mation as the region near 4300 A. 

The above result agrees qualitatively with that obtained by Serkowski (1978) by 
simply counting the number of absorption lines deeper than 50 % of the continuum level. 
Moderate changes in the resolution for either of the noise regimes above do not change 
the wavelength dependence very much. 

4. DEPENDENCE ON RESOLUTION 

There is no simple functional dependence of radial velocity error on resolution 
since the terms in Equation 12 are not independent, as was pointed out by CampbelJ and 
Walker (1979). 
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Fig. 2 Dependence of information available (per unit time) on spectral resolution for the 
wavelength range 4200-4300 A. The system noise is dominated by photon statis
tics. The peak occurs near 100 rnA. 



Although the information retrieved from the solar spectrum near 4300 A rises with 
improving resolution, this is at the expense of longer integration times. To determine the 
best resolution to use we must take into account the throughput of the instrument. We 
want to know how much more information is gained by degrading the resolution to 
accept more photons per unit time. The above analysis was done with a normalized 
instrumental profile. However, if we now simply set the height of the profile to unity, we 
can get a measure of the information content including the changes in throughput which 
accompany changes in resolution. This is shown in Figure 2 for the case of a photon 
statistics limited monochromator-type system in the wavelength range 4200-4300 A. 
The curve peaks near 100 rnA which is within the range suspected to be best by 
Serkowski (1976). 

Figure 3 depicts the resolution at which the maximum of the above information vs. 
resolution curve occurs as a function of wavelength (for 100 A bins). The optimum 
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wavelength. Each point represents a 100 A bin centered on that point. These 
values are maxima of a family of curves similar to that in Figure 2. The line is a 
least squares fit to all points except the one for the region 6200-6300 A, which is 
heavily contaminated by telluric absorption lines of molecular oxygen. 

resolution appears to have an approximately linear dependence on wavelength. If we fit a 
line to these data, the resolution at which the peak occurs for the blue portion of the 
spectrum is about 90-100 rnA. Thus, using a resolution of 95 rnA should give good 
results in the blue, while a resolution of 150 rnA would be more appropriate near 
6700 A. It is interesting that the optimum resolving power appears to be about 45 000 
across the entire wavelength range. 
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Fig. 4 The averages (for 100 A bins) of the absolute values of the derivatives in the solar 
spectrum. An instrumental width of 65 rnA is used. The ordinate is in units of 
percent of local continuum per angstrom. 

5. FREQUENCY INFORMATION 

The histogram of Figure 4 shows the averages (for 100 A bins) of the absolute value of 
the derivatives in the solar spectrum when an instrumental width of 65 rnA is used. The 
derivatives are in units of percent of local continuum per angstrom. Note that the value of 
the average slope is significantly lower in the red than in the blue portion of the spectrum. 

This average slope can be used to get the required photometric signal-to-noise ratio 
for a desired radial velocity accuracy. In the blue (4000-4500 A) the average value is about 

(I :f I) "'
"'- 2.28 (i.e. 228 % of continuum per angstrom) 

The required photometric accuracy is: 

1 
dd~ 1 A III = l-s - 1\ C Ilvdcsircd (13) 

Then for a wavelength of 4250 A and a ·desired velocity error of 3 mls we need a 
photometric accuracy of 0.0097 % or SIN = 10 300 for a single point. This, of course, goes 
down by Vii where n = number of points available, provided there are no systematic errors 
in the system. 
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6. THE PROBLEM OF TIME-DEPENDENT ASTROPHYSICAL PHENOMENA 

The above technique assumes that the velocity structure in the stellar atmosphere 
does not change with time and it is strictly valid only for regions of the spectrum over 
which the change in slope can be neglected on the scale of the expected velocity shift. 
It is important to realize that neither line blending nor large-scale stellar velocity fields 
affect the accuracy of measuring relative radial velocities, provided the features are not 
time-dependent. It has been feared for some time that changing conditions in stellar 
atmospheres will affect the precision with which radial velocities can be measured. Astro
physical phenomena intrinsic to the star include coherent oscillations, convective 
motions, supergranulation, stellar activity cycles, plages, and rotation. The distribution 
of their effects on a period: radial velocity amplitude diagram offers hope of separat
ing these phenomena from the kinematic acceleration. The amplitude of non-kinematic 
changes to the integrated-disk velocity in solar-type stars is expected to be small (less 
than 100 m/s). Therefore, the results obtained above should be applicable directly to 
conventional radial velocity techniques. In high precision work (10 m/s), however, the 
choice of wavelength and resolution will depend on the need to detect and separate 
astrophysical effects from the kinematic accelerations. Campbell (1983) gives a review of 
the astrophysical limits to precise differential velocity measurements which includes 
several references. 

Short term variations ~ hours) such as those caused by coherent oscillations and 
supergranulation have small measured amplitudes on the Sun and are expected to have 
small amplitudes on solar-type stars. In addition, the short periods may allow variations to 
"average out" over the long exposures expected on stars. 

The intermediate-time-scale features (days-months) will be caused by rotational 
modulation of large individual sunspots and plages. These are expected to modulate 
velocities measured from the (chromospherically sensitive) cores of strong lines, but it is 
not clear what influence they wiII have on weak photospheric lines. Certainly this modula
tion will not be mistaken for unseen companions because of the short periods. It does, 
however, introduce noise at particularly unfortunate periods, which may be mistaken for 
the instrumental problems of an individual observing run or of an observing season on a 
particular star. One may have to eliminate the cores of strong lines and test for correlation 
with the Ca II Hand K flux, now known to be rotationally modulated by large plages in 
solar-like stars (cf. Vaughan et al. 1981). 

The only effect which has a period straying into the range expected for orbiting 
companions is that due to stellar activity cycles. Using line asymmetries as indicators of 
granular convection (cf. Dravins 1982), Livingston (1982) has shown evidence that the 
profiles of even weak, nonmagnetic photospheric lines change with the solar cycle. Appar
ently the periodic changes in surface magnetic flux alter convection, causing line asymme
tries to vary. Livingston shows that the line bisectors at intermediate depths in a line can 
change by as much as 75 mls through the cycle of solar activity. Bruning (1984) and 
Deming (1984) also suspect that they have observed changes in solar line asymmetries. 

To reduce this problem one must either avoid parts of the spectrum sensitive to this 
change or remove the effect during data reduction. Either of these methods will likely 
require adjustments to the optimum resolution and wavelength ranges determined above. 



One might try to look only at the cores of intermediate-depth lines. The cores of such lines 
will be formed above the convective zone yet below the chromosphere. The problem here is 
that the core of a line alone contains only as much radial velocity information as a very 
weak line and so yields a poor velocity estimate. Another method would be to determine 
the effective physical depth of formation for each point in the spectrum and then require 
that the calculated velocity is not a function of physical depth in the atmosphere. As 
mentioned earlier, we should check that other indicators of stellar activity do not correlate 
with suspected kinematic variations. We may also try to accurately measure changes in 
line profiles and model their origin. This will require an instrument with moderately high 
resolving power which can scan line profiles. This implies that instruments using cross 
correlation or that are otherwise unable to resolve line profiles may produce data that will 
be more difficult to interpret than that produced by other techniques. 

Perhaps several techniques will be required, not only to provide confirmation of 
"discoveries" of companions, but also to use selected wavelength regions to probe different 
depths of the stellar atmosphere to identify the convective-induced velocities. Finally, we 
note that Livingston (1984) has thus far only observed a secular, not a cyclic, change in the 
line asymmetries. We must wait a bit longer to see whether these integrated-disk measure
ments bear out the expected variations. 
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DISCUSSION 

TAFF: If you tried to measure the topocentric radial velocity of an 
object shining by reflected sunlight, such as the Moon, while 
simultaneously monitoring the Sun so as to be able to correct for 
rapid time dependent solar fluctuations, how well (i.e. precision) do 
you think you could do? 

MERLINE: The previous papers at this colloquium discuss the precision 
of measurements on bright stars with present instrumentation. The 
"rapid" fluctuations of the integrated-disk solar velocity due to 
astrophysical phenomena are likely to be much less than 10 m/s. The 
5 minute oscillation, for example, has an amplitude of about 1 m/s. 
I expect that by ignoring the astrophysical effects altogether one 
could attain a precision of better than 10 mls on the Sun. Most other 
solar system objects are quite faint and the precision with which 
their velocities can be measured will more likely be limited by photon 
statistics than by any astrophysical phenomenon. Therefore, attempts 
to measure the velocity of solar system objects are not likely to 
benefit from simultaneous observations of the Sun. 

DRAVINS: The optimum wavelength region may well be in the blue if 
spectral line density and information content is considered. However, 
if one wishes to minimize the effects of (variable) convective 
lineshifts, longer wavelengths should be used. The reason is that the 
brightness contrast of stellar surface temperature inhomogeneities 
decreases with increasing wavelength. 

MERLINE: The conclusion that the blue portion of the spectrum 
contains the most radial velocity information is based on the 
assumption that there are no time-dependent effects present. The 
variations in the convective lineshifts are small by conventional 
standards, i.e. less than 100 m/s. For conventional work the blue 
should still be the best to use; for high precision work, these 
time-dependent effects must be considered. Assuming a difference in 
the effective temperatures of 1000 K, the granule-intergranular lane 
brightness ratio for the Sun should be about 3.5:1 at 4300 A and about 
1.5:1 at 2 um. This decrease in contrast will certainly diminish the 
effect of the convective lineshifts. However, Drake Deming tells me 
that solar atomic absorption lines near 2 um still have measurable 
asymmetries and hence would still be expected to exhibit some 
variations with the solar cycle. To what extent the lack of both flux 
and absorption lines at longer wavelengths can be compensated by the 
decrease in sensitivity to systematic, time-dependent phenomena has 
not yet been investigated. 

DRAVINS: The origins of the solar-cycle variation of photospheric 
line asymmetries and wavelength shifts can now be understood from 
observations of differently active regions on the Sun. Around active 
regions the convection appears to be somewhat suppressed, and the line 
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asymmetries and shifts are reduced. These conditions are 
representative for the years around activity maximum. Modeling should 
thus be possible without necessarily having access to full disk data. 

MERLINE: Certainly there is a marked difference in the line 
asymmetries between active and quiet regions on the sun. Livingston 
suspects that the change in line asymmetry is caused by a 
redistribution of surface magnetic flux which originates in the active 
regions. This is apparently the reason for the (suspected) phase lag 
between the K index and line asymmetry cycles. The large quiet 
fraction of the disk is expected to contribute more to the overall 
decrease in asymmetry near solar maximum than the relatively small 
active zones. At any given time it is theoretically possible to 
combine disk-resolved observations to give expected full-disk line 
asymmetries. However, the asymmetries at any other time may depend 
not only on the fraction of active vs. quiet regions, but on the 
detailed distribution of the surface magnetic flux. Predicting the 
line asymmetries would involve the difficult tasks of either combining 
another set of disk-resolved observations or of modeling the 
time-dependent distribution of surface magnetic flux which is 
apparently out of phase with the total flux indicators. The evidence 
is mounting that we will see line asymmetry changes over the solar 
cycle, but it will be most convincing when we see integrated-disk 
measurements over a ,significant portion of the cycle which confirm any 
models that are proposed. 
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D.l. OVERVIEW 

Until recently, systematic errors have plagued measurements of stellar radial 

velocities, limiting the accuracy of differential velocities to about 500-1000 m s-l. 

Therefore, when attempting to accurately measure small changes in the radial ve

locities of stars, one always hopes that systematic errors can be kept under sufficient 

control that the measurements are limited by random errors. This appendix dis

cusses, in detail, the random errors associated with general photometric measure

ments of the type required for the radial velocity observations in this dissertation. 

Discussion of the types of systematic errors encountered, problems associated with 

these errors, and their containment is found in Chapters 3-7. 

I start with a general model for photometry of point-sources using CCD's. 

This comprises Section D.2. I describe a software model that can be used to simu

late CCD observations. Relevant noise sources are characterized and formal prop

agation of errors is performed. I show how the standard expression for the noise 

associated with a photometric observation is inadequate in general, but especially 

so for appliction to our radial velocity observations. 

It is important to keep in mind that throughout Section D.2, the terms 

"point-sources" or "stars" do not refer to observations of stars for the purposes of 

measuring radial velocities, but pertain to a generic image of an object of small 

angular size. This could be a direct image of a star, but the analysis works equally 

well for the monochromatic images of the spectrometer entrance aperture used in our 

instrument, provided careful attention is paid to the specific method of background 

subtraction and integration of the image. 

It is photometry of these images that is analyzed to detect changes in 

stellar radial velocity. Applications of this general model to the specific types of 
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observations used for radial velocity determination is discussed in Section 6.5.1. 

Section 6.5.2 describes how these photometric errors are ultimately related to the 

random errors in the velocity measurement. 

D.2. CCD SOFTWARE MODEL 

D.2.1. Background 

Much previous work has been done to better understand point-sources im

aged on detectors and to examine how one determines the SIN and accuracy of 

such measures. King (1971), for example, assembled data from various sources and 

showed the true profile of a stellar image. The effects of seeing on point-sources 

was discussed in great detail by Young (1974). With the widespread use of digital 

detectors, many other papers have appeared, at varying levels of complexity, aimed 

at exploring and understanding properties such as SIN, pixel size tis. observational 

program, imaging of moving objects, stellar photometry, and AID converters (e.g., 

Nather 1972; Adams et ale 1980; McMillan and Stoll 1982; Djorgovski 1984; Jayroe 

1984; Jayroe and Schroeder 1984; Stetson 1987; Howell et ale 1988; Gilliland and 

Brown 1988; Opal 1988; Buonanno and Iannicola 1989; Stone 1989; Jacoby 1990; 

Philip et ale 1990; Rabinowitz 1991; Kjeldsen and Frandsen 1992; Howell 1993; 

references therein and other citations within this paper). In particular, Newberry 

(1991) (hereafter NEWB91) gives a complete description of signal-to-noise consid

erations for CCD photometry and the errors associated with data reductions. Our 

approach parallels his, although in this paper we also derive error expressions for 

clarity and completeness. We have benefitted from the above-listed works and from 

personal discussions with many of the authors, for which we are thankful. Many of 
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the previous "idealized" models developed by the community provided some of the 

ideas we used as starting points for our own work. 

What seemed to be missing was a simple, yet accurate, software package 

that would allow calculation of realistic models of point-sources for a wide range of 

input conditions. We therefore saw the need within the community, as well as for 

our own special research needs, to develop such a model. In the process, we have 

made an effort to make the model flexible enough so that it can be of general use 

to astronomers seeking to optimize observations of point-sources. Using the model, 

an observer can realistically and quantitatively evaluate the relative merits of using 

different telescope/instrument packages. With the stiff competition for telescope 

time, especially dark time on large telescopes, it is imperative that observers have 

a means of assessing how the data quality will be affected by changes in telescope 

aperture, filter used, detector characteristics, or lunar phase. In addition, this type 

of modeling can be used to simulate the effects of various reduction techniques (see, 

e.g., Howell 1990a,bj Stetson 1990a,b). 

D.2.2. Introduction 

We have constructed a computer model for simulation of point-sources im

aged on two-dimensional (2-D) detectors. An attempt has been made to ensure that 

the model produces "data" that mimic real data taken with 2-D detectors. To be 

realistic, such simulations must include randomly generated noise of the appropriate 

type from all sources (e.g., source, background, and detector). 

In this appendix, I will summarize those features of the model which can be 

applied to photometric measurements involved in our radial velocity determinations. 
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This model, its applicationa, and its limitations are described in detail by Merline 

and Howell (1995). 

We confirm and quantify three points, all of which are applicable to our ra

dial velocity observations: 1) The use of traditional-size apertures (i. e., the number 

of pixels used in the source integration) for photometry of faint point-sources adds 

substantial noise to the measurement which can significantly degrade the quality 

of the observation; 2) The number of pixels used to estimate the background is 

important and must be considered when estimating errors; and 3) The "CCD equa

tion" normally used by the astronomical community consistently overestimates the 

signal-to-noise obtainable by a measurement while a revised equation, based on the 

above model and presented in Section D.4, provides a better estimator. 

D.2.9. Description 

Our objective was to make the model simulate a real instrument as closely 

as possible. This means that not only the detector and light source be realistic, but 

that all (normally present) sources of noise that appear in real data must be included 

and properly characterized in the model. Furthermore, observer-dependent factors 

such as pixel binning and background subtraction must be addressed. 

Because of the relevance of point-sources and the widespread use of CCDs, 

we chose to model an astronomical point-source imaged on a two-dimensional de

tector. Our initial model is intended only for point-sources, with full-fledged ap

plications to spectroscopy or extended sources, for example, to be addressed in the 

future. 

For our spectroscopic radial velocity observations, the images are approx

imately circular, similar to stellar images. Therefore, the following model is well 
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suited to our problem. The integration apertures are rectangular, not circular, 

with the edge of the aperture always at pixel boundaries. In the following, the 

spectroscopic-equivalent of "sky" can be considered to be background and scattered 

light. 

Just as in a real instrument, we "expose" our detector to the "light" of 

a point-source, broadened appropriately for seeing; the distribution of energy is 

determined by a point spread function. Each pixel independently collects "light" 

from each of the usual generators of photoelectrons (source, sky, dark) and contains 

a bias "signal" as well. Random noise of the appropriate type is added to each of 

these sources of signal on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The photometric integration is a 

simple sum, corrected for background, over a circular aperture. For the models we 

present here, background determination is done as a simple average of pixels taken 

from a "background" array. 

The model is generic and accepts input values for parameters such as pixel 

size, read noise, source magnitude, and sky brightness. Each noise source can be 

turned on or off so that they can be studied separately as well as in combination 

to yield a realistic view of an image. The synthetic data can be output as simple 

integrations (one-dimensional), as radial slices (two-dimensional), and as intensity

contour plots (three-dimensional). 

D.2.4. Flux Calibration 

If we are to use the model to simulate actual stellar observations, we must 

calibrate the model's input flux with that expected from a specified source under 
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given environmental and instrumental conditions. Of course, there are several fac

tors that determine the flux recorded by our detector. For clarity and ease of use, 

we include explicitly each independent factor where possible. 

Given the brightness of the source and its spectral type, the absolute flux 

F (A), in erg cm-2s-l A-I, outside the Earth's atmosphere and within a certain 

bandpass (~A = A2 - AI), can be determined. A correction factor E (A) for ex

tinction due to the airmass associated with the observation, as well as the areas 

of the telescope aperture A and secondary obstruction a are included explicitly. 

Transmission of the filter is T (A). The remainder of the optical system, however, 

is treated simply by having one optical efficiency factor € (A) that characterizes the 

entire train. The energy flux is then converted to the rate of arrival of detected 

photons C, using the quantum efficiency Q(A) of the detector, as follows: 

C = 1~~ F(A) (:J (A - a) €(A) T(A) E(A) Q(A) dA. (D.1) 

For the above parameters, the current version of the program uses averages over 

the bandpass, rather than integrating, such that the detected count rate is 

(D.2) 

where T (A) has been incorporated into E and AA, and the average flux F (for the 

selected spectral type and magnitude) and atmospheric transmission are calculated 

by interpolation of tabular data, included from Allen (1973). 
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D.2.5. Model Detector and Optical Configuration 

The model simulates a eeD detector exposed to visible light. The eeD is 

characterized by only a few parameters. Quantum efficiency and pixel size govern 

the detection rate of photoelectrons per resolution element, while read noise and 

gain determine the non-shot noise components. Bias level is largely inconsequential; 

it appears here so that model output can look numerically similar to real raw data. 

D.2.6. Point Spread Function 

King (1971) and Young (1974) showed that the point spread function (PSF) 

of a stellar image, observed with a ground-based telescope, is only approximately 

Gaussian. Therefore, we do not use a Gaussian function for our model. Instead, 

we use a function that was constructed by fits to actual 2-D images of astronomical 

point-sources, including typical smearing effects of seeing, guiding, and telescope 

optics. The PSF chosen, which is approximately Lorentzian in shape, is that dis

cussed by Diego (1985). The function, yielding the relative intensity I at any point 

(x, y) in the image, is reproduced below directly from Diego: 

(D.3) 

where 

and (DA) 

and Tx and ry are radii along the x and y directions; Prx and Pry are scale factors 

which modify the exponent p. The numerical values for each of these parameters, 
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as determined by fits to real stellar data, are given in the form of plots by Diego. 

The parameters are all functions of the full width at half-maximum (FW H M) of 

the image. 

For simplicity, we use only radially symmetric images. Equation (D.3) can 

then be recast in the following form: 

1 
I (r) = ------;P[:--H-r-.] 

1+(":) p; 

(D.5) 

where now I is the intensity at the radial coordinate r of the PSFj ro is the radius 

(HW H M) of the PSFj P and Pr (where Pr = Prx = Pry) are the fitted parameters 

taken directly from Diego. 

In general, the function appears Lorentzian near the peak, but the modified 

exponent forces the function to decrease faster than Lorentzian as the distance 

from the peak increases. It also has the feature that sharper images have a larger 

fraction of the light concentrated near the peak than one would get by using a pure 

Lorentzian function. We normalize the PSF by determining the amplitude Ao such 

that the integral of the normalized PSF over the entire image matches the requested 

count rate C (see Equation D.2) from the source: 

Ao 100 

27l'rI(r) dr = C . (D.6) 

D.2.7. Construction and Integration of Images 

The first step in the process of integrating the signal from an image is the 

selection of the pixels to be used. We define our integration window to be a circular 
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aperture that is usually, but need not be, centered on the center of the image of the 

star. This allows one to study the effects of errors in centering of the integration 

window. The radius of the aperture (in terms of FWHM of the image) is an input 

to the program. Near the edge of the circular aperture, we have the inevitable 

problem of rectangular pixels that lie partially outside the integration area. Any 

pixel having its geometric center inside the edge of the aperture is included in the 

integration; any pixels that do not meet this criterion are rejected. 

The detected level of analog signal on each pixel is the result of a com

bination of signals having four distinct origins: the source itself (the star), the 

background level (or sky), the dark signal, and the DC bias (offset). The average 

bias, dark, and sky levels are input by the user and are assumed to be constant over 

the detector. Because the source intensity is a function of distance r from the image 

center, we perform a two-dimensional integration of the normalized PSF (AoI(r); 

Equations D.5 and D.6) over each pixel individually. 

Random noise of the appropriate type must be added to each of the four 

"signal-generating" processes above, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. This procedure is 

discussed in Section D.2.9. Thus, we generate a signal in much the same way as it 

is generated in a real detector. Having the noise introduced in this way allows errors 

to propagate themselves along in the integration and reduction process. The result 

can be compared with the formal, analytical error propagation which is discussed 

in Section D.3. 

The total integrated photometric signal S, in analog-to-digital units (ADU), 

for a point-source image is given by Equation (D.7). [Refer to the Appendix E for 

definitions of parameters used here and in subsequent equations.] 
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npi .. 

S = L (It + If + If + If) - npizB + npizd (D.7) 
i=l 

We sum over all the pixels npiz in the aperture and correct for the background 

level B and a digitization offset d, which are discussed below. Before performing 

the integration over all pixels, we must first sum the contributions, within each 

pixel, from the four components discussed above. Accompanying this, as in a real 

instrument, is the subsequent loss of information about the origin of any particular 

photoelectron. Letting Ii equal this sum for any pixel i, Equation (D.7) becomes: 

npior 

S = L Ii - npizB + npizd 
i=l 

(D.8) 

As it must be, the number of photoelectrons contributing to each of It, If, 

and If is quantized. This is ensured by allowing a Poisson noise generator (dis

cussed in Section D.2.9) to operate on these quantities at the electron level (i.e., 

before conversion to ADU). If is typically an analog voltage setting and so is not 

quantized in the model. The addition of the four components is also done at the 

electron level, again as in a real instrument. The sum of these four components must 

then be converted to a data number; therefore, the value CE (It + If + If + If)) 

is rounded to the nearest ADU. 

The last term in Equation (D.8) is the net effect of this conversion from 

electrons to ADU. In the process, a digital approximation is made of the analog 

signal from both the stellar and background arrays. In an idealized A/D converter, 

under most observational circumstances, the average fractional ADU lost (or gained) 

per pixel j* in the stellar array is the same as that lost/gained in the background 
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array IB, such that ii = (/* -IB) = OJ however, the uncertainty in the determination 

of (j is not zero. For simplicity, therefore, we set ii = 0 here and defer more detailed 

discussion of (j and O'J until Sections D.2.9 and D.3, so 

npi., 

S= L1i-npizB 
i=l 

D.2.B. Background Determination and Subtraction 

(D.9) 

Once we have created a model image, we must make a determination of 

the average background "beneath" the image of the star, just as must be done for 

a real observation. Because we cannot identify the origin of individual electrons 

contributing to the overall raw signal, we must estimate the background level from 

either another image that does not contain the star, or from the same image but 

in a part of the CCD that contains "only" background. The "background" here 

means the average amount of the raw signal per pixel that would be present in the 

absence of the star. It consists of the sum of the contributions from the bias, the 

dark signal, and the sky brightness. 

Our average background per pixel is determined by producing another im

age having characteristics identical to the stellar image, but with the star switched 

off. This is an independent and random determination, so the count will not be 

identical to the background count "under" the star image, either pixel-by-pixel or 

in its entirety. In our initial model, the background level is computed using the 

arithmetic mean of the pixels in the background array. Others may prefer to use 

a median, mode, or another statistical treatmentj they are easily implemented into 
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our software. Howell (1989) discusses methods of background determination for 

CCD photometry. Equation (D.1O) gives the recipe for this average background: 

1 RS 1 RS 

jj = - L Ij = - L(If + If + If) . 
ns j=1 ns j=1 

(D.1O) 

The j subscript indicates that the pixels are taken from a separate "sky" array. The 

summation is over ns background pixels in this sky array. The user must specify 

the number of pixels to be used in this array. It is neither necessary nor desirable 

to have ns = npiz. As pointed out by Newberry (1991) and shown again here 

in Section D.3, the error in photometry of a point-source depends on the number 

of background pixels used. This source of error seems to be often overlooked in 

photometric reductions. Again, If and If are each quantized at the electron level; 

2: (If + If + Ij') is digitized (rounded) at the ADU level. 

D.2.9. Characterization of Noise Sources 

There are five sources of noise treated in the model: photon statistics in the 

signal from the source, photon statistics in the signal from the sky, noise in the dark 

level, readout noise, and noise resulting from digitization of the data. We have not 

yet included fixed-pattern or "scene" noise (Janesick, Hynecek, and Blouke 1981). 

The digitization noise is introduced into the data simply by operating on 

the data in a fashion consistent with the quantized nature of the photoelectrons 

and the conversion from an analog signal to digital values. For all other noise 

sources, however, the noise must be introduced explicitly. For each pixel and each 

noise source independently, this is done by drawing from a random distribution (of 
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the appropriate type) about the expected mean count of electrons for a particular 

exposure. 

The initial seeds themselves are determined by the computer clock and are 

thus taken randomly from a pool of ",65,000 values. Therefore, unless requested, 

successive runs will not produce identical images. The codes for generation of 

random numbers were adapted from those of Press et aZ. (1986). Software drivers 

access these routines, which in turn access intrinsic clock routines contained within 

Microsojt®FORTRAN, to provide initial seed randomization. Multiple runs can be 

used as an external check on the validity of the formal (internal) error calculations 

(given in Section D.3). 

As described in Section D.2.7, the normalized PSF, AoI(r), integrated over 

a pixel, determines the count rate of photoelectrons due to the star alone on that 

pixel. The time-integrated count for that pixel is used as the expected mean value 

of the stellar signal from that pixel. Noise is imposed such that successive runs 

of the model (with the same input characteristics) would yield, for each pixel, a 

Poisson distribution of values about its expected mean. 

Poisson sky noise is introduced in a manner identical to that used for 

the photon statistics in the star signal. In this case, however, the expected 

mean sky count comes from the user-input sky brightness and exposure time. 

The sky brightness is input in magnitudes per square arcsec and is converted to 

counts/pixel/second using the supplied values of the image scale, pixel size, optical 

efficiency, and quantum efficiency. Given the dark count rate, the dark noise is 

produced in a similar fashion. 

Read noise is treated as Gaussian noise about the bias level. The value 

input as the read noise, in electrons/pixel/read, is taken as the dispersion of the 
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Gaussian distribution. This noise is introduced into both star and background 

integrations, before conversion to data numbers, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Treating 

the read noise as Gauassian is appropriate for "good data" (Massey and Jacoby 

1992), although read noise is the result of many different contributions (Janesick 

et al. 1984) and, therefore, the distribution may deviate somewhat from Gaussian 

for a particular CCD. 

Only integral numbers of electrons can be generated from each source of 

photoelectrons (sky, star, and dark). Although our stellar energy distribution func

tion I(r) (Equation D.5) is smoothly varying over the CCD, the Poisson generator 

yields discrete values. The generator automatically introduces the correct Pois

son noise into our data; we account for this in the analytical error expressions of 

Section D.3 by using the standard expression for the uncertainty in detecting an 

average of n photoelectrons, Un = Vii, The same process is applied to each of the 

other sources of photoelectrons, since each one contributes independently to the 

raw integration on that pixel. 

Another source of noise is that inherent in the conversion from analog to 

digital output. In an ideal AID converter, the first transition (0 to 1 ADU) will 

occur at the analog-equivalent of +! LSB (least-significant bit); transitions will 

occur at steps of 1 LSB thereafter. For example, a 3-bit AID at 10 V full scale (FS) 

will have 8 steps. One LSB will be equivalent to i FS (or 1.25 V). The transitions 

will occur at !,~,~, etc. of this value. Thus, the first transition will be at l6 FS 

or 625mV, the others at 1.875V, 3.125V, etc. The ideal converter, then, rounds 

to the nearest AD U any fractional part of the signal "left over" in each pixel after 

the conversion to an integral number of ADU. Therefore, we may gain or lose up to 

! ADU in each pixel. 
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Most converters are not ideal and there are many complications associated 

with the conversion process that ultimately we would like to address. Aside from the 

quantization, we have AID zero-point offset error (the step sizes. remain fixed, but 

the transition points are all uniformly shifted), in which the first transition occurs 

at a point other than +~ LSB. We can also have scale-factor (gain) error. Here the 

span between transitions is not (the analog-equivalent of) 1 LSB; in the example 

above, step spacing would be less or more than the expected 1.25 V. There can 

be differential linearity error (non-constant AID step size), populating some AID 

levels more than others, even for a uniform distribution of scene brightness levels. 

IT this error is large, some of the AID codes may be missed entirely, leading to 

weakly- or un-populated AID levels (sticky bits). The operation of AID converters 

and associated errors are discussed in some detail by Sheingold 1972; Opal 1988 

provides a good discussion of AID converters useful for digital photometry. 

We have not, at this point, incorporated all of these effects into our model. 

In particular, scale and differential linearity errors are highly dependent upon the 

specific AID used and, without a proper framework in which to parameterize con

verters in a general way, we feel that we would add non-existent noise to certain 

systems, while still leaving out some noise sources in others. We can include those 

effects that we can reliably characterize, namely the quantization itself and offset 

error, which are common to all AID converters. 

For our models we treat the fractional count per pixel f as being uniformly 

distributed on the interval (-~,~) and therefore have 1 = O.OADU ±Uj. In the 

presense of offset error, 1 would not necessarily be zero. One would expect this to 
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be significant when attempting accurate photometry. In general, however, the frac

tional count lost or gained per pixel in the stellar integration is automatically com

pensated because the average background per pixel is also over- or under-estimated, 

by the same fractional count. This compensation is independent of the number of 

pixels in either the background or stellar arrays. There should not be any systematic 

offset due to the digitizationj thus, we have 

ii = (f* -fB) = 0 ± U d (D.ll) 

This holds only if we assume that the distribution functions for f* and fB are 

the same. Furthermore, whenever the gain is comparable with the noise level, i.e., 

whenever the noise is not resolved, this compensation does not necessarily occur 

and systematic errors can be expected. 

The extent to which the above compensation is uncertain is what we will 

call digitization noise. The standard errors in the means 1* and fB are given by 

U 2 
,..~ - _1-VI* -

npi:c 
and (D.12) 

where now U 1 is the uncertainty in estimating the true mean of the distribution of f 

from the fractional count in a single pixel. For f uniformly distributed on (- i, i), 
the variance will be uJ = r~;(f - f)2df, so ul = Jl/12 ADU ~ 0.289 ADU (see 

also NEWB91). The digitization noise depends on the number of background and 

stellar pixels used. In most cases the digitization noise is small; whenever the read 

noise is resolved, the contribution from digitization noise will be only a few percent 

of that from read noise. 
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Our model allows for the AID rounding to be turned on or off. Using this 

feature, we can run many trials to empirically determine the effect of digitization, 

both on the magnitude of the integrations themselves (systematic errors) and on 

their repeatability (random errors, showing the effect of the digitization noise). 

Results of these tests are consistent with our analytical expressions above and the 

associated claims. 

We have seen that the uncertainty in a photometric observation using a 

CCD depends not only on the photon statistics of the source, but also on the 

read noise, the sky noise, the noise in the background measurement, and the noise 

associated with conversion from an analog signal to data numbers. We reiterate 

that the process of background subtraction itself is noisy and that uncertainty in 

the integrations will depend on the number of both background and source pixels 

used. 

D.3. FORMAL ERROR PROGPAGATION 

In this section we outline the formal propagation of errors for point

source photometry using CCDs. For clarity, all calculations are done in units 

of electrons rather than ADU. We begin in the standard fashion (see Bevington 

1969 or Bottaccini 1975) by expanding the expression for the integrated signal 

8 = Eli - npixB + npixd (Equation D.B) into a Taylor series about the mean 

value S. We then take as a measure of the width of the distribution of (8 - S) the 

variance 

2 _ npi .. (88)2 2 (88)2 2 (88)2 2 
Us - ~ 8l i Uri + 8B Us + 8d UtI 

(D.13) 
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or 

(D.l4) 

Because all of the coefficients in Equation n.B are constants, second- and higher

order derivatives in the Taylor expansion are zero and so higher order terms do 

not appear in Equation n.l3 and the series converges. Furthermore, over many 

observations, we expect the variations in the average background, in the digitization 

offset, and in the signals of individual pixels all to be uncorrelated with one another. 

Therefore, we have ignored covariance terms in Equation D.l3. 

Now the variance (in electrons, not ADU) in the total signal in each pixel 

oJ; is given by 

u2 = u2 + (I'!' + IP + 1~)G I; n I I I (D.l5) 

where G is the ccn gain in electrons/ ADU, Un is the read noise, and It + If + If 

is calculated by subtracting the bias level from the total signal, i.e., 

(D.l6) 

The variance in the average background is given by 

(D.l7) 

Because u} = IG (photon noise only) and assuming that the bias level is well 

determined (i.e., u}o = 0), we can use the background-equivalent of Equation n.l6, 
J 

namely If + If = (I; - If), to produce 
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(D.l8) 

From Equations (D.ll) and (D.l2), we obtain the variance in the digitization offset 

(in electrons) 

(D.l9) 

We can now substitute Equations D.l5, D.l8, and D.l9 into Equation D.l4 

to obtain 

(D.20) 

Equation (D.20) is the final expression for the photometric error in the 

integration. The first term is the effect of readout noise on both star and background 

integrations; the second term is the photon noise in the star integration; the third 

term is the photon noise in the background determination; the fourth term is the 

contribution from the digitization process. One can see the similarity between the 

terms resulting from read noise and digitization noise. Because 0' I ~ 0.289 for a 
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uniformly distributed I, we can compare the relative magnitudes of these two noise 

terms by comparing u! with t'V (G/3.5)2. 

D.4. "CCD" EQUATION 

The traditional expression for determining the signal-to-noise ratio of a 

point-source observation, either after the fact or for planning observations, is the 

"OOD equation". This equation (cf. NOAO/KPNO OOD instrument manuals or 

Mortara and Fowler 1981 j see Appendix E for definitions of parameters) is given by 

S N* 
N = y'N*+npi:z:(Ns+ND+N'A) 

(D.21) 

This expression is naive in the sense that it assumes the background is infinitely well 

determined and that there is no digitization noise. This is never the case and, as 

was demonstrated by NEWB91 and repeated below in our own notation, a revised 

expression for the signal-to-noise ratio yields values that can differ significantly from 

those given by Equation (D.21) (especially for "noisy" backgrounds, at low light 

levels, or at high gain). If we now switch to the conventional notation (i.e., that 

used in Equation D.21) and approximate portions of Equation (D.20) as follows: 

and 

npill 

L [(Ii - If)G] ~ N* + npi:z:(Ns + ND) 
i=l 
nB 

L [(Ij - I7)G] ~ nB(Ns + ND) , 
j=l 

then we can rewrite Equation (D.20) as 

(D.22) 

(D.23) 
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O'~!:::! npi:c(1 + nPi:C)N'k + [N* + npi:c(Ns + ND)] + n~~:c [nB(Ns + ND)] 
nB nB 

(1 
nPi:C) G2 2 + npi:c + nB 0'/ (D.24) 

!:::! N * + npi:c ( 1 + n:~:c ) (N s + N D + N'k + G2 O'}) 

Using N* as the total integrated signal detected, and O's (given by Equation D.20) 

as the correct expression of the noise, we can use Equations D.22-D.24 to write a 

"revised CCD equation" as 

S N* 
N!:::!--;::============== 

N* + npi:c (1 + ;~.,) (Ns + ND + N'k + G20'}) 
(D.25) 

Clearly, the signal-to-noise has a dependence on both the number of star 

pixels and the number of background pixels used. The larger the number of back

ground pixels selected, the better the correction for background and digitization and 

the lower the noise. Furthermore, selection of the number of star pixels must be 

done with care, since arbitrarily large integration areas can degrade signal-to-noise 

drastically (see Howell 1989). Even more serious, systematic errors can result by 

choosing the background region too close to the star or in an area that is not repre

sentative of the background in the stellar aperture. We stress that Equation (D.25) 

is still an approximation; the signal-to-noise is better calculated using the more 

exact error expression given by Equation (D.20). 

We can now make use of the speed of our code and run a series of mod

els with identical input parameters, finding the standard deviation of the batch of 
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integrations produced. In this way we compare this external and independently de

termined standard deviation with that predicted by the analytical error equations 

and with that predicted by the traditional eeD equation. An example of these 

results is shown in Figure D.l. We plot the cumulative standard deviation: the 

value plotted for model number n, for example, is the standard deviation (of the 

background-corrected counts) from the ensemble of successive models 1 through n. 

As expected, whenever the number of source pixels is large and the number of 

background pixels is small, the standard deviations are larger and the traditional 

eeD equation does the poorest job of predicting the signal-to-noise. The error 

bars on our empirical curve are 95% (20') confidence limits. Even after many trials, 

the empirical standard deviation may be substantially different from the popula

tion standard deviation, illustrating the risk in depending too heavily on measured 

standard deviations based on "small" numbers of observations. 
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Figure D.l. Empirical Tests of CCD Equations. Multiple runs using the 
same input characteristics can be used to test the validity of our analytical 
error expression. Each plot shows the cumulative standard deviation of the 
integration values in a series of point-source models (empirical curves). By 
cumulative, we mean that the value plotted for successive model number n 
is the standard deviation of the sample of models 1 through n. Thus, with 
enough trials one should eventually reach a good estimate of the true (or 
population) standard deviation. We have also plotted the predicted stan
dard deviation based on both our newly derived expression (Equation D.25) 
and the traditional eeD equation. The plotted error bars represent 95% 
confidence limits. The S / N here is being determined by the number of back
ground pixels, ns, used and in the physical sizes of the pixels (and so differ 
in the number of source pixels, npiz, integrated). The model clearly does a 
better job of predicting the error to be expected than does the eeD equa
tion. Note the large uncertainty of the measured standard deviation, even 
after many trials. . 
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APPENDIX E: GLOSSARY OF PARAMETERS FOR APPENDIX D 

a = area of obstruction by telescope secondary mirror 

A = area of telescope primary mirror 

Ao = amplitude of PSF 

iJ = average background level (ADU) [Background is distinguished from "sky" here 
because the background includes the DC bias and dark levels.] 

c = speed of light 

C = count rate of detected photons for source image (electrons/s/image) 

d1 , d2 = empirical fitting parameters for PSF 

d = digitization offset (ADU) 

E('x) = transmission of atmosphere as a function of wavelength 

E = bandpass average of E('x) 

f = fractional count lost to digitization in a single pixel (ADU) 

f = average value of f 

f* = f for a pixel in the source array (ADU) 

fB = f for a pixel in the background array (ADU) 

f* = average value of f* (ADU) 

fB = average value of fB (ADU) 

F('x) = absolute flux from source, outside Earth's atmosphere, as a function of wave
length 
(erg cm-2s-1 A -1) 

F = bandpass average of F('x) 

G = gain of the CCD (electrons/ADU) 

h = Planck's constant 



i = subscript denoting pixel in source array 

I (x, y) = relative height of the PSF at rectangular coordinate x, y 

I(r) = relative height of the PSF at radial coordinate r 

It = total counts onpixel i due to source only (ADU) 

If = total counts on pixel i due to dark only (ADU) 

If = total counts on pixel i due to sky only (ADU) 

If = total counts recorded on pixel i due to DC bias only (ADU) 

Ii = It + If + If + If = sum of all counts recorded on pixel i (ADU) 

If = total counts on pixel j due to dark only (ADU) 

If = total counts on pixel j due to sky only (ADU) 

If = total counts on pixel j due to DC bias only (ADU) 
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Ij = If + If + 17 = sum of all counts recorded on (background) pixel j (ADU) 
[Recall j refers to a pixel in the part of the grid selected for background 
determination. ] 

j = subscript denoting pixel in background array 

nB = number of pixels used in background (sky) determination 

npix = number of pixels used in integration of source 

N* = total star counts (electrons) 

N s = total sky counts per pixel (electrons) 

ND = total dark count per pixel (electrons) 

NR = read noise (electrons/pixel/read) [used in Section D.4j = UR in Section D.3] 

P = empirical fitting parameter for PSF 

Prx,Pry = empirical fitting parameters for PSF 

Pr = empirical fitting parameter for PSF (here Pr = Prx = Pry) 



Q(A) = quantum efficiency of CCD as a function of wavelength 

Q = bandpass average of Q(A) 

r = radial distance from center of PSF 

ro = radius (half-width at half maximum) of the PSF 

rz , ry = radii of PSF along x,y directions 

S = total, background corrected, signal from source (ADU) 

S = mean value of S over many identical integrations 

S / N = signal-to-noise ratio 

T(A) = transmission of the filter as a function of wavelength 

x, y = rectangular coordinates of a pixel or point in profile 

e(A) = optical efficiency of telescope and instrument, without filter 

f = bandpass average of e(A) 

A = wavelength 

AI, A2 = wavelength limits of bandpass 

AA = A2 - Al = width of bandpass 

Un = the read noise associated with one read from a single pixel 

(electrons/pixel/read) 
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Ux = standard deviation of the parameter X, where X is one of the parameters 
listed above 
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